and the dimness, and over tho black,
unclean waters. They are the only unclean part of the whole; everything else,
walls, flooring, the cars, the' boats, the
clothing of the workmen, all are the perfection of neatness
The great sewer realizes the truth of Victor
Hugo’s words when
he says, “The sewer
to-day is clean, cold,
straight, and correct. It almost realizes
the ideal of what is understood in -England by the word ‘respectable
The tilth
there behaves decently.” We look down
at the dark stream and wonder what secret
it hides. We remember sinister tales of
murders committed in the realms above
and of corpses flung into the gloomy
depths of these sullied waters. We reeail
stories of meu that have perished in these
subterranean corridors from the sudden
inbursting ol hidden streams or the accumulation oi foul vapors. There are
legends, too, of gold and silver and precious stones which are sometimes found
amid the slime and mud that accumulate
at the bottom of the reservoirs—the castaway booty of thieves when pursued, or
the fosses ot careless owners.
Bruneseau, when lie explored the sewers
in 1805, came across many curious objects,
mcludingthe skeleton of an orang-outrang
lost Irom the Jardin des Plantes live yearbefore, a fragment of the shroud ot Marat,
and a curious Huguenot medal in copper
But the sullen waters disclose to us, mere
curiositv-visito’-s as we are, none id their
secrets. Their surface shows us orangepeelings and decaying vegetables, straw*
and chips—vve learn none of the hidden
mysteries of their depths. Nor do we canto. The chilly damp strikes coldly through
us; we weary of the monotony of the long,
smooth-arched vault, the endless line* id
wall, and water-pipe, and tootway, and
we'look with compassion on the patient
workmen who act as our canal-horse*,
and drag the boat along. But our via ago
is not a long one.
We soon reach the tn d
of a broad, winding staircase ol stum-,
where our boat is moored ami we disembark.
ness
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thirty years past
made our wii bread, and during
period not a single loal of poor
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Miserable Bread.

Hoi'd, wheat bread is said to be the stall’
i life, whieli is as
emphatically true as
tin citing that poor bread, sour bread,
ggy bread ot any other quality in which
t i' clement ot
“good” does not preponderate, is one ot death’s surely fatal
Sour and unhealthy bread of
weaponan\ sort sends to premature graves more
victims who have dragged out a miserable
c\i*tcv.ce Hi;,;) war. pestilence and famine.
Hi "an I ■< k at the days of boyhood, to
tin peri."! of youth, early manhood and
in
itunty, and call tip immense numbers
friends and associates who sickened
!
thei cause than the slowly opati ig and fatal ini! nonce of unwholesome
<
d. and who died for want of good
bri-ad
I'ntold numbers of our most esimable citizens scarcely know wliat good
■r.-ad is. ami a much larger number still
in esteem themselves as makers of
good
:
never have known how to make
'd bread, i;\ en when they are
-applied
with t he best of Hour
e went to visit a
tinge hi d author and authoress, his
w!
written a hook on domestic
Notwithstanding all the exeelt
hook, ,t lacked the simple diliable one to make good bread,
a
a to
in.
anil. ;vss supervised her own domesaii’ai
and alw ays made her own bread.
I neighbors averred
.< anwavs s..a:
When we paid them a
•it :n 1 a a i wa
unwholesome that
ditlicult ti eat a small
aite
We connneneed keeping
c.
a
.....
asm
who was noted for
making oggy and .sour bread, reproved
•tiiss.ng -o much with her dough.”
a.
h
-tic “couldn’t afford to
tiiai
i'i-:,d
nidi time fussing with the
! c 1
'ih" worked at her dough only
die, duties required her atten\\
.."1C wmit to visit tliem periiui
ind we w ere al" tie i with that
same sour, soggy,
Those friends were
read.
a their era •
h ng, long ago. They
built to live a hundred years, and
a
t lice) tor ;his insidious influence
id
d the
night have been alive
da
It the flour is of prime quality,

In- milk'd

our one

thousand

m.i produce butter that ap'.iko lard lliau any other sub-

W.i- w ill manage the cream the
wack, and in the same pantry, the
..
pans, tiic same clmru. butter-bowl
id
mu
a
>ut as beautiful gilt-edged
be found in the market.
:ti-r
ca;.
iU--C t’.i'-ts go t" )>rove that certain steret. i! pi-u-t "cs in making bread will
f tin- b".' qnality, lor human
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Awake in the

California.

The San Francisco Bulletin, ol recent
date, speaks very encouragingly concerning the crop prospects in that State. It
says:
“The recent rains have brightened the
hopes of farmers in nearly all parts of the
State. There was only a small area where
the crops were suffering from drought.
But everywhere the pastures have been
greatly helped. Nearly all the early sown
grain, with the exception ot one or two
dry valleys, is now beyond much injury
from drought. We may therefore set it
down as a fact that no drought can now
occur to reduce the crops below a
good
average. The outlook is even better.
There is a good promise of an extraordinary yield ol grain and grasses. With no
drought on the 1st of April, and the season
quite a forward one, there are no dry
weather contingencies to be counted in,
except as t<> a lew sections where drought
is the rule and moisture the exception.”
The Bulletin estimates the yield of wool

Night.

grieves about the eaves
To-night, though spring inhere.
The houghs are wet and naked yet

And cold in the early year.
If something stirs in these still, dark tirs
It is only a lonely bird
That came to-dav with the rain-clouds gray
And sang the song I heard.

Somewhere, I ween, a spire of green
Hath pierced the waking mould.

And holdeth up a pure white cup
With a tiny heart of gold,
somewhere. I ween, sweet buds are seen
Half-hid by wandering leaves;
Would 1 could go where they nestle low—
Away from the wind that weaves
Such a slow, sad song in the night so long.

—Oh, blue-eyed baby dear;

If thou could'st come

through

home.

the darkness

The wind could not he drear.

[Portland Transcript.
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of

Story

an

Umbrella.

I'll wager the best box of

cigars

in the

50,0ot.i,00ii pounds; wine, ld.ObO.OtiO city.”
"hone.”
gallons; wh<*it, 45,(M),0UU bushels. Fig'i'llis short dialogue took place between
uring in the lesser crops, it puts the probable money value of the agricultural pro- two young men as they rushed breathducts of the year at !*>100.n(i0,(ioo.
lessly down two flights-of stairs, and, seizing hats and umbrellas, issued from the
at

Haxgin'G Baskets. A late device for
these graceful and desirable floral ornaments is made of sponge,
l ake a -oil,
large sponge, such as is used by hostlers
to wash their horses, and soak it for several days, so as to cleanse it. Then scatter
over it, and into its crevices, canary bird
seed, hemp, lawn grass, oats, kernels of
rice, and tuck into the small holes tiny
bulbs of oxalis and crocuses.
Now place
the sponge into a deep soup plate, tilled
with quite warm water, ami as it evaporates, turn in a little more hot water, which
it should he daily sprinkled with by dipping a little hand brush into it, and slinking it over the sponge. Place the dish in
the warmest place, and cover the sponge
with a cloth at night to keep it warm, and
in a tew days the seeds will begin to
sprout; then put it close to the window in
the suniest place, when the sponge is
covered with verdure, and looks like a
large green ball, you can attach green or
scarlet cords to it. or copper wires, and
suspend it in the window. In a short time
the bulbs will bloom, and the grass will
flower, and the sponge basket will prove
a lovely
ornament to your room.
Of
course, it. must have a small supply of
quite warm water squeezed over it every
day, for if it should be allowed to become
dry, the tiny fibrous roots would surely
perish entirely, and destroy the beauty id
your floral novelty. [Country Couth man.

door ot a fashionable boarding-house in
New York city. A young lady was just
stepping into a horse car before the door,
and both hurried toward it.
The car
passed on, leaving the two lines of aristocratic houses that composed the street
wrapped in the mist of the rainy afternoon.

That evening
dining-room of

houses, and

on

young lady entered the
of these aristocratic
being chidden for lateness,
a

one

rejoined, pettishly:
•‘I couldn’t help it,
so

mamma.

unfortunate to-day.

I've been

I declare 1 could

cry.”

“Wliv, how ?

Wliat do you mean ?"
“In the first place, 1 lcit my purse on
my toilet-table, 1 was in such a hurry lu
catch that car. 1 stuffed the bank check
into my glove for safety’. I went to the
bank and got it cashed—fifty dollars, you
know—and it occurred to me the money
wouldn’t lie sate in my cloak pocket, so i
unscrewed the top of the handle of my
umbrella and put the bills in that hollow
within the broad part. Then I went to
the photographer’s and got my proofs,
and lor want of a better place, 1 foolishly
put them in the hollow, too. Well, it
rained in torrents, and two young gentlemen were following me.
You needn't
look siiocked, mamma—they were, tlio’
they did it very unobtrusively. I’ve seen
both of them before, and I believe they
At any rate, they got on
room opposite.
the car that 1 did, this noon, and they- got
One of them
on the one I came home in.
sat next me, and the other near the door
on the opposite side, and it 1 turned my
eyes anvwhere but straight forward, 1
was sure to receive a glance of admiration.’’
“We’ll dispense with that pait of it,

A Scarecrow.
Jl is well known that
blue and scarlet colors in juxtaposition
cause a dazzling effect on the eve.
These
colors strung on a line and placed over
strawberry beds produce a puzzling effect
on birds, and no bird will enter the garden
while those colors flutter in the air. Pieces
of blue and scarlet calico should be cut
about one and a half leet in length, and Mary.”
“No, we can’t, mamma,” was the detied to a line one foot apart, An old flannel petticoat will supply a large quantity mure response, “lor my confusion, and
of inexpensive scarlet strips. This line, is the tact of my umbrella’s dripping all
to lie supported by poles six lectin height over my dress, caused the catastrophe,
Walks About the Premises.
from the strawberry beds. To support t had to set the umbrella aside a little,
111.
hit-l tiling that distinguishes the strawberries, keeping them clean and en- you see, and when I got up to leave the
both those young men rushed for the
i. .11
I the limner In.in that, ot a person
abling them to ripen all round, take a ear,
door. It was really comical, mamma. 1 j
in ing .11 a city nr town, is tiie absence ot piece of slotit wire a yard in
bond
length,
ibout the house
Sometimes it at right angles ten inches from each was no sooner outside the car than two
a firm sod, but
is
:lienthis
end, bend the space between the right umbrellas met over my head, and there
ordinarily
stood the two young gentlemen, both
ut up by the wheels "I wagons and the angles into a curve.
Stamp these two !
let t
i
-it,tie. till it i~ in the best possible ends six inches in depth into the earth quite determined to escort me to the
ondition to lorm mud. Alter every rain, close to the strawberry plants, then draw house door. 1 never wanted to laugh so
I thanked
much ; but I didn't laugh
tep| i:i'- out oi the house means stepping tile fruit over ihe wire, each plant requir
i:i'
mud and mire. Stepping into the ing two. To prevent rusting, place the them with a very dignified bow, one
"
means taking along with you as
wires in creosote three or four days and apiece—and then producing my own umbrella from the folds of my waterproof,
much ci tv, nlack earth, and manure, as then dry them. [Hardeners’ Magazine.
opened tlial, and walked oil. Mamma,”
Oi course, no
an be taken on the shoes.
A correspondent of the Ploughman re- continued the speaker, tragically, -1 will
fe. t can Pc comfortable, no house can be
tid\. under -iieli circumstances. In cold cently complained that his hens were all never have another umbrella that is like
aiii.a we have no mud but we do have the time pulling the feather ol the rest, of every one else’s.”
j “1 don’t see at all .what you're coining
a very urn-ven surface to
travel over, and the fowls and wanted to know the cause
and the remedy. A writer in the Poultry to, Mary,” said her mother, perplexedly.
olteu now to wade through
When we consider how much can be World observed his fowls addicted to this “What was tho trouble?”
“Trouble? Why, mamma, when I got
avedi: the way of comfort and tidiness habit very carefully, and noticed on the
the i"- "'walks, it is wonderful that ends of the freshly plucked feathers that home I found I hadn’t my own umbrella
at all, but some one else’s just like mine!"
so tutor.' fa. in
premises are without them, the quill was covered with an oily sub“And the tifty dollars and photograph
fin "f
bd be a walk leading from the stance. it occurred to him that the oil
the street, another from the house was what the fowls were alter and acting proofs ?”
Ip "is.“Were gone.”
th>- stable, and still another to the well, on 1 hat idea tried an experiment ot leeding
“Is tlie one you have just like yours?”
the '-arriage house and each of the other small scraps of tallow to them, and found
‘‘Precisely ; black alpaca, with an ivorv
"uni buildings.
They would insure dry it worked admirably, the commotion in
I,..pi floors, beside adding to general the yard ceasing at once, and the fowls be- handle."
e.-t.
“Somebody must have stolen yours, or,
icalth and comfort. The saving in the coming peaceable and quiet. He found
oiii'se of tin year, in the matter of cleanthat an occasional feeding of kitchen rather, exchanged purposely.”
“1 don’t tiiiuk it, mamma; in fact, I
up i. '.l'f shoes, and floors, would more
grease or any fatty matter prevented the
ban pay : t making the walks.
inclination by supplying the appetite be- know they- couldn't. No one could have
known what was in the handle of mine;
Jt walks are made of brick, stone, or fore it gets into a morbid condition.
and the one 1 brought home is much
wave), laid nearly level with the surface
I’m sure the person who took
die ground, they should be at
least
The New England Farmer says that sprucer.
mine would never think of looking in the
o' feet wide, so as to allow of
planting orchard grass should be sown early in the handle.”
dowei- along the sides of them, and still tall or
early in the spring—the earlier the
-ullieieitt room to walk without hav- better in either
“Perhaps not, but you had better adcase, if the ground is in
vertise your umbrella. Some of the peoses touch tlie plants.
If the walks suitable condition. Two bushels of
g
seed,
if
made oi either "t these materials, fourteen
ple on the car must have it.”
pounds to the bushel, are enough.
Two days later appeared an advertised be taken to secure the pre- Northern clover seed at the
rate of ten
ment to this effect:
venti"..: ol the growth ot grass and weeds.
or
more
to
the
acre
he
should
sown
pounds
! a:
be accomplished by
i.iv generally
•T,nst, on Tuesday last, on an English Avewith it.
nue ear, at 0 o’clock, a black alpaca umbrella,
removing tin- earth below the roots of the
ornamented ivory handle.
with
The tinder
A Michigan correspondent ol the Lewgrass and putting on a thick coating of
will lie rewarded if it is returned to No. N1 a lied ashes or refuse lime, with sand or iston Journal says that out West they con- street.”
sider that a wash of limn in the Spring is
-a
well pounded down.
•‘ll'm!” saitl Miss Mary Armstrong, as
1" most respects, however, the best, a sovereign remedy tor the attacks ot the
she. glanced over this paragraph in the
borer.
It
this
be
it
be
correct
should
exand
most convenient walks may
e.-apest,
morning’s paper; that'll never bring back
b. made of common
pine plank. If planks tensively applied at the East for it is a the umbrella.”
.used tor a w alk, it need not be over good fertilizer, and, in the opinion of
a.'
In the bachelors’ apartments across the
three !■■••" wide.
Hood supports mav be
many, makes the trees grow smooth, pro- street the advertisement was
differently
made oi two by tour scantling set on edge. ductive and thrifty.
commented upon. Mr. Frank Kennedy,
A walk of this kind will cost but little,
The following is said on good authority who had been tilted back in his arm chair,
oid w :l last lour years without repairs.
to lie an effectual remedy for pear blight: when his eye fell upon it, suddenly sprang
elevated
lroni
the
ground.it is al- “To halt a bushel of lime add tour
I'.fing
pounds to his feet with the exclamation:
ways ijuite dry, while it is very convenient ot
slake to the consistency of
sulphur,
“By George, I’ll win that wager!”
!•• clean the snow from in winter.
“1 wonder,” lie continued, apprehenwhitewash, and, when it is applied add
to each gallon of the wash half an ounce sively, “if Courtenay’ll see it?
i’ll borRotation in Horticulture.
of carbolic acid. Apply this to the diseased row his morning paper, for fear he will.
U
Why, what a roy al road to an introduction
quite essential that trees and shrubs parts.”
this is! I'll take an umbrella—any umshould be allowed to rotate as annual (arm
The number of hogs packed at the West,
own would answer the
\\ t- should, ii possible, not renew
crops
descripfrom November 1 to March 1, was about brella—my
old orchards on the same ground, as is the
tion—no, by George! it’s too much worn
5,550,001), a little over 100,000 more than
genera! custom. It is probable that the last year. The average weight lias been out, and I’d lie ashamed of it—and go
d\iug out ol' old apple trees indicates tea about :i 1-2 pounds less than last year, and over and present myself. Courtenay’ll he
By George, though,
degree the weakness of the soil for their in lard there lias been an average falling furious—ha! ha!
how did Ibis umbrella get so shabby!
recuperation, food can be to an extent off ot about one pound per head.
I’ve
had
it
four
weeks. I’ll go and
of
but
no
amount
only
stimulus gives
supplied
Fred A. Lewis, of Graniteville, Vt., has, buy a new one, black alpaca, with carved
It may arrest decay for a time. 1
health
have observed in one ol my old orchards or at least he says that he has, a cow ivory handle, and introduce myself to
a
struggle on the part of the wild cherry which has raised within ten months two Miss Armstrong with 1 hat. 1 feel the
to secure the
ground. If left to mature, calves that weigh 750 pounds, given milk box of cigars already in my pocket.”
Mr. Kennedy walked across the hall
the apple trees would soon give way to from which 204 pounds of butter has been
the cherry grove
Butternuts arc just as made and supplied all the milk and cream and tapped thrice, each time louder upon
the opposite door. Getting no answer,
ambitious in another quarter. It is natur- needed in the family.
he called through the keyhole:
al rotation. J he apple trees were
a
stallion
show
planted
at
Parit, Ivy., oil
During
■’*'
“1 say, Courtenay!”
probably the seed sown) by old Dom- Monday, Goldsmith’s Abdallah came
in
No reply. Mr. Kennedy shook the door,
inie Kiriand, missionary to the
Oneidas, collision with another horse and was killed
then hailed the chambermaid.
and it is time they were allowed to die. almost
instantly. The shaft of the sulky“Where’s Mr. Courtenay ?”
Strawberries and raspberries likewise give entered his breast and
came out near hfs
“Gone down town, sir, half an hour
little satisfaction without the principle ol shoulder. He was considered
one of the
rotation in the fruit garden. Destroy a best horses in the United
ago.”
States.
“Gone downtown! The deuce lie has!"
;de hill of blackberries,and you may
expect a patch of raspberries or strawber- theSulphur and lard is recommended by muttered Mr. Kennedy, searching distracteditor ot Land and Water, as a sure edly for hat and
ries. A close watch of wild grasses proves
to
gloves. “1 say!”
the same to be true of them. Weeds march cure for the mange on dogs, and other the chambermaid—“ where's the'nearest
animals.
1
he offensive odor, as well as umbrella store?”
over the country in
platoons—one kind de- the
“Kun out and buy me an umbrella, will
irritating effect, can be removed from
parting belore a strange successor. In the the ointment
by adding a drop m two of you? There’s a good soul! Take this
same way insects are never
stationary, sandal wood oil,
bill and keep the change, and get me a
hut move eastward or westward
by yearly
marches. Precisely the same has been
A correspondent places the temperature black alpaca umbrella (ladies’ size, reirue ut human races.
Nature certainly at which cream should lie churned at 00 member that) with an ornamented ivory
lias been very
positive in enforcing a rota- to 02 degrees. Prof. Arnold, we believe, handle. Understand ?”
“Ail right, sir.”
tion ot plants
Burn a beech forest, and
prefers to have the cream a little warmer.
“And hurry—do !”
an oak or hemlock
grove springs up. We The butter will come quicker if the cream
1 ac
mam vanished, and Mr.
have learned to consider this law in fannbe very warm, but the butter is not so
Kennedy
began to make himself irresistible as lar
ing, but is is quite essential in horticul- good.
as
haste
would
allow. I[e met the returnture
The Springfield Republican says that ing chambermaid at the door,
inspected
the
in
umbrella
the hall, and then
(arm hands are now constantly arriving in
triumph1 umips are not injured by freezing if the
western part ot the State and seeking antly marched across the street.
lie ran"
they are allowed to thaw in the ground situations. There
will be, this season, a the bell, inquired lor “Miss Armstrong”
before being pulled. If they chance to
reduction of about 20 per cent, from the and was ushered in. With umbrella still
freeze after
being taken from the ground last season’s wages, and the farmers ex- in hand, he walked into the parlors, but
t he injury is
if
are
allowed pect to
very slight
they
was arrested on the threshold by the sio-ht
get good hands at !JS20 a month.
to thaw in a dark
place and are not handled
of his chum, Ellis Courtenay, who, :uso
l
he
fine
while frozen.
wool sheep, formerly the pride
an umbrella in his hand, occupied
ol \ ermont
farmers, as well as a source holding
ol
wealth, have almost disappeared. The an easy chair by the table. Mr. Courtenay
Jlay cakes, composed of hay and straw
was dressed with suspicious nicety, and
\
cry finely cut, well mixed with crushed daily business is now one of the best paythe umbrella he had was apparently new.
oats or rye, and moistoned with a solution ing in the State, and the demand for VerThe two occupants of the parlor faced
of rape seed or linseed oil cake, and then mont cheese is constantly
increasing.
each other in blank surprise, which, in
well worked and formed into tablets underA prize is to be ottered at the next fair Mr.
Courtenay’s ease, changed to amusepressure, have been for some time em- of the New England
Agricultural Society ment. As lor Mr. Kennedy, after utterployed in France as a convenient and to the young lady who can cook the best
ing explosively his favorite “By George!”
portable food lor horses,
farmer’s dining on the fair ground.
he subsided into a chair, and began, feebly :
lood.

breail
:d
.in
person who never makes a
The let the learner go to his
al
.acr place and take lessons in the peni. ar. careful and discreet manipulations
a
I management of the Hour and dough
mt. .she " in produce bread that is lit to
i
-ailed the “staff of life.” 11’it requires
months to learn the lesson, let the
ta-! In-completed.
[N V Herald
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l
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making good

“IIow—how in—”
“Sn ! some one’s coming !"
Miss Armstrong, opening the parlor
door, had to hide her lace behind her
handkerchief for a moment ore she could
advance with requisite gravity. Her two
“knights of yesterday” were considerably
embarrassed, but managed to present
themselves, their excuses, and their umbrellas.
“By George!” finished Mr. Kennedy;
“being on the car, you know, 1 felt, as I
might say interested, you know.”
"1 am much obliged to you. I'm sure.”
“And this isn't the umbrella?"
“I’m sorry to say, it isn’t.”
Mix Courtenay rose to go.
"1 should have been glad to have returned you your umbrella,” he said, politely. “As it. is. I can only hope it may
be restored.”
“As 1 do
mjpelf, 1 assure you,'' Miss
Armstrong responded. “Not for the umbrella’s sake, but for the sake of iilty dollars and some photographic proofs, which
were screwed into tiie handle.”
Constraint was forgotten in the sudden
surprise created by this statement. Before
half an hour had passed the three were
quite at ease together. They passed from
speculation about the fate ot the umbrella
to the weather and to locality and season,
to amusements and to music.
When they
left it was with the understanding that
there might he lutiire visits.

The soft wind

■

■

■

■

Somehow it took

Armstrong

a

MAY

13, 1875.
“The North and the South.”

great while for Miss

to understand how it had come

about.
She was freshly amazed every
live minutes to think that “her identical
umbrella” had been all this time in Mr.
Konuedy’s possession, just across the
street.
And to think, besides, that she
had taken Mr. Kennedy’s umbrella on the
horse ear!
It was the very strangest
tiling that ever happened, and she must
go straight and tell mamma all about it.
“But you have not done your part,” interposed Mr. Courtenay. “You said the
tinder would be suitably rewarded.”
For returning a whole umbrella.
Thanks will pay lor a broken one,” replied Miss Armstrong, saucily.
“Do you think so? But you have to
keep your vow besides,” said Mr. Courtenay with perfect gravity.
She looked at him with
wide-eyed surprise, then Hushed and (altered as she
said:
“What vow ?”
“To marry the person who returned
your umbrella.’’
“Oh!” was the horrified response. “Did
Mr. Kennedy”—
“peaking of Mr. Kennedy, that individual was interrupted as he was lighting his
first cigar on the following morning by a
tap at the door, at which appeared Mr.
Courtenay holding an umbrella.
•Miss Armstrong returns your umbrella
with flunks, and apologizes (or having
unknowingly exchanged with you You
have had hers for four months, and I unfortunately broke it yesterday when you
lent it to me. She’ii like you to accept
the content! of the handle ot hers, and
she insists on your taking this photograph. It is no more than right, since
you’ve carried proofs about so long. Old
follow,” he added, breaking into a longrepressed laugh, “you'll have to be content with tin1 photograph.
She's promised
tho original to me.”

NUMBER 45.

This

A

Bartlett, formerly

ol

Pittsfield. Mass.,

to fire, and iron, and the wide-mouthed
wars, where he left a leg and an arm and
gained at the Wilderness some two ounces
of lead. Finally he settled at Richmond,

which

who.

city

Thus his

he had been captured in
the experience of one

was

entering upon a keen contest with
a partisan superadded to the

the zeal of

courage of
wounds and

a

soldier, received honorable

settled down in amity
among those with whom he had fought.”
We append the response of Gen Bart-

lett,

as

ous ana

linally

breathing

a

magnanimou

Parisian Sewers.

the

clustered around a spot near
the basin of tiio great fountain, which
was
playing away right merrily, its cornucopia and sphinxes’ heads spouting out
streams ot water in the sunglisteniug
shine. Thither we bent our steps, and
discovered that their point of observation
was a round
opening in the pavement,
around which the sections of the iron covers were
sticking up like the divisions of
a dislocated fan.
Nothing could be seen
except the upper part ot a very clean and
solid-looking staircase of wrought-iron,
which wound round in cork-screw fashion,
so that only the first few
steps were visible
trom above.
Down these stairs we went,
feeling very much like Dante at the commencement ot his internal
pilgrimage
Down we all went—our party and num- I
bers ot other persons—twisting round and
round the corkscrew-shaped staircase for
a little way, when a
flight of broad steps
in solid masonry succeeded, and brought
us in a few minutes to the
great corridor
which was our destination.
It was not in the least like what we hail j
expected. It was not dark ; a vaulted re- !
cess at one side opening with a
grating to I
the outer air, and through this grating
the sun was shining, this opening being
apparently on the embankment ot the
Seine, the w ills ol' which descend iar below the level of the city-streets. There
was no foul odor, and a sense ot somewhat oppressive dampness was the only
uncomfortable sensation. Far away on
either hand we saw, stretching away, the
long, vaulted, tunnel-like corridors, and
distant lamps shining afar oil' like red,
twinkling stars. Overhead, on either
side, like gigantic black serpents, we beheld the huge pipes that supply Paris
with water, which water, contrary to popular opinion, does not come irom the
Seine, but is brought from the river Oureq
by means of live canals. Thesq enormous
pipes run along the rooting of the tunnel,
and are supported by iron shafts. There
are more Ilian a hundred persons bent on
the same subterranean journey as ourselves, but there is no contusion, no pushing or crowding, and we all stand back
against the wall, and wait our turn. The
Hour of the tunnel is laid in rails, and we
see at a distance a train of
Jow, Hat, uncovered hand-cars, which, one by one,
are brought forward, and the places, (of
which there are twelve in each car) are
duly filled, each party being kept together.
As each car receives its complement of
passengers, it is wheeled farther along
the track, and this process is continued
till every one is seated. Then four workmen take their
places as motive-power to
each vehicle—two to push and two to
pull—and, as the ears run easily along
the rails, the task is not so hard a one as
it at first appears. They are fine, stalwart-looking fellows, these toilers under
ground. The signal is given and off we
start—not into the darkness, however, as
each ear is furnished with lour powerful
lamps, one at each corner, and the rays
theretrom shine brightly on the walls and
roof and Hooring ol this strange subterranean tunnel.
As we go we notice that,
though there is.a footpath of solid masonry
projecting from the wall on either side,
the middle ol the roadway, directly under
the cars, is occupied by a deep channel,
at the bottom of which
glides a black,
sullen stream.
Now we pass a deep niche
in the wall, with steps of masonry leading
upward, and down those steps rushes the
water li mi the gutters above to join the
stream beneath our feet. These niches
succeed each other at regular intervals.
On we go. faster and still faster, our

stinct and every possible predisposition of
birth and education, General Bartlett went
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to

sons were

was

called upon to respond. Of him the World
says: “From the halls of Harvard, in-

near

Visit

From Appleton’s Journal.
A crowd of two or three hundred per-

of the toasts at the late
centennial celebration. Gen. William F.
was one

gener-

patriotic spirit:

Mr. President: Of the relations of the North
the South I am not an unprejudiced obOu the contrary I have a prejudice
which is shared by all soldiers, in favor of peace;
and I think I may safely say that between the
soldiers of the two great sections of our great
country fraternal relations were established
long ago. t have also a strong prejudice against
any man or men who would divide or retard or
ol
the
neither
destroy the prosperity of the nation whose corHowever,
young gentlener stone was laid in the blood of our fathers
men had Mis cup ot satisfaction full to the
Gossip About Royalty.
100 years ago to-day. Moved by this prejudice
brim, because of the other. Not a sen(Olive
Harper in New York Graphic
fourteen years ago, I opposed'the men who
tence did either utter as they crossed the
Three days ago Queen Victoria paid a
preferred disunion to death. True to this prejIn the upper hall of the boarding
street.
'visit to the Empress Eugenie at t'uisi |
udice, 1 to-day despise the men who would, fur
the sake of self or party, stand in the way of
house at last, Mr. Kennedy broke silence:
hurst, accompanied by two or three lada
reconciliation and a united country. The dis“1 say, Courtenay, when did von see
I hey
whose names I cannot remember
tinguished soldier who is your chief guest tothat advertisement ?”
me at the station, and 1 had a good
never came nearer to the hearts of the peopassed
day
“About eight this morning,” was the
ple than when he said “Let us have peace,”
opportunity to see Her Majesty, a- she
laconic response, as the one addressed
and, sir, the only really belligerent people in
was very close to me.
She is a mediumthe country to-day, North and South, are those
fumbled with his key.
sized woman, somewhat inclined ti >bwitwhile
the
war
lasted
followed carefully
who,
“And you went down town and
ness, and has a very llorid countenance
the paths of peace. Do not believe that the
“1 always go down town.”
The features are not marked : hr*i n mi
light and dirty froth which is blown Northward
!
Don’t
be
and
“Oh, pshaw
and scattered over the land (oftentimes for inalfalls open very often, and her lips uiv
high
mighty!
A Bank President's Peril.
! icious purposes) represents the true current of
You went down and bought an umbrella!
rather full. She seems kind and gracii as
Nkw
Aprh,
The
at
the
South.
:50.
Look
to
their
heYork,
deep mys- public opinion
j
Oh, oh, oh, oh !” And Mr. Kennedy’s voice
in manner, and very simple—onlhvh d,
which has so long enveloped the I roes, their leaders, their Gordons, their Lees,
void of affectation.
Her voice I
grew lainter as lie retired into the depths tery
their
their
Lamar.
Ramson
and
Johnsons,
Ripin
of his dressing room. Presently he emerg- methods employed
recovering the se- ley, and tell me if you tind anything but renewtrained to such sweetness and gmi
j
ed therefrom, and shouted across the hall. curities stolen from the Souhegan Bank, ed loyalty and devotion to a reunited country. ;
utterance as mark tliatot the Kx-Empi
“Well, we neither of us won the cigars. in Milford, N. II, last October, is at last These are the men, as our great and good Guv. j:
Ot course, being somewhat stout, she •]Both got introduced the same minute, by unravelled and the story would pass tor a Andrew told you it the close of the war—-these
but
not move so gracefully as she might
are the men by whom and through whom you
romance
were
not
the
full
details
genuine
take her all in all, she ispleasant-iookia.
George! We will go halves on a box.”
must restore the South, instead of the meaner
so
ol
well
the
The
authenticated.
It was noticeable that the young genplo,
and one instinctively likes her for a nob:
men for whom power is only a synonym tor
tlemen both cared very much for two rohherv, itwill be remembered, was one plunder. As 1 begged you last summer, 1 enwoman.
She was plainly dressed in Id:. I,
things. Tlin_v cared lor their iront win- id'the boldest ever perpetrated. On the treat you again, do not repel the returning love
silk, with heavy trimmings of crape, a:
It
men by suspicion or indifference.
dows, and they cared more yet lor the 19th ot October ten or twelve masked of these
a
widow's veil and white cap
wore
you cannot in forgiveness “kill the tatted calf,”
men forcer their way into the private resowner id the lust umbrella, the lady of
Queens look very like ordinary humanin
do not with coldness kill the prodigal. When
T.
idence
of
A.
the
Mr,
cashier,
Sawyer,
No. S.
the 54th Massachusetts regiment made its galfairy stories to tlie contrary notwithstandThe umbrella was not returned. It be- and having gagged and tied all the mem- lant attack on Fort Wagner in July, lse.:), it lost,
ing. Elizabeth, the Empress of Austria,
with
of
its
men.
its
bers
of
the
hundreds
heroic
leadforced
the
cashier
brave
household,
came a tiling of tlie past.
is a tall, slender, very graceful woman,
to produce the keys, with which the bank er and its colors. A few weeks ago that flag
some thirty-live or thirty-eight years old
Now the stale ol lecling between Miss
was
returned to the Governor of
gracefully
vaults were opened and about $120,000 in
Her eyes and hair are brown, and sic- i.Massachusetts by the officer who took it in a<
Armstrong's two cavaliers was anything securities and $(‘>000 in
currency was se- lion, with these noble words :
rather thin in the face and ot rather sallow
but cordial. To say that they avoided
cured. The President of the bank, lion.
“Under the exciting state of things. 1 deem
each other is a mild description. They
complexion. But her manner is ven
Win. B. Towne, who was in this city it decorous, if not a positive duty to promote
insisted on being apart. Instead of havcharming.
the oblivion of animosities which led to and
some
lost
no
time
business,
The daughter ot the Czar of Russia,
1 prefer to look
were engendered by the war.
ing a social cigar together, they, when- transacting
in returning to Milford. Detectives were
who married the l.htke of Edinburgh, iever they spent an evening in, sat apart
upon such trophies as mementoes of the gallant
in the search for the robbers conduct of men who like Shaw, Putman, and
in
Toward employed
decidedly plain, in spite of all said to tic
moody unapproachibility.
and the securities, but all to no purpose. other sons of Massachusetts, sealed with thencontrary while the Princess Alexandr,
spring matters grew still worse, and Mr. Advertisements ottering rewards for the lives their devotion to the cause which they
has been, and is still, a tine-lookin:'
Kennedy became oblivious of his former restoration ot the securities were pub- adopted rather than as evidences of prowess on
I never saw the Empress of
woman
the one side or the other. The custodians of
friend's existence. He, moreover, ceased
lished and at length anonymous notes such a memento should be the authorities of the j
Russia, but 1 know' her maid of honor.
troing to No. 8 entirely, and, to Mr. Courte- reached Mr Towne. The writers desired state honored by tho-e gallant men, and i thereMademoiselle Annenkolf, who told »n*
nay’s amazement, appeared to have made to know how much lie would
pay. His fore. transmit the Hag to your excellency for
she was plain and rather masculine look
as
the
authorities
of
up his mind to a course of dissipation. invariable answer was
such
Massachudisposition
a
reasonable
ing
Probably this did not agree with his health, amount.” A letter was received from a setts shall determine. Respectfully your obeTo speak ot the sultana ol lurkc.
R. s. Riplf.y."
dient servant.
for toward the middle of March he beMr
small town not far from Boston.
how
No
Mildiercan
know
he
one but
would
would take more paper than I have got
came invisible for several days, and it was
Towne was informed that the bonds cling to a trophy that lie had taken in honorable
handy; there are so many ol her But it
reported that lie was ill So it happened should he returned if a liberal sum was battle. No one but a soldier knows what it
is safe to say that you will tind there a
that, one windy March evening, neuralgia
to give it up unless compelled by
would
cost
the
letter
for them. The sendei of
very beautiful woman or two aftei the
loftier motives ..f chivalrous patriniLm. and
and lonosomeness conquered pride, and paid
an interview with him, ami Mr.
Turkish taste. A fat, round woman, w ith
when Gen. Ripley wrote tie* letter he thought
he sent a message to knovv ii Courtenay requested
Towne resolved to visil the man. and did not of seif, not of South » arolina, nor of Massared cheeks and black eyebrows, is a Turkwould “come over.”
so.
The hank President was coolly re- eiiusett>, but. of a restored and united country,
ish beauty—one easy to make sine.- Bant
the
was
shocked
at
Courtenay
really
ceived by the stranger, who met him in and liis heart a continent. There are tattered
ing wrote his book on dining and corpuchange in Ins friend’s appearance, and a hotel, and then Jed him to large build- Hags in that sacred hall in yonder capitol,
lency, and cosmetics are so all-embracing.
around which, in the shock of battle, 1 have
was so cordially sorry for him that Mr
Mr.
tai
The
away.
ing
stranger eyed
seen dear friends and brave men fall like auOf the Ex-Empress Eugenie 1 have
Kennedy’s reserve utterly relaxed.
Towne suspiciously as he led him through tumn leaves. There arc Hags there that i canalready spoken, so 1 shall but -say that
“You’re a good fellow. Courtenay; but a long hallway into a commodious room, not look upon without tears of pride and sormotive-power’’ keeping up a steady, she
still holds her scepter U beauty m l
Rut. there is im llag there which has
row-.
it isn't neuralgia altogether that is using and tho banker felt ill at ease, in his
regular trot, and not seeming much fapresu^ a deeper significant*'- or that bears
ijueenly
dignity.
or
distressed
the
toil.
me up.
There are things worse than neu- ence
The stranger talked business at to-day for
tigued
by
within its folds a brighter omen of “peace on
But the beauty ot all is the fair voting
Mr. Towne told him that the ne- ! earth,
once.
iralgia, by < ieorge !”
\\
an* traveling along the great maul
will
to
meiiT
than
that
battlegood
Queen Olga, of Greece. Rarely have 1
“Of course -ol
His hearer replied:
gotiation ot the securities had been inter- stained emblem so tenderly restored by a >-m sewer under the title- de Uivoli, and paint- seen
any person in the walk of life who
course there are.”
fered with by publication, but, that the of South Carolina, whom here, in the name «>t ed placards upon the wall, bearing the
was so really lovely in all way
as sin- i-.
“There's nothing,” resumed the invalid bank was willing to pay a sum not ex- the soldiers of Massachusetts, 1 thank undgivci name of the street, Irorn time to time reand it is not to he wondered at that the
as brother.
And 1 am
that lie was an
“nothing in this world, and 1 hope travagant for the bonds, the stranger American soldier. A> anproud
mind
us
of
the
tact.
Now- we cross other whole
American 1 am as
Exposition stood petrified to
nothing in the next, as had as women!” named a sum, and said that he would proud of the men who charged so bravely with streets, and read the placards as we pass; Iter
pass, and that murmurs ot approba“Women!*” echoed his surprised com- give Mr. Towne time to think over it
Pickett's division on our lines at Gettysburg, the line
d'Alger, the Uue du Dauphin, the tion and delight followed her. She wa>
Before going from the building in which as l am of the men who bravely met and re- 1‘laee de Uivoli, etc. It is all alike—the
panion.
dressed in a light blue dress, with awhile
them
there.
Mcu
cannot
choose
pulsed
always
“They're the coldest—the—by George! the conference was had. the stranger tin- right cause; but when, having oh >scn that long vaulted tunnel, of pale, croamy-tinted burnous
carelessly thrown over hr: m
1 never saw a woman who had a heart.
abused M
Towne, and accused him of which conscience dictates, they are ready to stone ; the black coils of water-pipe over- nifieent shoulders, and a blue and vvhir
Did you ?”
not acting in good iuitli.
die for it, if they justify not their cause they at head ; the deep niches marking every bonnet—the
Greek colors.
Mr.( 'uurtenav wondered vi\ niiy w bother
'The banker was afraid to say much then, least ennoble themselves, and the men who. for corner of the streets above, each niche
the lady across the street possessed one; but in the hotel he satisfied the stranger. conscience's sake, fought against their govern- w ith a miniature cascade
Our Composite Nationality.
tumbling down
meat at Gettysburg, ought easily to be forgiven
but he only said, vaguely
whom An', inivne aiterwam discovered
its steps, and tailing into the stream beby the sons of men, who, for conscience's sake,
The
“A rather strong statement.”
Philadelphia Times verv proper]
was a detective, that no one was aware of
fought against their government at. Lexington neath; the black, sullen water under the
Mr. Kennedy nodded grimly.
his (Mr. Towne’s) object in visiting the and Bunker Hill. Oh, sir, as Ma<saehu>etts car; the footways on either side, and here animadverts upon that portion ot i;,.>
William Curtis’ otherwise very owl], it
“You’ll come to my conclusion —you town. Then the President went back to was first in war, so let her be first in peace, and there a
lamp fixed in the wall, and oration at Concord, in which
In raised
You have been Milford and talked with the Directors ot and she shall forever be first in the hearts of
are on the way to it now.
that
sense
ot
and
mystery
gloom
And let us here resolve that, always
her
ot nationality by expressing le r
question
ever since that confounded umbrella matthe bank. Further correspondence follow- truecountrymen.
and
to her ancient motto, while in war ense
oppressive dampness; but still no of the “ignorance, pauperism, and fon-ig"
1 say, old fellow, I’ve a great mind ed, and at length Mr. Towne consented to
ter.
petit placid)/in, m peace, she demands not «»n!y foul smell, no rats, no horrors. Here and
faith” of the emigrants t,> tl,
Eh
to save you from yourself.
of
thG great there we see lived
pay the sum demanded. He drew the for herself, but for every inch
against the wall a tab- religious The Times truly
sayBut go ahead, by money in bank notes of large denomina- country, *)'?> !ihcrtat>‘ <piirt, tii.
let of white porcelain bearing a date: country.
"l don’t follow you.
1'he Puritans have no right to usurp a'
these indicate the height to which tinall means.”
tion, and putting them into an inside pockthe title in the sacred temple ot freedom,
et ot his vest, started to see the detecwaters rose in the sewers after sundry
‘A monrn ago, resumed ivii. ivenneuy.
A Sharp Lawyer Outwitted.
or to constitute themselves an exelusiv
was
led
a month ago
tive.
lie
the
and
celebrated
storms.
fixed
One,
again
through
great
to-night—I
solemnly—-jusL
long
Henry S. llagert, Assistant District At- high above our heads, shows that on one guard tor its keeping. The blood shed i:
went over to X umber 8 to make a call
hallway, and into the big room. The
tlio revolution was not all ot one lm
has
lor
hiniselt
in
earned
criminal
occasion the waters must have risen to
Frankly, 1 went 1'or more than that—to door was fastened by the detective. Mr. torney,
That had been English that was spilled
make a declaration; and 1 had every rea- Towne was thoroughly frightened. “Are prosecutions a name that any lawyer might within about a foot of the top ot the arch,
Massachusetts; that was Dutch in .V
he proud of. Cool, sagacious, precise and and woe unto the
son to think I'd be accepted, if smiles and you prepared to negotiate,” gruffly asked
unhappy wight who York; German and Scotch-Irish in IVn
blushes and all that are signs. We went the detective. “1 think 1 am," was the wary—leading witnesses ever into traps chanced that day to be working in the
Swede in New Jersev
(her,
into the conservatory to look at the stars, answer, given with much deliberation. where he catches them and squeezes out sewers, for if ho could not swim, lie must sylvania;
ava' lei I in.
was pure Irish in Mary land;
Such a
and I then and there made a tool of my- “Think you are,” sneered the detective. of them lies and deception, ho has won infallibly haves been drowned.
lish in Virginia: Huguenot in the ( 'are
self, and made a declaration at the time, “Are you fixed?” The bank President some of the proudest victories ever achiev
catastrophe did take place before the con- uas. and Austro-German in Georgi i. 1'h,at
bar—has
ed
the
beaten
the
Philadelphia
struction ot the new and enlarged sewers,
i was standing in a draught staring at the hesitated, but answered in the aflirmativo.
of the achievement belongs t>• n
and acute brain of Col. Mann, six workmen were
employed in one ot glory
sky—1 know that’s the way I got this neu- “Well, produce,” was the command of laboring
one tot our thirteen tribes; and we wi
even
Lewis
C.
and
worries
And the sewers in the lower part of the
Mr,
Towne
drew
a roll of
Cassidy.
1
had
and
when
the
detective.
linished,
city,
ralgia—and
have no high priests of Israel, nor I -\ g,
stood there, feeling that life or death de- bank notes Irom his pocket, and placed yet against this man, so wise, so positive, when a furious storm came tip, and the
the ark ot the covenant < mr latherbearing
so thoroughly sitting ol evidence, there
so
w
aters
rose
that
think
The
went
to
four
out
of
do
on
tlie
table.
detective
the
on
her
what
them
answer,
rapidly
you
pended
made with God in the name of iibertv and
old
Court
in
the
House
since
satlias
sat
six
and
and
were
the
other
a
into
another
room
two
door opening
she said ?’
drowned,
only I sealed with their blood. The essence
Mr. Courtenay responded, in strangely knocked. The door was slightly opened, unlay a girl who has completely outwitted made their escape with exceeding diili- our
in
his
face
while
she
being is Democracy. The men ■ >i
and
did
him,
laughed
cultv
and a hand grasping a bundle wrapped in
mutllod tones, that he hadn't an idea.
did not distrust one another because -iim
a witness in the trial ol l'er.She
was
it.
silk
of
manufacture
‘(live a
to

server.

1

-,

—

■

guess!’

—

I

‘1 can’t, do ahead.’
‘She said, and 1 could have sworn she
was
laughing: ‘Why, Mr, Kennedy,
don’t you know I’ve made a vow ? I’m
going to marry some one.’ I gasped out ;
‘The person who returns my
‘Who?’
umbrella.’ ‘Confound umbrellas !’ flushed Mr. Kennedy, savagely kicking the
table leg.
Mr. Courtenay’s lace, surrounded by
wreaths of tobacco smoke, was very
solemn indeed.
It was more solemn still
the next morning at, the breakfast-table.
For almost a week it was as dolorous as
tlm weather, and not once did he sit in his
accustomed place at the front window or
call at X’o. 8.
‘Frank,’ he shouted one morning across
the hall, ‘lend me your umbrella, will
you ? I can’t lind either of mine.’
There was a sound of rummaging m
Mr. Kennedy’s apartment; then an umbrella came flying across the passage and
landed on the door mat.
‘You’ll better lose it, somewhere down
town,’ growled the owner. I never want
to see it again.’
In a similar gloomy mood. Air. Courtenay began to preambulate the rainy and
muddy streets. Whether his state of
mind made him desperately careless and
oblivious of his fellow pedestrians is uncertain.
At any rate, no came m violent contact
with a truckman, and was sent staggering
blindly back into a doorway by the force
of the concussion.
As lor the umbrella,
it looked like a wrecked vessel, for three
of its ribs were broken, and the stick,
minus the handle, pointed protestingly
upward. The handle was still clutched
in Mr. Courtenay’s hand, but that too
seemed suddenly to have become rickety.
As he tossed it angrily against the opposite wall it fell back disjointed, and a little
roll ol papers tumbled at Mr. Courtenay’s
very feet. For once in his life, and only
once, the latter individual was betrayed
into using his friend Kennedy’s favorite

expression.

“By George!”

lie did not go down town, but returned

home and shut himself up till after dinner.
At seven o’clock he
might have been seen
crossing-street, with a disreputable
looking umbrella in his hand, which just
held together, and that was all. Bearing
tliis he entered Miss
Armstrong’s presence,
and answered her merry inquiry as to
where he had been the last week, briefly:
“I’ve been finding your umbrella. Here
it is.”

paper
foreign
appearThe detective took the package and
put it on the table. .“Now, sir,” said lie
to Mr. Towne, “have you got any more
money ?” “Yes sir,” was the reply’, and
Mr. Towne took another roll ot bank notes
from iiis pocket. The detective again
tapped on the door, and another package
was handed in.
Then, more money having been obtained from Mr. Towne, a
third and last, package was given him. He
quickly examined the securities. They
were tin; ones wanted.
Some were missing, and likewise valuable papers were

ed.

not

there.

Mr. Towne tied the three packages together, and was ready’ to go. He trembled as lie approached the door, and asked the detective to show him out. It was
then about about 9 o’clock at night, and
the long hallway was very dark, but ho
finally succeeded in reaching tiie hotel in
safety. The next day he was in Milford.
The valuable papers and some of the securities are still wanted. < >ne of the missing bonds was recently found in Dickenson’s woods, near Jerome Park, in a bottle lying by the side of a man who had
evidently been murdered. Twelve stabs
were found in his breast, anil the
theory
now entertained here is that the man was
one of tiie bank robbers, and that he and
some of his
accomplices alighted from tiie
train near tiie woods, and that soon afterward in a struggle he was killed. From the
appearance of tiie ground a few leet from
the body it was inferred that other bottles
had therein been buried and then hastily
taken up, and it was thought likely that in
the hurry the bottle containing tiie bond
was overlooked.

Going

home

a

few

evenings

since, a

resident of Detroit heard the voice of
boy in a stable, and looking through

a
a

broken window he saw a lad about ten
years old reading from a book to a group
composed of half a dozen boys about the
same age.
“Mow isn’t that nice,” chuckled the gentleman to himself; “these boys crowded
out of school are still determined to secure
an

education

!

”

He took another look through the window, and then placed his ear to the broken pane, and heard the boy read:
“If the person who deals makes a misdeal, the cards may lie on the table only
”
by the consent of all
“Gracious!” exclaimed the citizen, as
he sprang away from the window, “thal
boy’s reading from Hoyle! ”
——

with criminal malpractice. Rather a pretty girl, with great
hig eyes, out of which her soul peeps with
laughter at the vain endeavor ot Henry
S. llagert, Assistant District Attorney, to
bother her. It has been astonishing to
listen to the girl. Lawyers out of the
case—reporters grown callous with interminable injection of evidence and listening never except in the pursuit of the
result of a case—court-room sitters and
bummers—all have been surprised at the
ready wit, the quick response, the sharp
intellect ot the young girl. Unanswerable to the dissection of Mr. llagert and
unimpressible and irresponsible to Ids
questions, there lias been no such witness
as she ever seen in a Philadelphia courtNever certainly, one. so self-posroom.
sessed, so defiant, so quick in answer, so
utterly repellant to a cross-examination
so severe as only Mr. llagert knows how
to make.
The case has been remarkable
from the beginning—remarkable for reasons that cannot be published until it is
over, but remarkable above all for the
clearest, quickest and readiest-wittod witness that ever kissed a book.
[Phila.
Times.

pente,

a man

Maine in tiie BuMiK.it Hill CentenThere is a increment atoot to secure a large representation from Maine at
the centennial celebration of the battle of
Bunker Hill, which occurs in Boston, June
17. As yet there has been no official action taken and nothing decisive done.
There are, however, parties busily agitating the matter. It is proposed, in addition
to the Grand Army and other organizations already invited, to have the first regiment of Maine Volunteer Militia there on
that occasion. As at that time Maine was
a part of Massachusetts, she has a more
direct interest in the celebration than any
other of the New England States outside
of the Bay State. It is, therefore, deemed
fitting that she should have a prominent
place in those exercises, and should witli
the First Regiment, the Grand Army and
other organizations, form a Maine Division, which will be of such a size and appearance as to give dignity and be a credit
The Governor and Staff will
to the State.
be present, and other State officials. This
matter has not yet been broached to the
militia as a whole, but it is understood
that the officials favor it if it can be done.
It is proposed to charter a steamer to
convey the division to and from Boston.
[Portland Press.
nial.

But see! the

charged

cars

|

arc

stopping. Our
glatl enough to

were English and some Irish, -ome Du:
and some Austrian, some French and some
take breath, wipe their brows, and take a German.
They came in search of live
little rest. We dismount from our car- doui, and
they found it ; the foreigner
nages at the word of command from our to-day comes here in search ot liberti.
conductor, a sleepy-looking old gehtleman and it shall not be denied him, no mattei
in official uniform, and we look around us. what
may he his political or religion-1 m
The vault here is wider, and hall a vietion. Therelore we tell our
adopted
dozen lamps, hung overhead, se ve to fellow-citizens not to fear the native, lishow us that we have reached the end of the native does not fear them. Thev are
the railroad, and now stand at the he; d of
immigrants and children of immigranta broad, black-looking canal, with a narto borrow Mr. Curtis’ phrase, only as inn(>11 this can,,
row footway at either side.
's to four, and wo never heard id one ,,t
lie moored three or four large flat-boats, ,'iem
asserting the ability to whip four
painted black, and looking as though they Americans “any day.” Mr. Curtis need
be
alter
the
modeled
of
the
pattern
might
not be alarmed at the proportion
very vessel used by old Charon tor conMkasituni; uy the Eye.
Year- ago.
veying disembodied souls across the Styx.
We have journeyed up (lie Rue du Rivoli, when we went to school in a little weathei
trom the Place du Clmtalet up to the Rue beaten school house, what
exciting conRoyale, and it is on the vast general con- tests there used to be over the teacher’s
ductor under the last-named street that favorite exercise of having the scholars
we are now to embark.
This vast basin estimate with the eye the size and weight
with its dark, swiftly-rushing stream, is of different objects in the room! llo would
the reservoir for all the sewerage of Paris, hold up his eano, and have each one tell
and conducts it all to a point below As- how long he thought it was, and it was a
nicres, nearly twenty miles from Paris, lucky' child that could come within halt a
where it is then discharged into the river. foot of the right length. He would take
The boats on which wo are invited to em- a boy’s straw hat and ask how much Unbark ar those used in cleaning the reser- crown would hold. He would measure an
voir, a task which is accomplished by urchin and then have the scholar- try t,
means ot a drop-plank under each boat,
reproduce the measure on the wall. He
by which method a sufficient head-way is would mark off an inch or a toot or a yard
gained to drive all the sediment, stones, in some conspicuous place, and then see
etc., to a distance of over a hundred yards. how near anybody could come to chalkWe take our seats in the lingo, duskv ing the same length upon the blackboard
gondolas, and the men who before jiushed And it was astonishing how wide astray
the cars now seize hold of the rope at- one would go. The lact is, our eyes detached to each boat, and off we go in slow ceive us ridiculously even upon the comand true canal fashion, so much so that monest things. At first thought, which
we feel quite prepared to duck our heads should you say was the taller, a three-year
at the cry ot “Bridge!” But there are no old child or a flour barrel?
And could
bridges hero, and we soon get used to the anything but actual measurement connovel idea that we are imitating the pea- vince you that the same child is half as
pod boats we used to make of old, and are high as a six-footer ? There is an old saysailing along a gutter, albeit the gutter is ing that a child at two years old is half as
a gigantic one.
Orange-peelings, straws, tall as he ever will be; and alter a few
bits of carrots, tutts of hay, sail past us; experiments in measuring one can easily
the water is liquid ebony and reflects the believe it, but not before. [Advance.
light ot our lamps but ill from its inky
In the office of one of the Detroit hotels
surface. And still the wonder grows at
the absence of all foul odor. Perhaps a recently a gentleman snapped his finger
partial solution ot the mystery may be to a boot-black, and as he put his foot on
found in the fact that the constant over- the box he said: “You look like a good,
flow of the numerous fountains ot Paris smart boy.” “See here, mister!'’ replied
a brush in either
pours down by an infinity of ways into the boy, as be rose up,
these sewers, and keeps them washed out hand, “I’ve had that game played on me
and comparatively pure, these charming a dozen times, and now 1 want to know
adornments of the streets thus contribut- whether this is a cash shine or whether
ing largely to the health as well as to the you’re going to pat me on the head when
I get through and tell me that I’ll be Govbeauty of Paris.
On we glide slowly
through the damp- ernor ot Michigan some day ?”

vigorous propellers

■

seem

Shocking Steamship Disaster! REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
Nearly 200

Lives Lost.

Tlu* Eagle Line steamship
I.onoow May v
sehiller. < apt. Thomas. which sailed from New
York April 2sth, for Hamburg, via Plymouth
and < h. bourg. ha> been wrecked off the Scillv
Lies.
1; is believed that 200 persons have

perished.

1*2.20 p. m.
The accident occurred at 10
o'clock last night, at which hour the steamship
truck on the dangerous Uetarncre ledges, near
Bishop’s Bock. A fog prevailed at tlm time.
\ boat belonging to >t.
Agnes, the southernmost of the Scillv Islands, ha* landed some of
the survivors of ilie wreck at St. Mary’s Island,
another of the Scillys. These survivors were
picked up while swimming with the tide. They
declare that the number lost by the disaster is
200.
A tearful sea is raging and it is scarcely
possible for boats engaged in searching for sur\ ivors to live.
The >-illy life-boat has put off
for the wreck.
l’p to this hour live of the passengers and
twj of the crew of the Schiller are known to
be saved, it is known that the captain and
second mate were drowned. The steamship is
now lying broadside on the rocks; she is under
A steamer
water, and her mainmast is gone.
and several boats are cruising about the scene
.-i the wreck, and searching for the survivors.
The d:-aster was owing to a dense fog which
prevailed, neither of the Scillv lights being
seen.
2 p. in.

The wreck of the steamship Schiller
caused great excitement in this city. Extras
'illuming all the particulars at hand of tlie
di-aster were issued by several newspapers.
Later despatches hold out the hope that some
!■• T-mis mav have escaped and reached other
<<i i he Scillv Islands.
Her crew consisted of 121 men, including
nilierrs. >he carried six kegs containing#300.imm» in gold
shipped by E. S. Ballin & Co., bankof this city to F. S. Ballin A Co., Paris, and
2»> mail bag-, containing the entire continental
mail together with a large Australian mail.
Jin >‘200,000 in gold was insured.
Nr.w Yt»l: k Mays. The agents here of the
I agio Line -ay that ( apt. Thomas of the Scliil!« r was the oldest commander In the line; that
0
was for main year- in the employ of the
P ninsular and Oriental Co., and that he occupied a high place among British sailors, lie
w a- with great difficulty induced to leave the
British service to enter that of the Eagle Line.
The Schiller was om* of the newest and best
-hip- in the Tram-continental service—large
ml strong, and constructed on the latest patShe w as built on the Clyde by Robert
ii.
\npii A Son-. Her sister ship is the Lessing.
The-e two vessels left this port for homedensel\
rowiled. being the lirst to take advantage
<•!
Lie opening ot spring travel to Europe.
1 he> were the last two steamships that, sailed
under the ih«g • f tin- Eagle Line, which has
I.,
n consolidated with the Hamburg-Ameriean
Line. Previous i" the departure of the Schiller
the company's \e-sels had gone out with liglit
pa-senger lists.
The dimension- of the >eliillcr were; length.
77> feet: beam, forty feet; depth of hold, 22
t: the heigh! of spar deck was 7 feel 4 inhe-: lower deck. 7 feet 7 inches; 2,(»C0 tons
inihem and 2.000 indicated the horse-power:
--i d
at Lloyds at 100 A. 1.
She was fullbrig-rigged. bad eight large lifeboats and three
her
was
of
the
moil decks:
engine
compound
\ rr. ieal and direct-acting pi iiu iplc : -he had two
-Cinder-, of 1<> inches diameter, with 4 feet 0
inch stroke of piston, and eould run the vessel
mu:' :mi to fifteen miles an hour.
Her boilers
w
re four in number, with six furnaces to each ;
shafts of-t( el, and 1> inches in diameter. Her
rew had four blade-, w as I'd feet in diameter,
and bad tweiity-iiiiio b «*t piteli. She is said to
".n Inn
11 :i \
aconling to the requirements
.•f fli*1 Ll«*\d- Marine Insurance, and to have
;-.»--essed every known appliance for safety.
>he was \ allied at •’>’700.000, and insured for
full value.
Her cargo consisted ot general merchandise
barrels of
including son hale.* of cotton,
ro-in, .'loo bushel* of corn and a large consignment of leaf tobacco.
The officer* of the < ompanv in this «ity were
be-ieged during the morning by friends of those
wlm sailed in the vessel and the scones of distress which resulted from the continuation of
tlie new- that the vessel had been lost were
pitiful to behold. < >ne man who had a wife and
two children on hoard fell into a fainting lit
and loud w ailing was heard on all sides.
'* 1*. M.
London, May
I'p to this hour
but forty-three in all of those on board the
''chiller are known to be saved. Twenty sacks
of mail have been saved, and several corpses
nave been picked up near the wreck,
among
■hem the bodies of a woman with a child in her
■

arms.

London. "May o. 2 p. m. A despatch just
reived sa> that Richard Williams and Charles
Caw. boih Of New York, steerage passengers
ii the -maiuship Schiller, were saved.
Ninemen dead bodies and some bales of hay and
v .ri-ui- olln r article- of the
have’been
cargo
recovered. Tin* sunivor* and portions of the
mails recovered reached Penzance and will be
W ai ded from that
[
place to Plymouth bv the
or-! train tlii* morning. Those going to < ’herbotirg and Hamburg will be sent to their des!‘nation- by the *team*hip Pomuierania, from
New ^ ork, and which is expected to reach
Plymouth to-day.
I he statement- made bv the officers of the
'• hillcr add
nothing to the particulars already
telegraphed. All accounts agree that the panic
which followed the striking of the ship was
heart rending and terrible beyond description.
Execution ol Willium B.

Sturtevant.

i’l.VMui tii, ]\1 ass., May 7.
W illiam B. Sturtevant, the triple murderer, was hung at IO.um o'clock this morning in lilt* yard oi the county jail. To the
last moment the doomed man retained
1 hill composure and stolidity which lias
characterized him throughout, scouting
the idea ot confession, and apparently u 1moved by any conception oi the possible
hon ors ol the future.
The arrangements
lor the execution were perfect, and from
a professional
point of view the execution
wa- a complete success.
The old style oi
scaffold with its platform was discarded
n this case, and the more modern
arrangement ol pmlevs and weight was
adopted,
y which the body is jerked suddenly into
Mu' air by the momentum ot a falling
weight attached to tlie other end of the
rope.
j" the very ast, Sturtevant persisted in
asserting that lie was innocent, and remarked to one oi the sheriff's assistants,
while his arms were being pinioned, "1
am as innocent ot this crime as I was five
A little later, as he was comears ago
ing from the jail, lie remarked, "1 don’t
care a damn what it done with
my body,
as
Jong a> Blake don't get it," referring to
an une]i
win had testified against him.
All who witnessed the execution was
struck \\ itli tin wonderful nerve oi the
man.

The

stimony given before the Investigating ommittec, at Montgomery, Ala.,
tlie other day, by one Perrin,
formerly a
t.

(

Republican member
furnishes a key to the

of

m

means

that State, and the

carpet-bag politicians

tlie

Legislature,

whole outrage

scare

employed by

to secure their ad-

aneement. Mr. Perrin shot a hole
through
his hat and then struck out lor the distinc-

tion of a modem Falstalt by showing liow
he had been set upon by Ku-Klux in'buckram. and lortilied with such
proofs lie obtained troops, as “Spencer had
arranged,”
to be put at the disposal ol certain “revenue officers wherever intimidation was
necessary.” Similar tactics employed by
Hester show that the system was one well
understood by those who practised it.
Now that tlie falsity of these
outrage stories has been proved in so many instances,
md the carpet-baggers see that their tricks
•rill avail them no longer, new
light is
jeing obtained in regard to these base de-

ceptions. Judge Kelley acknowledges,
liter personal observation ot tlie condition of affairs in the South, that he had
been grossly misled. That section is
“poverty-strikeu and desolate,” but not hostile,

and he deplores his vote, cast
only last
session, lor tlie Force bill, after havin'* his
to
tlie
truth.
But tlie redempeyes open
tion ot Alabama is probably
permanent
Flie recent Montgomery election shows
ivhat the people think about it, and the
carpet-baggers cannot capture the (Jomnonwealth again without a greater reinbreement of Administration strength than
lie nation will submit to.
General Frank F. Flair, who has been
prostrated for a long time with a paralytic
attack, has been greatly strengthened during the past few weeks by the transfusion

of blood into his veins.
Two operations
had been performed
up to Monday, and a
Lhird one was to have
been performed
on J
uesday. At the first operation two
ounces were
injected, and at the second
one four ounces the
patient having first

been deprived of two ounces
by
A favorable change has taken

bleeding.
place, the

patient manifesting increased conscious-

ness, and articulating more
distinctly The
St. Louis Republican describes the
trans
fusion process as follows: “The
blood
tor transfusion is drawn from the veins
of
a healthy man into a
vessel, where it is
allowed to remain in contact with the
oxygenizing properties of the atmosphere a
short time, but not long enough to commence coagulating.
It is then sucked into
an exhausted receiver, to which a
tube is
attached and connected with a vein of the
patient’s arm. The blood is then forced
by a piston in the receiver into the general circulation of the
system. On the side
of the exhausted receiver is a scale of fine
so
that
the quantity forced into the
lines,
vein is graduated and timed under the
practiced eye of the physician.”
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The Fire Bag Again.

Mookery of Government

The readers of the Journal will remember our repeated prophecies that we should

in LonUiana.

The New York Herald is
lent service in the

cause

of

doing exceljustice and de-

LETTER FROM BOSTON.
Correspondence of the Journal.

[he Fire Bag Again! Incendiaries
Seen at Work!
On Tuesday

about 11 o’clock,
Coombs, whose vessel lay at

night,

arouse my enthusiasm.
1 staid there
three whole days in full, and when I came
away I knew about the place just what I had
read out of a guide book while huddled before

News of (he City and County.

spot to

Boston, May 10.
There are persons, it seems, preparing to
make money out of the great scandal. I have

Private night watchmen
Bermuda onions

arc now

in order.

among the delicaies

arc

now-

again hear lrom the night prowling fire cent government through its special cor- L’apt. Henry
a blazing wood tire.
in market.
And as it so happened, I
The fulfillment respondent, Mr. Charles Nordhoff, who is Frederick’s whart, was going on board, learned that J. II. Osgood <fc Co. have recently went there from the White Mountains, directly
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING bug that infests this city.
Rev. J. K. Bowler will preach at tiie Baptist
—BY—
came last week in the shape of four incenlie has just fur- when he saw a man standing at the corner sold their plates of all Beecher's works to J, B. from that most charming place of all the de- Church next Sabbath.
now in the south-west,
WILLIAM II. SIMPSON. diary fires, within twenty-four hours, One nished a letter which sheds a flood of light ol Sibley’s storehouse. As he approached, Ford & Co., ol' New York, the publishers of lightful region—the Glen, where the mountains
The Band gave the first out-door concert of
of these, the New England stable, was so upon the oppression and misgovernment this man put his hand to his mouth, gave “The Life of Christ,” who are about to bring hedge you in, and you feel as if you were in that the
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
season, on Saturday evening.
which
none
but a llasselas could
Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00 a year;
a shrill whistle and ran.
Just at that mo- out a new and complete edition of the Plymouth “happy valley’’
extensive and intense that nothing but the of Louisiana.
A
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the year,
find
fault
with. It was there that 1 saw,
pair of fan-tail pigeons are observed to be
any
pastor's writings. They doubtless are not afraid
$3.00.
lie says that the Louisiana state consti- ment Capt. C. came in sight ol a man enthe doves about the streets.
unusually calm atmosphere prevented an
that the investment will he
knocked higher I believe for the first time in my life, the sun consorting with
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
extensive fire.
tution ot 1808 seems at the lirst view to gaged in lighting matches over a pile of than a kite.” Tilton’s services as a lecturer rise; and I never should have
of length in column,) $1.25 for three weeks, and 25
Dandelion greens are now in order, as the
accomplished
cents for each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of a
It is a terrible condition lor a city like provide constitutional machinery similar loose hay laying beside Woods, Mathows have also been secured lor the whole of next the feat except for the reminder of one of the season’s first contribution to the dinner table.
square charged as a full one.
student waiters at the hotel, who knocked at
ours to be
B. Frog makes bis voice heard at evening
in—knowing that it harbors an to that which other states of the Union & Baker’s new store house on the wharf season by the American Literary Bureau of
M. Pktknoili. & Co., 0 State St., Boston,
bent on its destruction, and enjoy. It pretends to limit the powers of This man started on a run up the railroad New York, which offered to make a contract my door at 1 o'clock, and told me that the “God now. and Mrs. F. responds with her melanincendiary
and 3? Park Row New York, are our authorized
not in that poetic phrase, would
turned up by the Sanborn House for a certain number of engagements in New of Day,” but
cholly peep.
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding watching chances to do his destructive the legislature and of the Governor, and track,
be up in twenty minutes. I never had enjoyed
to a Boston agency, but the latter
England
advertisements.
Sell. Welaka lias been repaired, after being
work. It may strike his fancy next to makes the judges and the subordinate anil went along Pleasant street, past the
hesitated to assume the responsibility, notwith- a good two-mile walk before breakfast in my
JfcS-S. R. Niles, No. 0 Tremont Street, Boston, is
ashore at Cape Ami, and taken her cargo of
state officers elective; hut actually the shoe factory. They were young and active
agent for the publisher of this paper, and his receipts stick a match into some combustible place
is
of
that
breakfast
somethe
the
relish
fact
that
Tilton
ranks
among life, but
standing
really
stone for Pensacola.
and orders are always recognized.
a higli wind and dry time, and then
people are deprived ot all power in the men who ran very fast. A lot of half the few bestlecturers of the country. No doubt thing to remember. That reminds me that I
4®“Geo. i\ kowei.l & Co., 40 Park Row, New during
At the annual session of the Grand Lodge ot
j! York,
will receive advertisements for this paper, at
will follow a repetition of the great fire of choice of both classes of officials, and local burned matches were found ou the spot curiositywould inspire a certain class to go to met a New York gentleman on the trip, to
Masons at Portland last week, a charter was
the lowest rates. Their orders will receive
prompt

attention.

|

J^Horacf. Dodd, 121 Washington St., Boston,
is an authorized Agent for the Journal.

1873.

It this goes

companies

surance

property in such
ADMINISTRATORS, EXECUTORS aild GUARDIANS
desiring their advertisements published in the Journal Will please so state to the Court.
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the address of
papers changed, must state the Post Olhce to which
the paper has been sent as well as the one to which
it is to go.

and

a

much longer, inwill refuse to cover

on

city of incendiarism,

shall be left without

we

protection.

The theory that the recent fires were set
by the tramp who has been under examination, has very little to stand upon. The
fires continued while he was in jail, as before his arrest.

incendiary shall

When the

jfcapBATKS & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York,
authorized agents for procuring advertisements

be detected, as he will be at some time in
the future, he will be found to be a resident

Subscribers

of

are

for the Jouruul.

requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 74. means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment Is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS ARE
UKS 1 ED TO SEE i HA 1 THEIR DATES ARE
RECT. Subscribers iu arrears are requested to
for.vard the sums due
are

$«'in sending money, state THE POST OFFH'E
which the

to

Our

paper

is

sent.

Coming

and Maine

are

Kentucky,

all that

now

tween this date and the

There is too

not a

tramp or stranger.
much system about the mat-

ter to come from any one not having a
fixed abode, and opportunities to observe

under the

of

cover

Let those who

ment.

honest

some
are

employworking for the

reward give attention to residents rather
than strangers.

Philadelphia Times,
independent Journals

'The

State Election.

The elections in

Belfast, and

one

wholesome

California

intervene be-

country, is
of

of the

not inclined to commend very

Mr. Grant’s

highly

great October and Says it

the

ot

new

attorney-general.
“In 1868 he

Pierrepont:
a delegate

was a

self-government has been unknown in
many parts of the state for years. The
popular features ot file government are
more than outbalanced by other provisions

the Governor actual and direct
control of the whole machinery of election
which

give

where the

man

was

seen

The tact that

the hay was damp lrom the recent rain
alone prevented a very serious tire, as the

spot is

close to the

Sibley,

and Swan &

large warehouses
Sibley.

of

Death ok Capt. Johnson. The death
and the absolute and exclusive power of
of Captain Johnson, of the steamer Camappointing and removing all tax collectors bridge, at his home in Chelsea, is announc—‘officers who have also an important part'
ed. He had been in the employment of
in the assessments. Indirectly lie has the
the Sanford Company lor more than twenappointment of almost all the local or par- ty-five years, and had risen
by his own
ish officers ot the state and the judiciarv.
merits from deck hand to the position of
Under an apparently harmless clause,
commander. He was a thorough seaman,
which empowers him to till all vacancies
and a very popular officer. Capt Johnson
in office throughout the state, the local
was by birth a Swede, b ut lias lived so
administration in all parts ot the state is
in this country as to extinguish all
long
placed under iiis control, it having been traces of his
early nationality. Ttie news
left in the power of the legislature to creof iris death will sadden many hearts of
ate vacancies as often as the interest of
those who knew and appreciated him.
To
the party in power seem to rc.jiiire it.
the metropolis, New Orleans, wh'eh is
We have before noticed the

largely conservative, vary
nicipal self-government has

liltlu >1 mubeen reserved.

The Governor is not only commander-inchief of the state militia, with the power
of appointing and commission ;ig all offi-

experiment
recently made by lion. William MeGil-

vcry, of
as a

test

hear him, but it is a

question

if

a

want

of

con-

fidence in him would not deter the greater numbers. A lady, by the way. who last week visited
New York, and who had the courage, or audacity, which you please, to attend the trial,
told me that Mrs. Beecher, whom she has often
met, has changed so much within the last year
that she would not have known her.

She said

her altered appearance was positively painful,
and was moreover accompanied by an apparent
disregard in the matter of dress which was directly opposed to her former fastidiousness in
Ibis particular.
I hero

positive epidemic raging lien*
among a certain class ot persons for old and
Some are
odd tilings in house furnishings.
going to the extreme of banishing carpets altogether, and having their floors stained and
and covered with rich eastern

polished
Others

a

rugs.

making tours of all the out-of-way

arc

in search of brass andirons and
candle stick**: and othei> haunt auction room.'*
in the hope of picking lip pieces of antique furniture, such as chairs a hundred years old, or
spider legged tables and stands. When 1 was
in New York about a month since, a friend

junk

who

stores

about starting in housekeeping was
all his spare time among the old
quarters of the city ou the watch for an-

The latter will in-

circumstances, would be considered

as

forerunners of the October and November
elections. Kentucky is so steadfastly and

overwhelmingly
crease

hardly
sign.

democratic that

in its enormous
be acknowledged
Hut

an

in-

majorities would
as the coming ot

shall know where to find
California is a peculiar community.

a

her.

we

Lying on the far l’acilic coast, with a
soil of marvelous productiveness, with a
foreign commerce that might be the pride
ot an empire, with such an affluence of
the

precious metals that she

scorns

the

rag currency of the central government
and ignores it in her transactions—her

political condition is

as

anomalous

as

her

Democrat and

to

the

conven-

neither

Grant. He afterwards received his reward by his appointment as United States

stitution, but actually

District

for New York city. He
held this post until there was a faithful exCongressman to reward in the person ot

Attorney

Noah Davis, since promoted by the people to be a judge, and famous as the man

who, more than the prosecuting officer of
the Commonwealth, helped to send William M. Tweed to the

Ever

penitentiary.

since that time Mr. Pierrepont has lived
in the expectancy of additional gifts from
Mr. Grant, and has worked for them. There
lias not been a critical period in the fortunes of the Administration at which he

business relations and her unvarying prosperity. They do not know the curse ot a

has not

come

address

or a

depreciated
rency—they

only few months ago that, in a speech
before a New England college society on

a

and irredeemable paper cur-

trade with

specie basis—the

foreign

nations

on

terror of

bayonet government, the folly of civil rights laws,
affect them not. Therefore will the coming election in that State be less .significant

it

against

the

otherwise would.
Maine occupies

a

democracy,
position

the

than it
reverse

of California in all respects.
We have no
currency but government paper. We are
a
manufacturing and ship-building State
—interests that are now greatly depressed. Our business relations with the south
close

When in those states a feeling
ol insecurity is engendered by the
policy
ol the administration, and
capital decs
from their borders, Maine feels it sadly
in her business. When the southern
plantare

er

the

cannot raise crops, he cannot
employ
ships of Maine to transport them, or

mistakable old

000 to the fund for the election of Gen.

to the rescue with an adroit

skillful

legal opinion.

It

was

a

the

theory

of

our

government, he stultifi-

ed himself

by giving plausible reasons for
justifying the Louisiana usurpation, and
showed how, in certain exigencies, the
third term might become a necessity.
Whether he would repeat this folly is a
question.”
The next centennial celebration in order
ol time that we are to have is that of the

Mecklenburg (North Carolina) patriots,
which takes place on the 20th of this
month. As far hack
the year 17C9 tlie
Regulators, a sort of political sect ol'North

Carolina, made

forcible protest against
file enforcement of the Stamp Act, and,
after

passing

a

a

series of resolutions de-

nouncing it, compelled the officers of the
Crown stationed there to swear that

the}'

a

police

force

nor a
a

in-

municipal
standing

army lor internal purposes. I'he Govcontrols it, appoints the officers,

ernor

and may send it into any part oi the state
to make arrests, and a steamer i provided
tor that purpose. Moreover, llu Governor
may, whenever lie deems it necessary,

parish of the
traordinary force consisting ot
appoint

woods.

peered into the windows.

small

for any

stnte an exa

-hief

con-

stable and any desired number ol deputies.
These have power to make summary arrests.

We

are

glad

to see the announcement

that the Democrats, who will control the
next House in Congress, will pass a bill to
abolish the bureau of Internal Revenue.
It is a cumbersome and expensive ma-

chine, and in

necessary to the
collection of taxes, which are now levied
on very lew articles, and paid by the use
no manner

ot stamps. There are some other expensive machines that will likewise receive

The radical rulers have lor years manwith the aid of the ignorant negroes

Secretary Bristow has made

whisky

a

raid

and such negroes as had wit enough to
demand a share of the spoils—ol representatives who represented nobody. One
of these bodies, the legislature of 1809,
sat sixty days, at a cost to the state lor
per diem, mileage and contingents, ot
$900,0(«». Each member is said to have

month

house had

paid $10

a

committee of the

single
eighty-seven clerks, who were
day each. The evils of special
a

and corrupt legislation are. siitlioicntly
known in our part of the country, but

compared

wilh

the

abuses

of the

law-

power in Louisiana, the very
worst that has been done elsewhere looks
almost decently reasonable and moderate.

making

A

will be

The whole affair is

required to finish it.
getting to be very stale.

—Tin’ persistent efforts of the opponents of
the Republican party to keep the third term
question before the people render it necessary
that the Republican State Convention soon to
he holden express their opinion upon the matter.
Ohio ami Pennsylvania as well as Maine
will hold conventions'in June, all of which will
without doubt speak decidedly against I lie third
term.
[Kennebec Journal.

We will wait and

received $70nn lor the session, and it is
related that

more

on

distilleries of the West, and
thirty of the largest. Cheat-

and the worst element of the wh to popu- seized over
lation, to make tip legislatures as they ing in the tax is what is the matter.
desired to have them.
What election
The Beecher trial still drags along.
frauds failed to do, the arbitrary decisions
of the returning boards effected.
The
legislatures were made up ot adventurers

see

prophet prophesies truly.

whether this
II

an

intima-

tion shall

come from the White House to
the administration ollicials in Maine that

they

are

expected

to head oft the conven-

the
third term, those patriotic gentlemen will
lie called upon to choose whom they will
serve.
We shall look to see many a sleek
ollieial sitting in the Maine convention
tion from

with

immense china punch howl, such as would
make tlu* collector of pottery turn his purse
inside out. That sight was enough, and they
advanced to the front door and knocked. But
there was no reply. After a second knock they
ail

forgot the proprieties and entered precipitately,
but they had only time to look hastily from one
coveted article to another before another door
opened, and an angry, questioning face presented itself,

accompanied by a strong, though
menacingly brandishing a broom

feminine arm,

attention.

the

out

for in tiie low-studded room they saw
carved oak chest, black with age, and upon il

stood not upon the order of
stick.
their going, but fled incontinently, pursued by
woman,man,and children.till they had cleared
tin.* premises. I'pon inquiry the women of the
The

aged,

seeing
They cried

delight,
a

speaking decidedly against

with the sword ot the Presidential Damocles gleaming above his head. It will be
cruel, yet such is the state of man when

women

metropolis found they had committed an unheard-of breach of custom by even knocking at
the door, to say nothing of forcing an entrance,
was never used except on >uch exceptional occasions as a funeral or wedding. In
this city we have tin* Household Art Rooms,
where these old tilings may he had, and where

faithfully reproduced in new maneeds a long hank account to
stand the prices. Better search for them among
tin* people who don’t know their value, or rather
styles

would not enforce it,

Two years later, in
a
battle
was
1771,
August,
(ought between
these Regulators and Governor Tryon on

one

whom they have no value. A woman told
me recently of selling a pair of handsome solid
brass candlesticks, which belonged to her grandmother, for old junk. "because it was >o much
to

work to keep them bright.” There are plenty
of persons who would exchange their mother’s
wedding gowns for a calico that was similar to
their neighbor's,

or

in “the fashion.v

Such
r«»>v«ls of pretty girls :i< tune J out to
Joe Jett‘er>onY matinee perl'onnume of “Kip
Van Winkle/’ yesterday afternoon! Tie* dining hall at Parker's from one to two o'clock was

from out of town. They
lunched and chatted and inspected each other'■»
new hats with a delight very apparent and very
youthful. The consequence was, there was the
full of those that

came

—

—

—

to the

Connecticut canvass.
And he went back crest-fallen. Mr.
Blaine, as we have said, is an able leader,

but he is not invincible. He failed in New
York last fall, he failed in Massachusetts,
and he came out of Connecticut at the
bead of a beaten and demoralized
army of
federal emissaries. With an earnest and

thorough

effort,

some

approach to a like
be reached in Maine. Let us

The

Slching

which Barnabas gives tor
the salaries of his subordinates—

excuse

that the amount taken

Zachary Taylor

was

in-

to be

given to
of the party—is

was

in 1849, when
stalled.

poor but worthy members
not a new one.
In fact it is

as

old

as

Scriptual

times. Judas, it will be remembered, on one occasion found fault because
Jertain money did not find its way into the
fund for the relief of the poor. St. John
the Evangelist explains the matter by

small islands about JO miles from the
English coast. They have always been a

bright

remember that

saying—

selves.”

This he said, not that he cared for the poor,
nit because lie was a thief, and had the hag,
ind bare what was put therein.

—The Maine Methodist Conference is
now in session at Bath.

stirring maxim oi old Ben.
Franklin, “God helps them that help them-

fect to

who

are

con-

The

the truth of its statements, and proved all but one minor alle-

gation.

dreaded and dangerous place for navigatThe scare will probably have the efors.

to pay his own costs.

Republican pled

TheScillies, on which the steamer Schiller was wrecked, is a group of rocks and

keep at home many
templating European trips.

result can

$100, and had

—The

West

W'aterville Union is as
dollar just from the mint.
Daniel Rowe is editor. And, by the way,
the second issue makes it all right about
the

as a new

girls,

and says

nothing improper

was

meant.
—John W. K.

Norwood,

a

prominent

citizen of Canden, died in that town
3d, aged 71.

May

l>*en extolling, i* a Maine man?" That is the
impression which prevents the beautiful places
in Maine lrom being as much frequented in
those ot New Hampshire, and no
There are several persons
building cottages this year at Newport, who
have hitherto owned places at Naliant. Alexander Agassiz and his brother-in-law (Juincy
summer

as

other

believe.

I

Sli:i\v, are of the number. Charlotte Cushman
is to spend tin* summer in Portland.
Karmnn is coming, and the South End residents are united in an elfort to prevent his pitching lii» lent in that vicinity, and kicking up a
iliM and attracting the ‘plebeian multitude.”
Gossir.
Baruabaa

as

it

Figuro Head.

Thu l’ovtlainl Star, in (me of those incisive articles which it has
weekly, discusses the indirect
stealing which prevails
in our governmental system. Under the
title ol “The Cost ot

Figure

Heads"’

it

treats ol the collectors of customs in
gen-

eral and
lows

liarnabas in particular,

as

fol-

—

But iiio--! of tin* nominal collectors depend
wholly
their subordinates in all cases.
1'hey are not >
/>"■(, <t to know anything or do anything. Why,—in
a
little two cent collection district in this State,
where the receipts probably do not pay the officers'
salaries it was publicly alleged a tew days ago in behalf*.fa collector who was accused of habitual ab
seuce from tlif custom house and residence in an
other town, that he was “cos//// aerrssiblr by t> /<
and the excu.-r seemed tube accepted aarayh
pertW tlv valid and satisfactory !
It is a peculiarity of the human mind that the most
hideous and cruel monstrosity i>
completely hidden
trom view i: only tin* most
trillingdisgui.-* bethrowu
over it.
if good Mr. Barney Robert's should go out
and capture three able-bodied men, reduce them to
slavery and compel them to labor solely for his support iortbe term of eight yars, there'would be no
doubt or confusion as to the nature of thetransac
lion. And, supposing the income from Ins ..llice to
he three thousand dollars, and it is probably more,
we affirm that the whole productive
power of three
laboring men is, as a matter of fact, exerted wholly
in his behalf, on compulsion, just as much as if he
'vent in a ship and ravished them from the coast «.f
Africa.
But the thing is done so indirectly; usage,
convention and interest have woven so rutinv material ami moral disguises over it, that we shall* probably convince verv few people that Deacon Roberts
has three slaves assigned to him by law because Inis graciously pleased and in tin- providence of (io*l
is permitted to reside m a town that is easily neetssi.
hir by tel ra/>h from Belfast !
on

Generalities.
II*.-ion !
II

i-

subscribed s-lo.ono to tli«■

<

m.-ii-

i: 11 stork.

Long-haired men arc
>
Brooklyn.

no

longer trust-worthy

—<o sa\

bu-hcl> of peanuts

hina, too. goes in tor our Centennial.
suits her to a tea. [Com. Ailv.

The

thing .just

Judge Cliflbrd will not go on the circuit tliis
summer, hut will make a trip to California.
rite first calculations on the Transit of \ runs
the sum down to ‘.*1 .uon.uoo miles ilistant.

bring

Twenty-two vessels with cargoes of sugar
and molasses arrived at the port of Boston Wed-

nesday.

to

a

lodge

in Stockton, called Pbwnal

Lodge.
James b

Fcrnald, has commenced the build-

ing of a bouse
bury streets.
bouse

the corner of ( edur and BradEzra Hamilton is also building a
the Lincolnville road,

on

on

J. A. Philbrook, of Islesboro. a young man
of 19, was washed overboard from sell. Murk
Pendleton, April 23d, on tier passage from

Brunswick, Ga., to New York, and drowned.
During the fire Friday night N. W. Holmes,
landlord of the New England nouse. stepped
off the platform of Perkins’ earriage -hup. fulling a distance of eight feet, injuring him .piite

severely.
Notwithstanding the mills in tie- vicinity ot
W'atcrville, we noticed the other day a ear load
ot doors from Mathews A Bros,’ mill in this
city, to parties in that place. They wen- a!~>

sending

sash for

church in Connecticut.

a

<
P. Ilazeltine of Bellast, sunk Iasi winter by the ice near Bm-ksj port, was raised last week by the aid of empty
casks, and towed to this city- full of water.
She will be taken on to D. \V. Dyer A Sun’-

Hero, owned by

sell,

with which sir-

hay

The

railway for repairs.

loaded has been sold to Isaac Bowen.

was

A letter lrom <’apt. Horace Brackett of th
brig I. W. Barker of Belfast, at Hampton Road*
last week, states that on his passage from Kit*
•Janeiro to Baltimore the yellow fever broke »ut
board his vessel. The captain himself wu*
taken siek the .second day out, and remained an
invalid the entire passage—tie second muf*

on

died, and
crew

had

or*

brig

buried at sea, and other* of the
It is inferred that the survi

was

were

sick.

rather hard time

a

the pussug*

on

1

loaded with coffee.

was

The following named gentlemen from th
were elected and appointed to office at
the late session of the Grand Lodge of K. A A

county

M.—Win. <>. Boor, ot
Warden of the Grand

Belfast, Senior Oran
Wm

Lodge.

Ben

A.

dleton, of Northporf, Distriet Deputy Grand
Master of the *th Masonic District, and .1

II.

Gordon, of Brooks, District Deputy Grand
Master of the 7th District. Charles \\ Han
“f Belfast. District Deputy Grand II gh Bn- -t,
office in the Grand

an

*

’hapter.

1 In* store ot Win. Cunningham. <»n thi*
side, wa> last week entered and sundry articles
taken.

A search warrant

issued to officer

was

F. 1*. Fames, who found the stolen articles
the premises of Jason Richards, a man who

on
re-

cently

moved from Searsmont. There were
also found lot- of provisions, cloth, powdci

shot, Arc., winch

no

the

A

same

found,

store.

some

doubt had been taken from
of keys were al-»*

large lot

of which fitted th“ store.

It

thought that tie head quarters of the
mysterious entries of stores has been
Two

Boston imports Llo.OoO
annual I \ from Africa.
<

granted

sons

and

mans

Pup!

daughter op Richards

L.

disappeared.
On Saturday Thomas Sawyer of Knox.
Mathews Bros.’ sash and him.:

workman in

factory, met with

proving

an accident that cum
near
Ifc was running a knce-piauei,

fatal.

machine used in planing ship knees
This
machine has a revolving arm four feet in length,
with knives or cutters at the ends, and inak

a

4000

revolutions per minute.
One <d the-,
knives becoming loosened was detached an

<

—

personal attention

“Now” said 1. “did you not know the
proprietor of the (ilen House, which you've

are

terials; but

Whatever they pleased to do, they did,
fullest house at the Boston Theatre tin?} have
regarding no rigid, unimpeded./bv the
had at an afternoon performance for years.
state judges, who were either their tools,
Ladies were even seen standing in the lobbies
in otlice.
or if honest were legislated out ot place.
and doorways. At the close of his engagement
cried out so much against imaginary reb- the Almance River, between
Salisbury Olllcers were multiplied to an extraor—It having been charged that the Louis- here this
week, Jetfersou is going to Europe to
els,—have talked so much and printed so and Hillsboro, in which, according to
iana
and
at
new
creation
adjustment had not been observed be absent two years, I saw him the other day
dinary degree,
every
much and legislated so much against w hat
Tryon’s report, the British troops were the Ocvernoi had the
appointment of a and carried out in good faith by the Dem- ar one of our art galleries, looking at some paintdoes not exist, that capital has been afraid victorious,
though their loss was seventy favorite. New parishes were formed by ocrats of that state, Hon. Win, A. Wheeler, ings in company with his cousin-comedian,
to go there.
Capital goes where security killed, and many wounded. Alter this
“Old Warren” of the Museum, as In- lias got
the division of old ones, judicial districts republican, and chairman ot the commitexists, where government fosters peace, battle twelve of the
to be called now
Jetfersou i> not a noticeable
who
had
patriots
rearranged and new ones formed, and in tee by which the adjustment was made, person at all. as Warren is, and evidently, unand industry makes the land to blossom. been taken
prisoners were convicted as
has published a letter on the subject. He
every ease the Governor appointed the
like the latter, does not care to be pointed out
\\ hen the radical and
carpet-bagger take traitors, and six ot them hung in chains. otlieers. The concentration of
says that the agreement has been strictly on the street. lie pays very little attention to
in
power
South Carolina by the throat and rob her, This
proceeding, it is easy to see, did not the hands of a lew has been marvellous observed by both parties, and that the un- style m dress, which is also unlike "Warren,
or with a bayonet at the heart ol Louisilead to pacific measures, and when, on
Mr. N’ordholf thinks that a more thorough- seating of several members was the cor- who likes dress as a lop of twenty-live. The
ana despoil that state,
they plunder Maine the 20th of May, 177.7, the news of the
latter is old, however, in spite of his artistic
ly centralized government did not exist rection of an error ot the returning board,
likewise.
battle of Lexington first reached them,
that counterfeits youth, and it is
in France under either empire. From his which was understood in the adjustment. “make-up”
l or these reasons the election of next the House ot
said to be very hard to play with him. He is
then
in
session
at
Assembly,
statements it may be seen how well the
A correspondent calls our attention
losing his memory, and invents better than he
September in Maine ought to show a re- Mecklenburg, was not slow to respond.
learned
the
lessons
to
have
the
fact that the telegraph line between remembers. This frailty plays the deuce, the
Kellogg people
action
The great middle and western
They adopted a series ol resolutions, of
in Washington; how successfully Stockton and Belfast crosses the draw- actors say. with their “cues/’ and they have to
states spoke last fall,
Even Massachu- which one lias the ring of the immortal given
have imitated the example of the bridge by a submarine wire that goes to keep a sharp look-out oil tin- old gentleman,
they
setts declared for the
democracy, and for- document given to the world more than chief “boss" of their
who is a prime favorite behind, as before the
party. One Green, the bottom. He wants to know how Bar- scenes. He has also ‘to he handled with rare”
bade the turbulent and unscrupulous Buta year later by Jefferson.
The following of Lincoln
parish, appeared before the nabas gets over it without wetting his on the stage.no rough treatment being in order,
ler from longer
insulting our sister states is the text:
committee, and, in answer codfish. It is a hard question, and we as his equilibrium is ; n extremely ticklish matcongressional
of the south on the Hoof of
“Resolved, Third, that we do hereby dec.] a re
Congress. This
The scales ter.
to questions, admitte 1 that he was state can only venture a conjecture.
a free and independent people; are,
ourselves
spring, with ail the enormous efforts of and of right ought to be, a sovereign and sellThe musical season D nearly over, and orof the fish are adapted to keep out the
one of his sons was collector,
the administration, New Hampshire and governing association, under the control of no senator,
ganizations are breaking up and making up
and
as Barnabas is very sealey himanother
a
was
and
third
wet,
other
than
that
of
our
God
and
the
parish
Genjudge,
Connecticut spoke loudly and unmistak- power
anew.
One of the favorite of these associations
eral Government of the Congress to the mainten- was
supervisor of registration. What self, he goes through on the same princi- U the Beethoven
ably for a change of national policy. The ance of whicli independence we solemnly pledge
(Quintette Club, which rumor
to each other our mutual co-operation, our lives kind of courts the state has, may be in- ple.
Two members—Muldeclaration in favor of the
says is soon to disband.
reign of better our fortunes, and our most sacred honor.”
ferred from tlie fact that .lie chief justice
The notice which wc published of the lah-, violinist, and Itietzd, llutist, are engaged
men and a wiser
is
as
wide as the
policy
With the authenticity of this document of the
supreme court of Louisiana, named Belfast lady who never wore hoop skirls, to play in the Globe Theatre oivhotra. Wull
nation.
It comes from the south, the once
fully established there is little doubt John T. Iludeling, has been declared, in false hair, or ornaments on her
Fries, tin* well known Violoncellist, has an indresses, valid
the
north
and
the east.
west,
that the people of Mecklenburg arc enti- a decision ol the United States
wife, and does not care to make engagesupreme
excites wondering comments among the
Shall the democracy of Maine stand tled to the
ments taking him away from home. There
celebration ol their centennial. court, delivered last
winter, to be guilty
cold and torpid, and by their indifference
newspapers. Some ol them think it is a then remains F. X. A lien, the li-st violinist, and
ol fraud and breach of trust. The comtin* organizer of Mu! club, ami lleindl the player
chill the enthusiasm of their brethren all
joke. The Boulton Times asks—
W e are often asked what will be the fate
plaint is universal that justice is not only
Will wonders ever cease? Is she a real live of the viola. It is quite probable that Allen
over the union ?
It ought not, it must o! Barnabas, the Belfast Collector of Cusdenied, but openly sold, and in many woman, or merely a ligtire head to one of your may form the club anew under it s present name,
not be.
Maine has more reason to revolt
toms, who has been so recently detected cases the people have, after vain remon- Belfast ships?
The Tdiiplf
as he has a perfect right to <!>•.
To end all questions, we will say that j
against the radical yoke than any of the with both hands deep in the pockets ol
Quartette, male voices, arc also to lo<t two
taken the law into their own
strances,
states that have spoken so
tiie lady is Mrs.Samuel Swcetsir, and that members, retaining tin* best two. hoswver, I Vsdecidedly. We his subordinates. That is more than we hands. Mr. Nordhoil' relates a
story oi a the
believe that the people are ripe for it. can tell. We are
not in the councils or
paragraph is true in every particular. sendeii and Ryder, ami gaining, it i> thought,
district attorney, appointed by the Govt fur needs are
who is a baritone and one of the
leadership, organization the secrets of the powers that be. Barna—Briant, the Lewiston liquor agent, Kudolphson,
ernor, who sold out a ease for as little as
! best, read musicians in the city. 1 understand
and work. The democracy have the ma- bas was
greatly alarmed, as he had reason $10. While the radicals were proved be- has boon discharged, lie was not legally that the liitehings-Bernard troupe, which haw
terials lor all this within themselves. Let to
of embezzling the city liquor and been
be, when the investigation first became fore the
giving old folks' concerts will, the comcongressional committee to have guilty
as therefore have an
early convention, a known. There was an immediate confer- made i>200 false
because he had not received a cer- ing season, give some of the lighter operas.
money,
in
New
Orregistrations
lull convention, and one at which shall be
who
ence of the rinsr to devise ways and means.
leans alone in 1871, no one was punished tificate of agency. So Judge Walton ruled. The troupe number fourteen members,
laid the foundations of a
Mrs. Ritehings-Berand
are all good musicians.
ef- Senator Ilamlin was consulted, and as a
thorough
These men have made free gov- The Judge said also that Rriant was just
lor this.
licient campaign. Out from that
nard and bet* husband have been engaged to
gather- result of the conference he and Barnabas ernment a farce,
its forms but as liable to prosecution as any other rumretaining
the Kellogg opera company, withcan
accompany
be made to go a spirit of revolu- took steamer for Boston.
ing
seller.
From thence
taking from it the substance, defrauding
out Miss Kellogg, to California the tirst ot June,
tion and courage which shall arouse the
Hamlin started tor Washington, on a whin- the
men; aie to l>e lively tunes in the
voters ol the elections, giving all state
for a series of summer performances. Dudley
iemocracy like the blast of a trumpet. ing expedition, in behalf of Barnabas,
and local, legislative, executive and judi- Fourth (Congressional district. Lew. Pow- Buck, the highest paid organist in the city, and
Jnee in motion, the enthusiasm can be l'lie result has not
a composer of considerable
reputation, hayet transpired. He cial offices to the most unscrupulous
per- ers of lioulton is to lie a candidate, and
iept up and kept going until election. may succeed in blinding Secretary Brisup Iiis position at Dr. Webb's church t<>
given
sons and preventing the honest people of the nomination will bo claimed on the
And when the returns are counted
accept a better otter in New York.
up on
tow, and saving Barnabas.
the state from securing honest govern- ground of justice to Aroostook. Attorney
Mrs. John P. Sargent, the leading spirit and
-lection night, our friends in other states
On the other hand a large portion of the
ment.
This is the kind of government General Plaisted, however, thinks that he director of the Radical Flub, and the giver of.
will see that Maine has
partaken of the leading republicans of the state, including
which owes its existence to Judge I hire! 1 sees a chance for Penobscot, and will be receptions to all the notables that visit the city,
enthusiasm and determination that anithe delegation in Congress, do not want
a candidate.
entertained last night, in lieu of her ordinary
and President Grant, and lor the uphold
mates the
democracy.
liim saved. They believe his retention
“at home,” a number of literary and society
lias
of
the
Prorident
which
•—The
been encolored soverigns of Hayti reing
W e know there is much to contend with
aesthetic tea.” That I
will be damaging to the cause, and that dorsed
young people with an
the
States
United
senate.
had
one
of
by
their periodical rebel- take to be a feast of reason and a flow of mild
cently
The state is over-run with federal officials.
the party will be all the better for the aplions, and showed their courage by mur- Japan or Bohea. Closing receptions ol tinMoney is theirs without stint. Mr. Blaine
A correspondent interprets Grant's third
plication of the knife to such a case of
several unarmed foreigners. The season have been quite numerous. The Govis a leader of great
dering
ability anil shrewd- rottenness. It is not unlikely that there term to mean this—The 4th of March,
did Mr. George B. borresult will be that ships of war
ness, who will devote his whole efforts to
belonging ernor gave one, and so
will be a change in some of the subordin- 1877, comes on
and as the inauThe latter, it is said, was guilty of a small
ing.
Sunday,
white
to
the
trash
will
be
the campaign. But there are times and
showing their exhibition of spite quite unworthy the polite
ate offices.
The $1600 inspectorship* held guration of the new President will take
teeth about the island, and Sambo will lie
occasions when money loses its
power. by Pitcher will very likely go by the board,
gentleman he prides himself on being. II is
place on Monday, Grant will have an extra called upon to explain.
Connecticut would have been carried if md there will be a
customary to invite the representatives of the
looking into other mat- day in office—a sort of third term, you
\\ illis Phelps sued the
noney could have done it. Federal officers ters, with perhaps a removal or two. We know. Twice in the
Springfield press to these otth-ial gatherings: but Mr. borhistory of the Repubwho has been treated by the daily paper
for libel, putting the
swarmed in the state, and the President shall see.
Republican
damages ing,
lic has this occurred; in 1821, at the secwhich exposed the “State House job” like all
at $200,000.
a
limself came to New York and gave his
liy tight squeeze he got the others concerned in
ond inauguration of James Monroe, and
the
sent no note
realise the proceeds to invest in tin: manufactures of the north, ft is a tact that the
administration and its supporters have

about the

hotel.

which

old

enthusiastically

beautiful scenery in Maine, and about Penobscot Kay and Mount Desert particularly.
1 hail
never seen the latter plant* then.
Ib* said my
remark* were all true enough, but that there
wasn't a first class hotel in the whole state, and
that a Maim* man didn't know how to run a

was

building a ship iu South Carolina
of the comparative cost between spending
Dutch

bringing the material to Maine, or build- tiquarian ••bargains." Ih told me how many
ing where the hard pine is produced. The rare things lie had only ?;</sser/ by a day or two.
dicate in an unmistakable way the drift
tion which nominated John T. Hoffman cers, but he has at his command an exresult is reported to be that the ship of but ‘‘hope springs eternal in the human breast,"
ol public sentiment—whether towards the
for Governor of New York. Piqued at the
traordinary force, (.-ailed the metropolitan 1400 tons just finished at Bucksville has and he was confident of coming upon some treasascendancy of the republican party, or a nomination of Horatio Seymour for the
police It is metropolitan in so far as the exceeded by $7000 the cost of a like ves- ures at last for **a mere nothing.'’ lie told me
continued indication in lavor of a return
a laughable story, however, about the trip of
Presidency by the Tammany Hall Conven- city of New Orleans is compel.cel to pay sel in a Maine
shipyard, lint, on the other some ladies to one of the Dutch villages in the
of power to the hands of the democracy.
tions, he linked his iortunes with the lie- for it, hut we sec from the inscription
is
used for many portions
hand, hard pine
The September contests, under ordinary
of New York. They came upon an unpublicans and offered to contribute $20,- which Mr. Nordhoff furnishes that it is which would here be built of less durable vicinity
house, and
no one about
November elections.

whom 1 discoursed

affair,

of invitation to the attache of that journal,
which was the only paper thus ignored. Mr.

boring ought to remember that Ben Butler
made nothing by decrying the press and snub-

bing

its

representatives.

reparations arc ucmg mane ior summer,
whether it is coming or not, and out of town
cottages are being put in repair for the season.
J.

It is said that the favorite resorts of Bostonians
are to be Mount Desert and North Conway.
Well, I confess that my experience prejudices
your boasted isle of beauty, a place
where it rains for a week without a minute’s
intercession, and where you are fed on fried
beef-steak and porgics—ves porgies—is not a

me

against

thrown

All the w hile .Jerks in the \ ck-lmre B .-t
oilier ar* being di-olla!' d. to make room fur
negroes.

out with terrible velocity,grazing >..w
yer's *dde above the hip-joint, tearing away the
clothes and cutting a gash five inche- in length

Hill ha- been elected I'* « ougre-.- from the
uintli (Icorgia district, to till the \ acancx aii.-cd
by the death of McMillan.

to

•'

Il i' stated that manufactured lumber can
now he bought at about the price paid last
>ear for the logs at the mill.

but not

the

very

depth

deep. Th. knife imbedded it"*
of nearly two incite* in
timber

at the rear.
Had it cone
trifle ncrtn
person it would have been fatal.

Fiki:s.

t

From nine o'clock Wrdnc*da'

\

houev i- taking rank among the
staple products oft alifornia, and i> alr.eadv exported in considerable quantities.

ning of last week, t«» Friday midnight, u pc
of 51 hours, no less than live alarm-, soundin this city, and the tire d«*i»artui«*iit >-.i
: »i

That New York robber who -wallowed the
1000 diamond can't he considered a worthless
fellow until they give him an emetie.

that number of times. Tin- tires
doiilitedlv, incendiary saw one.

Vnd

now

s

While in Boston, the president stopped at the
“Revere.” We suppose Paul was glad to see
him as they are both fond of fast hoist's.

re,

w.

-;i

The

New

Kugluml House and vicinity seemed t be ih*
objective points—three of the tire* being within a circuit ot a few yards .*t
t!«ul buii ling
The lirst, on AWdni-sdav
wning. wu- found
to proceed from the basement of the N* v Kng
land House, directly beneath tic dining ro..m
■

China lias

Ripley

engaged

the Confederate Ceneral
an extensive scale
and its principal

to construct works on
the defence of its coast

for
rivers.

Tlie steamer Massasoit careened at the w harf
in Fast Boston and tilled with water, doing considerable damage to furniture hut uoserioti- injury to the boat.
‘‘Time softens ail things.'* ex* pt th
xouug
man who parts his hair in the middle and whistles on the street. Nothing can make him any
softer than he i-.
A -word swallower, '■dguor Wandama. during hi- performance in Calais la-t w eek, accidentally cut himself internall y and the wound
becoming iutlanied, caused lii.s*death.
A newspaper-biographer, trying to say his
-ubjecr “was hardly able to boar the demise of

hi- wife,'’ was made by the inexorable printer
say, “wear the chemise of his wile.*'

to

According to

M. Chevalier, the proposed sub-

terraneous channel between France and l.ngland i- expected to trav -r.se a continuous lax a
of chalk, which ought to make easy digging.
At a lire in Trenton. \ J. a man yelled out.
“(i lory ! < I Ion ! the last day is here
but when
a fireman knocked him into the ditch lie madifu-as much
about it as if the world had iu-t

commenced.
\\ hll< a .Mi-. 1 edllZZ <>t Brooklyn, \va> «*ndeavoring to reach land at Oyster Baw Weduesday. his grappling rope broke lip and he jumped
to the ground, tit't.y feet, inflicting dangerous iu-

jurit

>.

His balloon went out to

sea

The Whig -ays that Adelbcrt lVckliam, a boy
sixteen or seventeen vears old. of Bangor,
w bile on a sporting expedition to Pushaw lake,
was accidentally shot in the neck
Thursday, the
ball barely escaped the jugular vein.

Captain Levi llauseoin of North Berwick
died Sunday, from tin* effects of an injury received by the falling of a tree, which struck him
on the head, w Idle lie was at work in tin* woods,
where he had gone t<> get a load of wood.
A

witty Englishman

where the wood and kindlings v\-r- -'or*
The flooring was burned nearly through, ot
the house completely filled with smoke wh:>

greatly alarmed
lire

was

of the

some

quickly e\!inguishud

inmate*..

Th*,-

with but cr.itiu

damage.
Niue o'clock
ihe

same

—the
A

Thtirs.I.t\

hour of the tin*

hay

barn

belonging

Baker, in the

rear

»

-\ciiii.g—pr»
the previous nigh!

to

Woods. Mat hew-

«*n

of tln-ir store and

"

w

few feet of the New Fnglaml JIoiis* *t
was found to lie on tire, but was
\ting1
before making much progress.
Friday forenoon th*- bells again stitumoiic
the iiremen to dot\
nd a small liou*e ott
a

Allvne street, owned b\- Patrick Han.o
discovered

m

flames.

l

ie

furniture

w

was

mov ed and the fire conquered after d*
stroying
tin* larger part ot the root. The lir* originate
from a detective chimney, and was. theret o*

1

entirely accidental. Loss. $150; insure.!. >.-v
o'clock Friday evening the stable belonging
the New 1’ngland House was found n< '»*■

1

lire in the second story, and soon dense
minis ot smoke burst from tin- t timing Inn.

ing. Alarmed and excited citi/cii* wi n quick
Ivon the "pot, speculating on th event, ai
conjecturing who. and the Tic L *»i, the ince
I’he tire d* p irtincn was prompt iv
work, hut if was impossible to save tre- In
VII tin-ir em-rgics w.mv put I #rth t
ing.

diary.

>i

line the tire and prevent its cum inutile atm
with the hay burn that was lire*l tin pn >ioi

night, and other buildings, which was d m
The stable was entirely consumed with most »i
its contents
1 he horses and Vehicles on in
lower floor were removed, but th* contents

who answered at a din'uncord, the other day, to the toast “the
the second story, consisting chiefly of stor*
w
I
Mi
to
said
queen,”
express my satisfaction
l'he .<»ss.’in being with you here to-day, and mv equal ! carriages, were entirely dcstrovcl.
satisfaction in having been absent a hundred are as follow"
tic* "table that wu" connect* t
vears ago.”
with the hotel, was own*- ! bv Mrs. Hall unAnother of the buildings connected with valued at $2,5uu; insured with « «*\ A KTilden’s lobster factory, < astine, was nearly defor $1,500. Seven buggies and carriages ownstroyed yesterday morning by tire, which seems
to have broken out about the furnace.
It is nu- ed he the Beltast Liven • otupauy, valued
kerstood that the property is well covered by $1,500; no insuranee.
<
arriagC" value
insurance.
$500, owned by P. M Moody no itisunitil'he engines had no sooner reached tn*
\ gentleman in Europe writes: “I see in the
American papers notice., of hank bills altered
and the tired inhabitants tin ii '*-'l
quarters,
from one denomination to another. This is imTin n«.v\
possible in this part of the world, through the bdore the alarm again sounded.
very simple, device ot having bill of different thoroughly territied ami excited iti/« ns spratij
values made of diiicrent sizes.”
from their couches with tl*< firm •-oiivictton
A building on White A Case’s wharf. Rock- that an organized effort was bciutr made \
land, tilled with lime below and occupied above burn the town. The heavens wer< abiazi with
as a sail loft, bv A. C. Tibbitts, was
destroyed the light ol a new lire, which together with th
by tire. Saturday evening. Loss on building
and lime, #lfiOO; also considerable loss on sails flickering embers of the demolished stable, pr*
stored in the loft belonging to various vessels.
sented a strange and alarming spectacle, 1In reply to an invitation to attend the < Vnten- proved to be an old blacksmith shop near tiniiial. Cen. (La riba id 1 has sent an autograph letter lower bridge, owned by John Peirce, and was
in which In* says: “l will certainly make e cry
entirely •!* proved with its contents of eight
possible effort to have my country participate liundred lime rusks owned
by Joseph lalli' t
in the magnificent celebration wfiich N to be
I he casks were valued at $*i»*o;
Brooks.
1
held in Philadelphia. 1 deeply regret tha
shall not be able to come myself.”
insurance.
ner

at

1

The Eastern Railroad has bought the A eaproperty at Bar Harbor, which includes
the wharf where tie* steamer Lewiston lands.
Last evening Mr. Sanborn of that road went to
Bar Harbor on that boat to superintend the
work of putting the wharf in good shape build
sheds upon it and t*» make other improvements.
rnout

[ Argus.
A colored ruan, while digging for roots latcl\, m Fayette county, Kentucky, unearthed
about one bushel of half dollars. Their appearance, except badly tarnished, was
and
they bore date of 1S2A The negro didn’t know
they were bogus until he had passed a score of
them and found himself in the custody of the
marshal.

good,

I orty-one years ago a bride in Fulton
county,
received as a wedding present a large
and delicious cheese. Since then the bride and
all who attended the
wedding, except the groom,
have died, and last
week, on the forty-first anniversary of his marriage, the lonely old man,
his banquet hall
deserted, for the first time cut
and tasted the lonely old
che^c.

* his last attempt was
thought by the ntoi
prudent tiud cautious to be a ruse to get tic
tire department in a distant part ol the it\

aud then lire in a more dangerous part of the
town. One of the engines was delayed lot
this emergency, but the fears were not realize.I.
The Are department worked admirably on a
these occasions, and shew great efficiency in
overcoming the destroying element. Old No.
Two was brought out and did most excellent
work at the stable. It was also extremely for
tunate that the evenings in tpiestiou were very
still and calm, otherwise a vast amount ol

property

destroyed.
Joseph Grant, a well

would have been

Frankfort.

known

resident of this town, committed suicide on
Thursday evening, bv hanging himself to au
apple tree in his orchard, lie was ,7J years cl
age, and had been for

some

time insane.

The Ellsworth Outrage.
Correspondence of the Journal.

■Swallows have come.

Apple

caterpillars

li

be abundant

are to

this year.

Ellswouth, May 10.
To the Editor of the Journal. The political
John A. Tahor has been appointed postmastmuddle in our good city is becoming more iner at Centre Lincolnvdie.
still. Our city government was illeteresting
•
apt. Metiilvery has sold the vaeht Favorite,
and proceeded to elect the
gally
organized,
be delivered in New York.
:
officers for the ensuing year. This led to the
A be!! tower lias been placed on the roof of
following
N
Engine company's building.
NOTICE.
iiio tax-payors ot Ellsworth, one ami all, uro reJoseph Kaler has shipped six cargoes of
quested to meet at Hancock Hall on Saturday. May
ound plaster since the ice went out.
Sth, at two o’clock P. M., to record their protest
■

Martini A. Brewer and Lizzie Poor,
"f Beltast. have -ailed for the southern mackerel
>rhi>on<

lishery.
The wharfoi lie city of Richmond has been
paired, s,, tla.it siie now makes landings at the

r'

regular place.
A

-id'

is being laid on High street
spring and Miller streets. Also on

lien

'.'tween

i.k

W

liureh street.
.Uidii' Tor M e e. of the Belfast railroad is o!f
lei a week, and Jerri' sullivan assumes

1

t;

duties of the position.

‘in*

I tie store ol' Alber. Uarriinan. at
Prospect
was entered 1
window,on MonI

night,

ii

at1

and

sill stolen iVoin the

a

mon-

draw.

el

\!

!i<■

»\

r
a

which iii* is anxious to
Mi.
ii:11• t of tin* man who can spot
ii id ihi• National Board of Inderim

idd svlOtH1

\vi!i

ii.‘h

more.

hank- t" Mi-- \nna. wlio s«^iit to our table
tin
arliest wild May flowers.
•uquet «

i

tlugrun
A

who had

man

■s*i:t i-v

surprised

wa-

h.

ii

iu

sonu

lior-c to lead into the
tie hind axletree of his

.1

uni; i.

o-iing

si

ii!

ua

I

■

1

a

H.

!i■ t

ini

ot the coming of
of the boboTink.

suggestive

wa-

dune and tie tipsv

ithef

\v;i\

the

t<» see

with his hind

ri
oinehodv with patience and i«iuoiigti h» follow the lire bug through
inding', run him down, and earn the

fie

ii

mi i’.

i

w

ali

i•

.•

be-a.IfS the fifteen

■■

,•

Hundred dollar-r
M. d iva: and Harrison Small brought
tin- city -»n M'*nda> and Tuesday the first
.in-

of tin

iiin--n

>t'-ckton.

ir- in

d ie

si a-on.

Were

taken in their

ham purchased tin- lots,

J >ui

nd retailed them at (Id cent.-.
Me-srs fox a Field haw called
I
d.

w

iiil

■uvic’i

"t

n

ani

a- »v\\

Hanw

any incendiary. Thi- will make
ldOo tor such a a-e in tlii.- «ii\.

wii

-a

|. 'll

i•'11:iT

e

at

llayford IIall,Tues-

company of tirst rate
aiways given first rate
a

their appearances in our city.

at

ma

ha\

Ii

a

:•

ii.:

T'hi- i-

Mr- 1*th.

!a\

attention

B1 »ndgo »•!'.- Minstivi and Burlesque

n.'. ii.tfi

r

>

our

National Board of Cnderwriters
ard of Sioou for the detection and

tli

•!

i >e-iraob n-iits in this city continue scarce.
A man after an unsuccessful search of a week
In twentyr two concluded l* build a house.

da

■

vs

f

in

iM.d in:i h>

iuc
-wm

>mm>

of work In*

andplasBriggs did the

domicile, finished

i.iit:>

ii

neement

ii.

dohn

work.
cdiic-da\ forenoon sheriff Norton made
raid on the saloon of Rich Carter, in City
Block, when- a lot .»f demijohns and bottles
(>u \\

•titnimng liquors were seized. A call was
a.made at tin- saloon near the Engine house
•i High-!:•••• t.kej.f M Marion Staple-, but notliwas

i-ited b*;

i'h.

i;

American House

was

also

nothing •ontrabaiui discovered.

the ; a-t week have been
n,c r< eipts for h
small, the fanner- being busy with their spring
i.laming. There i- -ome hay in the storehouses,
vessels in port to take it. Potatoes
quae. Wood- Mathews A Baker are loading but -me carg -.—the schooner Banner for
Bo-tou. Sibley A >on have discharged a cargo
hu:

are

no

also

inoia—e- from ( uba, and

--I

l

from

i

hi

being

t

a

cargo of gas coal
landed at Swan’s

wharf.

against the illegal action of a body of men who by
usurpation, fraud, and corruption have taken upon
themselves the administration of our city aflairs,
and to take such action in
regard to tin matter as
the occasion may require.
This plain but truthful-speaking notice was

In Eockport, April 22d. Mr. George Cox and Miss
Melinda Dean, both of Rockland.
In Ellsworth, May 2d, Mr. William Scott and Miss
Sabina Ford, both of Ellsworth.
In Cranberry Isle, March8th, Mr. Thomas F. Stanley and Mrs. Luella S. Spurling, both of Cranberry
Isle.

A little
How He Surprised Her.
while ago, says the Toledo (Ohio) Blade,
a young lady and gentleman of our city
determined to unite their lates in Hymen’s
rosy chains, and the intention was carried
out a few weeks ago.
In discussing their
prospects, just before the wedding occurred, the young couple concluded that
they could not go to housekeeping immediately, but must board for a year or so.
There arc lew things which a young wife
resigns with more reluctance than the
hope of succeeding to a neat, cosy home
ot her own, but this young lady did so,
and made up her mind to be as happy as
possible in a boarding house. But just
before the wedding the groom heard ol
an

posted up through the city, and signed by many
of our most prominent citizens and heaviest tax-

opportunity

to

purchase

a

charming

tlie election of municipal officers, and
opposed to the pernicious, dangerous and unjust
which has become very prevalent with the
trailers of the Republican party, of taking unlawful
possession of offices for tin- purpose of the perpetuation of party corruption whereby they may live at
the people’s expense, in opposition to their wishes
as expressed by their votes, to protest in the strongest manner against the action of the self elected
body, styling tliemselve- the City (Jovernment of

Ellsworth.
Resolved, that while

believe the possession of
office as of little consequence, we do consider that
the wishes of the tax-payers of this city as expressed

\V. 15Town, who resides on Long Island,
rode to Wolfboro yesterday, a distance of twelve miles, on the ice. He
had his sleigh loaded with manic sugar and
svrup, and carried hack a load of supplies for
family use. The ice has the appearance of being safe for at least a week longer.
Geo.

Lake

Winncpiseogce,

their votes, should be honestly and fairly carried
out, and that it is a sacred duty which, as good and
law-abiding citizens we owe to this community, to
oondemn and resist the action of anv party who are
so unscrupulous as to adopt the revolutionary practice of Republican leaders, of grabbing offices and
salaries, regardless of the wish* s or welfare of tin

by

Young lady who prided herself
geography, seeing a candle aslant,

The committee above-mentioned were then
chosen, consisting of the following gentlemen;
Hon. Arno AViswell, Monroe Young, Esq., E.
H. Greeley, Esq., Daniel II. Kppes and John
33. Redman.

cording

to

This is the hist of the matter

Republican talk, but

not

Democratic intentions. If two
tliis city, then there is no need of

to

ac-

according

men can

holding

rule
elec-

tions at all, for the V irtue and Morality” party
intend to rule whether or no. Tin- affair will
be fori1 our Judiciary.
not end until it got
Voi i:r.

impicM i111- tin- ause ot the recent tires
held at the Court House on .Satimtax and
Monday, by a jury summoned by sheri tf NorAn

The

w a-

Wilton

Outrage.

l rom tin- Dubuque Iowa) Herald.
l rom the Davenport Gazette we learn
that there now conies a very interesting
supplement to the business in which a
lit inmate of the state prison,
dozen or so of the women ol Wilton enBangor, a
had been arrested on suspicion of being the
gaged in on the night of the Kith inst.,
when they smashed in the windows and
I’h- c were some bad spots in the
in. endian
broke down the doors ot the house of Mr.
'Hit of himself, and it was known
leb-.w’- a
Elias Corey, so as to get at the person of
that he h ui been loitering about tin premises
Ella, a girl of sixteen years,
But no sufficient evi- his daughter
just prev .iu- to the lir
who was treated to a coat of tar and
dence I., hold him was brought out, and he was
feathers by them, when her lather was
di.-diarwd with an injunction t<» leave town.
absent in Kebra.sk a. To be sure she had
Tie* inquest ha- not b -cii dissolved, but will
company that night, valorous young men,
investigate further.
who lied when the.-e ladies entered the
house.
I Mir adverti ng column- t«*em with the :iiiMr. Corey returned to his home lad
iiuiincrm.i,!'
enterprising business
Thursday. He found every window open
n v and desirable stocks, and
linns, who ;
the glass and sash were put in
!h« ir friends the benefit as before
in
an d-t.
the doors broken down, and the
«»f ; wm.
l-urkeit *v to., as usual, present place,
and sills thereof hacked as if with
htrgc aridy of spring and summer dress posts
strokes of an ax or hatchet. His wife was
A person
tiel fancy good.-, at reduced prices.
his undutiful daughter had
not there
.n s:i\c ni'.uej by trading with them.—Dinsdriven her away; his daughter was not
astonished
their
friends
more A Son have fairly
there, women of Wilton had driven her
wiiii tie- i' mw -lock of boots and shoes. A
away ; the home was desolate and unin... r-011
wito
i-h can make better bargains habitable.
lie found his wife and her
in:.iban at any store in the county. children and provide*! lor them.
He came
there, they
Head their lotic —Arnold Harris offers his to Davenport and found his eldest daughter in the house of a poor but respectable
•ir ir* -11
U of -arpet.-. A c., at a great discount.
He intend- 1 make a change. A good opening colored woman whom she knew years
home was the
and a good bargain to the right man.—II. II. ago, and whose humble
on earth she knew of, in her
Johnson »v < o. an* ottering a large variety of only place
fallen condition, in which she could lind
nmant and pound prints at very low rates.—
shelter and care. She had done wrong,
si•• i\• y. No. Sear-port, has a word to
i.. W
she knew that, for she ha,d relatives in
f ame rs w ho wish
a;.
improve their stock of
Davenport to whom she did not wish to
horse-.— Pole A tpiiinbv are in want of pant
go on account of her shame. A poor,
D. W. I>yer &
motherless girl of sixteen, with father
Son.
hundreds of miles away, she had fallen
i.
Me--r-. miow and Atwood into wicked ways, and had been driven
Win n
lrom home by women who ought to have
oi this place .• unmciii ed work on the foundato rescue, Indore punishing her.
tried
It
to
for
new
-tore
this
is
tion
their
morning.
But the destruction and the assault are
t>e built on the lot where stood the store of
the penalty to tinmatters of the past
Joseph t'lark, which was burned this winter. law breakers who assailed and
destroyed
A- A. manufacture a large quantity of vests,
is with the courts ot justice, which arc
and tbi' 'land is one of the best for their busiis
who
injured unlawopen tor everybody

The jury consisted of Chief Engineer
diaries Baker Daniel K‘amice and Asa A.
A tramp named Melville Nichols of
How*

ton.

■

—

■

SUITABLE FOR

May

W'e have in Stock a good supply of INDIA,
PAISLEY, BERLIN and AMERICAN
W oolen Shawls at extraordinary
LOW
PRICES.

*•

Remnant Dress

and trade.

fully.

l'.ark Fred M. Clarion, of 520
ton-, v a- launched Ironi the yard of William
MeUilverv. May bd. She is owned by Capt.
Si

William MeCiilverj and others, and will be
commanded by rapt. William Clarion who is
part owner.Some of our retired shipmasters,
who

are

also amateur farmers, have been

eiitly seen witn their pea-jackets
in planting potatoes.
F.\ i r\

The house and barn of

on,

re-

engaged

Washington
on the night

\ ieholus, in this town, was burned
of May lltli, during the absence of Mr. N. A
horse, three cows, pair of steers ami a new
wagon were burned in the barn. Most of the

destroyed with the house. There
was onh S2<>0 insurance
Incendiarism is susfurniture

was

pected.
Ben

Butler

in

a

Maine

Court.

Wis< asset, Me.,
■

ase

ol tin-

May o. The lamous
Washington lee Company of

New York vs. Nathaniel Webster came
A discussion
up tiiis morning in court.
arose between (Jen. Butler and Mr. Could
as to who should open and close
After
arguing the point an hour on each side
the court decided that as the plaintiff was
non-suited and a judgment lor return of
property ordered, the original defendant
wras now moving party as entitled to open
and close. Mr. Thompson, who is associated with Gen. Butler in the case, is now
opening Ids client’s side. Mr. Thompson
was Gen Butler’s successful rival for Con

gress.
harles AUlen of bivermore has a son seven
old whom he threatened with a whipping.
years
The Iud disappeared and search was made all
night., and next day PHI people turned out and
secured the whole section, and concluded that
he was drowned—so the water was drawn from
the mill pond near the house, and the
pond was
dragged. About Cl hours from the time of his
the
disappearance
young gentleman crawled
out of Hie hay mow in his father's ham, w here
hr na<l been secreted.
<

For some time past, -lames \v. Garland, who
at 51 Beach street, has hail
keeps a cigar store,several
times.
said store entered
Recently he
set a trap for the thieves, and Sunday, Andrew
•I. McAuliffe, a lad of seventeen years, residing
on (diver street,
attempted to enter the place,
hut receiving a shot through the arm. which
also entered his body. He ran home, hut was
afterwards arrested,’ and sent to the Massachusetts General Hospital. [Boston Globe.

—Ross and Ilowell of
Bangor are just
completing a new and elegant barge to
take the place of the Fairy of the Wave.
She will be
ness.

ready

for this season’s busi-

damages lias deed om-creci m
It
the circuit court of Muscatine county.
is entitled Ella M. Corey, by Elias Corey,
her next friend, against Mrs. John Wiley,
Mrs. Edmund Anderson, Mrs. Elizabeth
Addis, Mrs. Elizabeth Moore, Mrs. Richard Porter, Mrs. Charlotte Dixon, Mrs.
Ellen Kean, Mrs. Edward Carleton, Mrs.
Eliza Bentley, Mrs. IE W. Scott, Miss
Kate Wiley and three other ladies whose
names will appear in the petition in due
time, but are now unknown. The parties named were recognized as being participants in the assault on the plaintiff,
with hands of violence and with tar and
feathers. T he plaintiff sues for damages
The petition
to the amount of $o0,00(f
has it that, alter the assault, the defendants bade her leave the town, and two of
them led her from the house to the street,
she clad in her thin under-garments—the
night was very cold—and conducted her
lor some distance from the house; then,
heeding her appeals lor mercy, and her
tears, they allowed her to go back to her
home for warm clothes, and left her to
her fate with her tar and leathers and
windowless home.
But there is another suit against the defendants above named. It is brought by
Ellias Corey, father of Ella, who petitions
the same court for the recovery of $1000
damages done his property. This suit is
brought in accordance with sec. 389o, of
the code, which was enacted in view of
just such acts ot lawlessness which made
Mr. Corey’s house almost a ruin. The
girl Ella is now with her lather, at Wilton.
A sun

101

Goods,

IAMB HICS,

PRINTS,
COTTONS,
WOOLENS,

it

.1 r RAIIP BAIiO'AINS.

s.-l. <*t

Lcoxo.mk ai Nf.w Food, ‘docents will buy
a package of Sea Moss Farine. made from
pure
Irish Moss, which will make r>o kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 16 quarts
of custards, jellies, creams, Charlotte Itusse,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
Grocers.
1 yr.
What word is always pronounced wrong,
even by the best scholars!"
Wrong.

Reserved Seats
Book Store tour

charge.

single bottle of Ih\ Wistur's lialsam
<f Wild (.'Jtprrt/ their lives could have been
preserved to a green old age. oil cts. and £1 a
bottle, large bottles much the cheaper.
use

of

a

A reverend gentleman, during a sojourn
among the hills of New Hampshire, stopping
at a cottage, inquired of the occupant if there
was any Episcopalians in the
neighborhood.
“I don't exactly know,’’ replied the dame, “but
1 believe John shot one in the garden last week,
but In* thought it was a chipmunk.”

Stop That Cough.
Ni> pulmonary complaint however obstinate,
can resist the healing influence of lMi. Mounts'

Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehofnd.
Nothing that we have over sold arts
so
promptly and effectually, in coughs, colds,
hoarseness, sore throat, asthma, and all diseases
of the iliront, lungs and chest leadingto consumption. It is a certain cure for WHOOPING
Coiv.n and <'roup.
Contains no opium and is
pleasant to take. Cough worn victims whose
lungs are racked and torn with paroxysms that
threaten to choke them, find speedy relief in its
use.
Trial size 10 cents. Ask for Mr. Morris'
Syrup, take no other. Sold hv Wji. O. Took
.V Son Belfast. Alfred Hooper, Scars
port.
A. .1. Jordan, Orland. J. \V. Perkins & Co.,
Portland, General Agents.
ivrlti

BELFAST

PRICt CURRENT.

Corrected

Weekly for the Journal.
ISi.le ast, Wednesday, May 12, Ls75.
1 lour,
$5.o0a9.50.Rouiid Hog,
lual2
Corn Meal,
$1.05aO0 CIe t/Salt Pork,
$27a29
Mutton
$1.25a00
halo
Meal,
lb.,
per
Rye
9a 10
$1.25a00,Lamb per lb.,
Rye,
1.05u00
18a22
lb.,
Corn,
Turkey per
95a 1.00 Chicken per lb.,
18a22
Barley,
2.25h2.00 Duck per lb.,
18a20
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas, 1.50al.75!Geese per lb.,
18a20
$12alti
Oats,
75a80jHay per ton,
59a55 Lime,
Potatoes,
$1.25a0.l0
Dried Apples,
40a44
Saloj Washed Wool,
20a22
40a50j Unwashed Wool,
Cooking Apples,
25a20 Pulled Wool,
4oa44
Butler,
18a001
7a0C
Hides,
Cheese,
Mala Calf Skins,
14a00
Eggs,
1.00a
1.75
Lard,
l^aio'sheep Skins, $
9a 12 Hard Wood,
Beef,
$5.5(a6.(0
70a.75,Soft Wood,
Baldwin Apple.-;,
$2.50a4.CO
7a08 Dry Pollock,
4j.5
Veal,
~a8*Straw
Dry Cod,
$7.(0a8
1.20 | Shorts per e.,
2.00
Plaster,
H. G. Seed,
;;.50a2.75 j Clover Seed,
14al5
an.xr jatAVn ua

r-r-fiy-itrtrffrwM-rfTiTi mnimai iih

SPECIAL
IMPORTANT
When you visit

NOTICES.
TO

TRAVELERS.

or leave the City of NEW YORK,
annoyance and expense of carriage hire and
at
the
ftltA.Nl>
UNION IIOfllL, opstop
posite the GRAND CENTRAL DEPOT. It lias over
250 elegantly furnished rooms and is titled up at an
expense of $900,000.
Elevator, steam and all modern improvements.
European Plan. The 11ENTA1IRAWTA. Lunch Counter and Wine Rooms
are supplied with the best the markets can furnish,
file cuisine is unsurpassed. Rooms fora single per
son, $1,50 and $2 per day; rich suites for families
proportionately low, so that visitors l«» the city and
travelers can live more luxuriously, for less money
at I lie GRAND UNION, than at any other first-class
Hotel in the city. Stages and Cars pass the Hotel
& W.
every minute for all parts of the City. G. I
D. G ARRISON. Managers.
lyrsplC
save

Gfloves,
Kuching's,
Jrlandkerchiefs, cSz^o. I
Aii examination of

A. B. MATHEWS
LATE OF THE

IRVIN (.’ALDERWOOD.
SAMI EL CALDERWOOD.
H40
s, liC-».

TIMES!

HARD

\

A

Read

INTO

IHIOI'GHT

BELFAST,

I50FGHT FOB

WHICH THEY

apply.

>ti11 lower

prices

BLOOD!

Hum tie

They have

offered.

This* Splendid Stallion is fen
years old, stands lf» hands high and weighs
11U0 pounds. He was brought from Wrfollows

.uornn

iiiei

uy

as

LL

woor. DIAGXOI.

Sherman

\

have ever before

some

excellent

Cable Screw Wire Shoes

Special

subscriber has determined to close out, and

offer* to the public his entire Stock, consisting
TilK

«a

Furnishing

Carpets^

C. R. DAVIS
Bullock Biver

20

April 20, 1875.

Oysters

Assortment of SAG K IR|\IM
ing of

A

L So-

Largest Assortment

rhi*

t

TIES, HAMBURGS

NECK

FANCY

GOODS!

Ever offered in this mark*

Large

our

k

m.»<

SWITCHED

IIAIR

OF

KINDS

and examine

Ladies call

oNsTAXT/.Y ON IIANi>.

(

ALL

ul.,

Recently received front New V»:w.
selling at l’:*ic« Cheaper than
■■

elsewhere.

a nice assortment of

5

I would call

special attention to

I

stock of

our

(OITIVS!

&

CAN It ETS

Ladies will please call and
and well selected Stock of

grades

:'r.>m *!o lowed price that the
sold t'ur, to the nicest WALNUT

I.*

possible

can

and

Which

ROSEWOOD.

feel

we

<

\I1

:

win

Hats. Flowers
Feathers !

Bonnets.

those who have to purchase 1 would sa> 1 have

o

contident

an:

mine

aridtyor style in thi- city
«?NfW Goods received

s

were

SCHOOL GIRLS!
Miulc the same wav. and the)

Warrant

Every

Call and

are

COATS
oar own

AND YE.VfS
manutue: are

secure

Good

a

^v.

EYISmDFlIEXWS.

A. B. MATHEWS.
1

SPRING- GOODS!
Have

they

Lower Than Any Other Dealer.
In Ladies French Kid, and Fine Serge Hoots
they have their regular goods, the same they
have kept for years, with their name on every
pair, aud which are acknowledged to he the

BEST

GrOODS

CITY.
As to (Jenllemen’s Fine, Shoes and Hoots,
all they ask is for you to come and look over
their stock. They have all the very
IN

THE

LATEST
ALL

PRICES,

Warrant to do Good Service.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT!
A Big Lot of Women's Front Lace and Congress Boots for

l.OO!!
LADIES CALL AND SEE THE

Stylo Walking

Shoe!

Finally you will find any kind of Boots and
Shoes you may want, and will save money by
buying your Spring and Summer Stock of

employ

tin- most. Skilful hands

Confident I

sped fully solicit
I'o those that

rail

a

fit the most

can

to

to manufacture
fastidious, re-

examine.

find it difficult to get

av

good deal

a

"i

By

my New

Flowers

I

rtf'in.

good fitting

a

to

&e.

B. F. WELLS.

AUCTION!

and Taper,

com*

and

Nice

Line ol

Neck

At Storcr’s
a

large

L.

LORD’S,
T4 11.0 It

Williuni'ton'i Block,

10

Bc,’j'(>‘

tO-

is:-

Mrs.

Richards
—a n D—

Miss

Southworth,

New and

oruxusn v

Selected

new

Assortment

-O Fon

CHINES, comprising
2 New Florence.
I New Elias Howe.
I New Wilcox & Gibbs.
I A. B. Howe, almost New.
1 Singer, Improved.
2 Grover & Baker.
I Davis. I Finkle & Lyon. I Weed.
111 other first-class
I Wheeler & Wilson,
second-hand Machines, all in fair running order and
warranted to sew. New Machines and full instructions given free. .Sale, positive.
.tftf'l'or further particulars apply to

K.

W.
May 4,

DINSMORE & SON.

For cleansing, purifyng, ami ie.ilin« I:
Ulcers, Cuts. Bruis* s, iM-eu-*"wherever a
pro..- *s ibeast.

! VVM. 0. POOR & SON.

! MACHINE

MORISON,
Belfast, Maine.

1S75.—*,'w44

*J-<»X 11A M - AN!- MAl-l
til k
Machim- .b-hhing

DR. R.

MOODY'S

VEGETABLE BITTERS
The best Sritisu; Li m it in the market.
Its peculiar medical properties gives it a precedent
above all others for loss of Appetite, Debility, Indigestion, Jaundice, and all kindred diseases which
It
are subject to in the Spring and Summer.
is an excellent tonic, ami used in connection with
iron, builds up the system, and makes well the sick
and suffering. For sale wholesale and retail by

DISSOLUTION.

a

specialty.

Bolt end* from
nished at low prim

ii'!'.

Contracts for building

ma

following second-hand
Machinery for sale cheap
The

Stationary Engine.

and

Upright,

-O

N-

Hall,

Co-partnership heretofore existing between
rpilE
X. the uudersigned under the style of L. A. lvnowlthis
ton &

AFTERNOON, MAY 1.3.

Co.,
djfy dissolved by mutual consent.
Tin business of the hue linn can be settled
either
of the partners at the store recently
by the
firm.
L. A. KNOW ETON.
0. 1*. 11AZELTINE.
Belfast, May 1, 1675.—4)w4l

by
occupied

MR. J. C. WHITTEN.
Respectfully announces that he will open a
first-class DancingSchool for Misses, Masters !
The business will be continued by the undersign
and young Ladies, a Term of Twelve Lesed, who will be glad t<> see the old customers, and
sons. Saturday afternoons.
assures them of all advantages of the msrket.
Mu. Whitten will give instructions m the latest
L. A. KNOWLTON.
and most improved Styles of Modern Dancing. Also
strict attention will be given to genteel deportment.
Hours of Tuition from 2 to 4 P. M.
GALL -A.T

$2.00.

4®-Parent8 admitted to School.
Belfast, May 1, 1875.—2\v44.

G-.

T.

READ,

MACHINIST!
DEALER IN ALL KINDS OF

Portable

Before purchasing vour goods. There you will
And General HARDWARE, TAIN IS, OII-S
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, und
FARMER’S TOOLS, eoustautly ou hand and
for sale at LOWEST TUR KS. Don’t forget
the place, ANOIEU’S, No. 1 Thonix Row.
R!~
April 20, 1875.

ed

collars, cutters and count*.
Tood Lathe. w ft l-. J,

J

? foot circle

turn

»

rang.

ut

OAA
(3U V/

tf«

WM. PITCHER & SON.
April 19,1875.

tf42

'haft*

end.

Prcpr.

SHOP—Mathews l.r<» Steam M.
and Miller Sts., Beliast, M<

..

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE

The (treat

Spring Toiiir!

OSGOOD'S

INDIAN BITTERS:
Au

Old and Reliable Medicine.

For all

I

WARRASTEh

BOTTLE

EVERY

Disi:cm>. Dv-nr-n
J.u'NPieK, ami 'p'TV trouble

l

Billioi-s

of APPinTr;,

ae-

by a disordered Stomach or hirer
Carefully prepared from the original Uec:pi.

1

O. POOR & SON,

WM

Johnson Block,
Where you

can

find

a

LAIti.F. STOCK of

Drugs. Medicines, Trusses. &c.
BEST
TO

PLACE

BUY

FEATHERS !
IS AT

C.
A Oir O Juft received per
V Al9J\0 Schr. “Swallow.”

:•

F, A. HOWARD.

C.

THOMPSON’S.
GO

and Bored to shoot close.

No. 46 MAIN STREET.

f

Irregular Moulder,

J.

ATTACHMENTS.

***Particular attention given to Model Makiug
and Sewing Machine Repairing. Shot Guus Repair-

Engine,

Heater.

Belfast Hardware Store THE

Sewing Machine Needles
AND

x

u

—a r—

Hayford

l.I 1

w

Of every dencript i--n tur.ii
Bolt cutting ami \
N. B.

people

Dancing School!

.1

-.

Patterns For and Castings

1

BITTERS!

>

V"

nation

R. H. MOODY, Druggist,
tflOCoruer ol Main and High Sts., Belfast, .Me.

AFTERNOON

SHOP:

Pulleys, Shafting. Saw Arb
and Dagon Screws,

1
No. 11 Main St

Druggist

i,

1ST E W

governor, upright tubularU
and pump complete.

Ladies please call and examine.
Belfast, April di, lu >. -»\v43

>"

FOREST TAR INHALERS
Me
! For inhaling the solution
FOREST TAR COMPANY
P
j Trial Bottles Prico 10 et*.

1

ami second-hand SE\VIN<» MA-

\

FOREST TAR IN SOLUTION
f«»r Catarrh, C«»n.>utn: :
*
A'.thma, and as a wash for di-<
FOREST TAR TROCHES
For Bronchitis, Son- Throat, II
Purify itig the Breath.
FOREST TAR SALVE

Guffs,

Auction Store, lMienix How, Belfast,

lot of

•

inhaling,

Wear, Hosiery, Umbrellas,

and the best SUSPENDERS out at

April -’0,

Tar,

For Consumption, Brom hit
Sere Throat, Pile*, L>is« mt
and Urinary Organs.

Agents for Belfast, Johns-

-(j-

be Sold at Public Auction

a

n
...

iualing

Gut

have also

Golla.rs and
Linen

A'".

I have secured the services of a first class Millini r,
Miss alick M. Brown, who will give entire satis
faction to all, even the most fastidious.
Hats Bleached. Bressed or Colored in tin- la:*--:
Yours Respectfully,
Shapes.

'yynu.

faultfinding

nilllCHAHT

Hats from 50 Cents up,

-o-

4w45.

And

them.

P3atterix

PAIR

C ASH !

New

Foreign and Domestic,

1

>

For

Keilog. Viven. Derby & English
H.
Walking Hat, Misses School

Terms per Scholar,

PER

Styles and Shades,

HH l A

Now in Stock from our own selection, all the desirable styles of Ladies’ ilats, in part, such as the

STYLES!

For Working Boots and Shoes, for Men, Women, Boys and Girls, they have some which
were made expressly for their Custom Trade,

#

In
ot

TIIE LATEST STYLES OF

.SATFRDAY

they|will

a \ i: >klk< n:r> with < auk, hoods
suitable for tins climate or any other, in a variety

S PI I R T!

Look at thorn in their Show Window.

which

-Arrived.

fs a new preparation.
cal properties of eonunoi, I
the black ami impure prodin-r*. o
kept in every fumiiv. It i' vif ue!
all ca<es where cup
an (••• * tf« *-'* }.
only preparation of Tar up; p»vphysician-) as a standard i<imd'

Forest

Will

WE

FOREST TAR,

70 Main Street, Belfast Me

Saturday, May 13, at 10 o’clock, A. M.

Pair

them before yon buy. for
S K L L

s,-u

..

a# a/:.\rt:hp.en the ri. ice.

auk now

in Hand. Machine and Cable Sewed, and llioy
cannot be excelled in STYLE, FIT or WEAK.

Hats, Caps and

\

o:r, rsr^ 3VEEisrrr,s

Cha m li Eli it imH\l on an ts. i‘a rl <>r
i ARLES MARBLE it W OOD TOR.
IIA TTREES, WIIATXOTS, WHITISH DESICS. Wonk 1AB1.ES
nnil 1.00KISH OLASSES,
EX EE XSJOS TABLES
it SIDE BOARDS.

BLACK

FINE

"JOY’S SUITS, COATS, BANTS AND VESTS,
3 only $6.50 Ber Suit.

SCHOOL BOYS !

AT

Cloths,
Clothing,

\i:ii i

Fringes, Passementerie L«** |

;

GOODS !

very low.

MADE KX.ntE.SSLY FOlt

Morgan,

ITotice!

\

Thread. Malta and Yak Lac

!

FULL LINE OF WOOLENS FOR MEN'S
and Boys’ wear.
Uonstantly on hand, and

Ribbons,

!

ioung .uumii,

and he by Justin Morgan.
by
Morrill Chief’s Crand Dam by Sherman Morgan,
Jr., he by Sherman Morgan.
Morrill Chief will stand at my stable in North
Searsport on Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays. On Saturdays he will be at Belfast.
To warrent, $10.00.
TKKMS
By the Season,'
$8.00. Singls Service, $5.00. Colts holden for ser
K. W. SLAVEY.
vice of the horse.
;
North Searsport, May Iff, 1875.- 4w45*
he

a

#*>j“Blease call early if you would
Bargain.. £3>

OF

STOCK

C—-A.—S—KL

Jr., he by Young Morrill, ami lie by Old Morrill, he
by Woodbury Morgan, he by Justin Morgan. Old
Morrill’s Dam was by Harris liumhletonian, Morrill
Chief’s Dam was by Napoleon, he by Flint Morgan,

for

Boston Clothing Store, No. 1 Ilayl'ord Block, Belfast.

C-A-H-l f !

is

out

-old

Boots & Shoes MILLINERY!
EYElt

pedigree

living prices

will sell at the lowest

GREAT BARGAIN. BLUE BROAD CLOTH
Coats only $6.50, never before
-Id less
than $10.00.

selling

kkei’aued with the

aui:

At

and hi-

In* immediatel)
few of our prie*

ONLY

AND-

BIGGEST

MORRILL CHIEF

\vu* sir; u

to

STOCK

Also some Lace and Hutton Hoots for

Lucy,

MAIN STREET.

making large additions to the stork which he

them all
I!

1

A.SCIIOOXI.R

I). E.

euv

—

•'

I

OF 11 TONS, WKI.L
found and in good ordApply to
& SOX, Belfast.—lotf

by

f:\

Millinery Goode

——

GOING DOWN !

For Sale,

niont

Vila*

MOCK OF FURNITURE!

and warranted

PANT FINISHERS

■

A. BLODGETT & CO.’S

A1

Money Wanted!

AXI> WHICH THEY W I CL SELL FOR

BEST

in

BEDSTEADS, BUREAUS. Ac.. &c.

where.

A

Bleached ct Brown,

THE

UMBRELLAS.

Parasols & Siin-sliaiP"*'

HAS BOUGHT OUT

every description, Plows, Harrows, Horse Hoes,
Cultivators, Road Scrapers, Shovels, Forks, Sec., Sec.
Also a full line of Field and Harden Seeds.
Please call and examine before purchasing else-

1JL only $9 50* tiny

WANTED!

GET

SUN

ASH AND PAINTED SETTS !

BAIRS MORE LEI 1, MEN."' WORKING
Bants onh 85c. per paii

H. II. JOHNSON & CO.

OYKR

Tools

A FEW MORE LEFT.
Broad Cloth Coats $5.50.

LOW PRICKS!

SELL] XC LOW AT

L>. W.

GKADI

$8.50.

•i.>

ElemiiiiBit CaBiibi’ic.

need

Shawls !
ALL

FIRM OF

FIELD & MATHEWS’

70

do.

♦-

-SL I'll AS-

Store the Farmers’ Head-

Striped

IN

Furnishing Goods.
our

< ‘I

ASSORTMENT

I Woolen

ns

POUND PRINTS,

»)nly G<)OD 8FAN'KR8
Belfast, May 111, 1875.—45tf.

hand every

on

LARGE

and

Of

Street.

PKINTS, Dinsmore & Son
Remnant Prints,

QUIMBY’S.

keeping

Farming

*1 i-• ito«l.

j

POTE &

Yard!

Ol
ver> I’
XK BLACK ALL LINED BAN IS & VEST
j only s4 00
Geo. W. Burkett & Co. 1711
Metalic Burial Case* ! H.H. Johnson & Co.
INK ALL WoOL BANTS AND VESTS TO
11 AYFORI) BLOCK,
Same patterns
sold by FIELD &
warranted Custom Mad* only -f> 50171 mate!),
!?7Y
\\
May
MATHEWS.
worth
Church

OX

Sheeting,

Mohairs

»-

Cash.

STATE OK .MAINE.

view the route set forth in the Petition ; immediately
after which at some convenient place in the vicinity,
a hearing of tin- parties and their witnesses will be
bad, and such further measures taken in the premise-;, as the Commissioners -hall judge proper. And
it is further Ordered. That notice of the time, place
and purposes of the • ommissioners’ meeting atoresaid, be given to all persons and Corporations inter
e.-ted by serving an attested Copy of said Petition
with this Order thereon, upon tin- Clerk of th»* town
of Freedom, and by posting up tlie same in three
;
public places in said town, and by publishing the
same in the Republican Journal, a public Newspaper
published in said County, said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appointed for said view, that all may appear and !><•
heard if they think proper.
W. C,. FRY K, Clerk.
Attest,
Copy of Petition and Order of Court.
\\
<J. FRY K. Clerk.
Attest,

Goods is

our

COLORED

Paisley Shawls

WALK I'T

Belfast, April

Kid.

FINE

PhenixRow, Belfast

Shall make a specialty of
thing in the line of

New variety of

a

1ST eck-Ties,

Wai.im>, -s. C«ii.'xtv Commissionkhs* Cm 1:1,
April Term, A. 1). ls7A.
the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
County Commissioners meet at the house ofO.
A. Fenny, in Freedom, on Tuesday, the 15th day of
Jam- next, at 1 o'clock F. M
mil thence proceed t<>

CONSUMPTIVES, TAKE NOTICE.
Kvery moment of delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and mucli depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Goods
l >r. Schenck’s Pul atonic Syrup, as a cure for con
sumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
Also the greatest bargains yet offered in
the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Discussing Postmaster-! icneral .Jewell’s support
Dr. Schenck’s Almanac, containing the certificates
partiality to “the Court’' in the matter ot of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
champagne, the Washington Cap, says: incurable
by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Oil-Cloths & Window Shades.
“Speaking lor ourselves, the denial ol Schenck’s Pulmonic
Syrup alone has cured many, us
champagne is no privation. We never these evidences will show; but the cure is often pro- At prices that cannot fail to suit the purchaser.
moted
the
by
employment of two other remedies
take a glass that we do nut, in the lan- which Dr.
Schenck provides for the purpose. Tnese
guage ot the song, ‘think of our head in additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic
Will sell the Stock at a discount to any person
the morning,’but it has for time imme- and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these wishing to go into trade, and will lease the
store for
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Schenck cera
term
the
of years at reasonable rates.
with
been
associated
morial
bibitory tifies that most any case* of
Consumption may be
I mean business to any one who wishes to pur
drink
cured.
it
is
the
that
necessities ot belles;
by
chase.
Schenck will be at the Quincy
House, Boston,
‘the eternal fitness ot things’ belongs to onDr.
the following W ednesdays, from 0 to ;i o’clock
ARNOLD HARRIS.
Belfast, May 1:i, 1*7.,.—latf
the owners of bright eyes and brighter Jan. lath and 27th, Feb. loth and 24th, and March
10th and 24th. (’onsultations free, but for a thorough
smiles, and to compel such an one to sit in examination
of the lungs, with the
GO TO
Respirometor
the distance and hear the corks pop a sa- the
price is $5.
lute to the Court and hear the Court clink
Dr. Schenck is professionally at his principal ofSixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia,
the glasses, and
only hear but touch fice, Corner
Monday, where all letters of advice must be
not, taste not, handle not, is a cruelty every
addressed.
AN!> TRY THOSE NICE
that finds its parallel
only in the sad story
J
ol ontalus.
Possibly Mr. Jewell is inspired with the happy thought that the
MARRIED.
young
ladies who adorn Washington
and
society
In
this
city, April 25th, by Rev. James Peterson
tons white middlings
ornamented his parlors prefer to drink to
of Rockland, Mr. John Sullivan of Searsport, and
him only with their eyes; but if we under- Miss Julia Donovan of this city.
Just received per Schr. Lizzie ,T. Clark, and for Sale
In Lincolnville, April 28th, Mr. Melvin B. Hale of
Low at \Vm. Pitcher & Sons, by
stand the average girl ot the period we
tf42
F. C. PITCH E It.
Northport, and Miss Arobine J. Frohock of Lincan assure him he is mistaken,”
colnville.

GOODS!

W'e have in Stock

point near Orison A. Fenny’s house in said
Freedom.
We would respectfully petition your Honors t»>
view the route and locate the same.
ALUKRT HALF, and > other--.
Freedom, Dec. •gsth, 1874.

A

an-

FANCY

some

kidney disease, dropsy or any diseases of the
urinary organs, (bn* trial will convince you.
fry it.

'I’liou-.ands die

days

SACQl l

—

and
LOCKE, Alpacas
25 Cents Per

L,

And i

HOSIERY!
shall make HOSIERY our specialty, ami
for that purpose have purchased largely.
Look at tin* Stockings we are selling
for 12 1-2 cents.

LADIES’

FOR

Notice.

Stock New & Fresh

\\v

be secured at Woodcock’s
in advance, without extra

can

inform our
the
we have leased
one of the stores in the New Block near the
on
Main Street, where we will be pleased
Factory,
to see them all at any and all times, and show them
our goods which we will sell at as LOW or LOWER
Prices than they can be purchased in Maine.

For Waldo County.

ts

Heavy and Fine Drap'd'Ft.-,

A

Farmers’ Exchange

Uni

GRADES.

ALL

IN

3raos43

acquaintances
that
WEandherebypublic generally,friends,
Shoe

Farmer's

25 to $1,25.

SPLENDIO LINE OF

A

Walnut, Rosewood and
Metallic, of all Styles and
Grades, Coffins all Styles
Supplied at the Low
est Prices, and at

No- II

New
Goods!
New
Business!

And propose to make
quarters and

and Chcapne-

Black Cashmeres

Store!

Specialties.

Acts and

Honorable County Commissioners of the
County of Waldo :
rrUlK undersigned citizens of Freedom respectful
JL ly represent that public convenience and necessity require that a public highway should be laid
out and built from the Friend Flliot road, so called,
in Freedom, in a southerly direction, to the road at

ouid you be free from the tormenting pains
caused by kidnev disea.-i use lhniCs Jli'nicdi/,
the great kidnex medicine.
It never fails in

:

A

in

l'o the

\\

n

PilRASOLS!

W. H. WHITENECT,
Business Manager.

i"1-

mu

-*■

Wc have just purchased a LARGE SFPPLY
of these' GOODS and offer them at |.« »W
P R 1 C E 8

Fricoa of Admission 50 and 35 Cts

‘•Wind's your business:"” said the magistrate
a police court, the other
morning, to a premier.
“Fin an observationisl, your worship.”
An observation^ ! what is that.“One who
looks around in the daytime i<> sec what ho can
steal at night, it it pleases your worship.”

Tur

Pleasing

Complete Orchestra anil
Bant! of Twelve Pieces.

of

u:i i.iNi;

Company of First-class Artists,

.1 Full aw!

A. B. C. 15. These are the cabalistic letters:
they are merely the initial letters of the greatest and best cough remedy known: viz., Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam. Try it.

S

BGUi.BSQI'K COMPANY.

ami

MIV-ilSKl.

New and

A

nrci

Quality

Both

New

appreciated.

cannot be -urpa*-

of Shade*,
ed for

Urn, Alpacas from

CASKETS

ANNOUNCEMENT! J.

ladies would do well to look over our
Stock of REMNANT GOODS.
We
have u LARGE SUPPLY and from
the amount; that is sold daily at
our counters, prove that

HARRYX BLOODGOOD S

Pungencies.

nually from neglected coughs and colds, which
soon ripen into
consumption, or other equally
fatal diseases of the lungs: when by the timely

FINDINGS

W. T. COLBURN,
City Block, High Street.

R E MN ANTS.

TEE null TRIUMPH!

Mr- Mary ('hadbourne, the oldest person in
York county. Maine, died at North Berwick.
April :!<). aged 101 years, I months and 10 days.

>•

AND

ALWAYS ON HAND.
Al<o a Splendid Stock of TRUNKS, VALISES
uud TRAVELLING BAGS.

We are selling the BEST style of Cambrics
and Percales for 14 and 15 cts per yard,
former prices 25 cts. per yard.

—

Scotchman went to a lawyer once for ad\ ice, an t detailed the circumstances of t lie case.
“Have you told me tin* facts precise!) as they
occurred:” asked the lawyer. “Oh, aye, serf'
i’1 p i'd h'*.
-'J thought it best to tell you the
plain truth. 'I can put the lies into it votirself.”

LEATHER

Summer Dress Cambrics and Percales.

Tuesday i veiling, May'18,1815.

wag
“with this difference
that is a tower in
Ital\. while this is a tower in grease.”

and

LARGE STOCK OF

POPLINS,
which

Variety

Black Brilliantines, Mo-

Rates.

Cheapest Living

Short

Coombs, Coombs, Charlestown.

8th. A. M.

la

proposes to sell at the

a

all grades

SILK

uew

constantly

SILKS,

BLACK
in

addition to hia Extensive Stock,
on hand all such articles, us are
usually lound iu Furniture Warerootus, which he

Belfast, May G, 1S7G.—.'{w-B

arc

GUINET

gQ LOW

In this department we can show our customers an unusual variety at PRICES
that cannot fail to secure a ready
P U Riff A S E

HAYFORB HALL

on
re-

that it reminded her of the “leantower of Fisa.”
Yes,” replied a

Pills, Potions

Besides this

Grade.

in every

Feather Beds, Mattresses
&c., &c., &c.
he haa

1

STEEL AND GKEY GOODS,

Mirrors, Brackets. Feathers,

very large Stock of Coarser and Cheaper
work. If customers will give me a call, I will give
them prices
t,iat
them.

I

they

**•

Tables, and Chairs of all kinds,

and Summer Wear.

Spring
Also,

A

—

ness

Geo.W,Burkett&Co. Boots, Shoes,
Slippers &c.,
We cannot enumerate the names, grades,
and prices of our New .Stock of Goods, suffice
it to say that our assortment never was larger,
aud selected with more care to suit the public
tu<te in STYLES and PRICES than at present.

Which they offer at greatly redu.-»d priceEspecial attention is called to their Large
Neiv All Wool Camel's Hair fin.
and Plain Goods for Suiting*
also Twilled Serges.

Chamber Sets, Parlor Suits,

ville.

people.

Resolved* that a committee In* chosen, whose duly
it shall be to thoroughly examine into tin- facts concerning said election, and to take such measures as
they may deem necessary for the furtherance of justice, and tin- protection of our tax payers, and that
we pledge to them our united and hearty co-opera
tion in their endeavors.
Resolved, that the doings of this meeting be published in the Democratic papers of thi- state.

Large

a

Stork of

Elegant

Spring <Sc Summer DressG’nnijs

Consisting of New and Klegant Styles of

FINE

:

Invites attention to their
N E NY

ok

J. L. LOCKE,
No. 11 PHENIX ROW,

Ladies’, Gents’ & Children’s

—AT—
i

May 7th, Prescott Ilazeltim*, McDonald, Jackson-

marked

ing

W. T. Colburn’S
I have replenished my Stock with
and Fashionable Assortment of

j

H. H. Johnson & Co.,

A FURNITURE IIAS JUST BEEN RECEIVED

SHOE STORE.

i

stock

desirable

Goods!

New

FurniturE!
large and

y

IOL

out.

we

A

Boots & Shoes

—AM'—

May 5th, Gen. Meade, Holmes, Salem, Malabar,
Welch, Philadelphia; T. II Livingstone, McDonald,
Jacksonville; Earl, Cunningham, Ellsworth; Nile,
Oliver, New Bedford.
May 5th, Geo. B. Fergerson, Fergerson, Round-

to

practice

X>

ARRIVAL

-STOCK OF-

—OF NEW—

Obituary notices, beyond trie vote, AameandAge
must be paid for.)
In this city, April 22d, Alice,
daughter of Richard
and Mary Fillmore, aged 18 years.
In this city,
29th, Mrs. Drusilla, wife of Fred.
April
S. Crosby, and daughter of the late Nehemiah Johnson of Waldo, aged 27 years and 10 months.
In No. Searsport, May 8th, infant sou of Nathan
E. and Ella Nickerson, aged 9 days.
In Swanville, May 8th, Mrs. Carrie E., wife of
James A. Robertson, and daughter of lliram and
Lizzie Bowen, aged 17 years.
In Rockland, May 3d, Fred. J., son of James W.
Clark oi Camden, agid 27 years, 5 months and 14

& Summer NEW

Spring

OPENING

DIED.

little house, just such as his prospective days.
in North Haven, April 20tli, Freddie, son of Harwife pictured their home should be, and
rison and Eldora M.
Beverage, aged 7 months and
payers. When we say “heaviest tax-payers'
newly furnished precisely according to 11 days.
her taste. A bargain was offered in the
In West Camden, April 29th, Lizzie F. Oxton.
we mean just that, and to prove our words we
aged 0 years, 4 months and 14 days.
give some few of the names of the signers; viz : whole affair, and the groom closed upon
In Rockland May 2d, Catharine Coaklev,
aged 75
H. M. & B. Hall. Daniel II. Kppes, Arno Wis- it, but resolved to keep the transaction o years.
In Rockland, May 4th, Amanda E., wife of H. C.
secret—for
a
This
1
surprise to his wife.
well, Monroe Young. Era-din Redman. Robert
uged 32 years and 8 months.
he did effectually. After the wedding the Day,
In Rockland, April 28th, Mrs. AngelineS., wife of
(»erry. Erastus Hartshorn. Everurd II.Greeley,
the usual trip, John Pasco, aged 30 and 11 months.
started
happy
pair
upon
and scores of others.
In Rockland, April 28th, Mrs. Nancy I., widow ot
and in due time returned to the city. The
the late Capt. Jonathan Crockett, aged 00 years, y
In response to this noth c a large number of
husband suggested to his wife that before months and
4 days.
our citizens assembled at Hancock Hall at the
On Hurricane Island, May 4th, Howard S., young
going to the hotel they go up Into the city
appointed time. The meeting was organized to call upon a certain friend of theirs. est son of Wm. E. McFarland, aged 2 years, 11 rno-.
and 3 days.
by the choice of Jesse Dutton, Esq., as chair- She assented, the hackman was directed
In Jackson, April 20th, Capt. James M. Warren,
man, and Levi 13. Wyman as clerk.
about 75 years.
Remarks to drive to their house, and
they were aged
In Appleton', May 2d, Mrs. Nancy, wife of tin* late
were made by some of our most prominent citat
the
door
ol
a
neat
Thomas
shortly deposited
Sprowl, aged 77 years.
In Ellsworth, May 1st, Mr. Samuel D. Moore, aged
izens, and the following resolutions \wre unan- dwelling on- street. The door hell was
40 years.
tin;
servant
and
ushered
:
imously adopted:
appeared
rung
On Bartlett’s Island, April 94th, Linda May, daughWhereas, at our municipal «lection hohh-n on the them into a neatly furnished parlor; a ter of Abel B. and Olive 8. Bartlett, aged 2 years,
2Uth day of March last past, it appeared lrom the re5
months
and 4 days.
bright fire was burning in the grate and
turns made by the ward clerk of ward 1 ot this city
In Lamoine, April 18th, Harvard L., son of E. G.
that Newell Wilson was eh-cted alderman ol' <aid
everything was cosey and homelike. The and Hannah Desisle, uged 13 months.
In Lamoine, April 29th, Olive Bragdou, aged 17
ward, and 1- rank .S. Holmes, Wilmot McGown, and wife sat down and the husband said he
.lames M. Moore, common councilmen, and therewould step back into another room to look years.
after at the inauguration ol the city govtrnment
In Franklin, April 28th, Mrs. Emily, wife of Otis
He re- Hardison, aged 27 years.
were duly qualified as such;
and whereas, at aj for the gentleman of the house.
In Franklin, April 28th. Meilie West, only child
meeting of the boards iuunediuteh following the turned shortly, alone, and the lady of the
of Lizzie W. and the late M. J. Blaisdell, aged 3
inauguration, the seats of tin Democrat- elected house was also not
from ward 4 were contested, and by unparliumeutforthcoming. The years, 2 months and 0 days.
arv rulings ol
In Franklin, April 24th, Hattie, only daughter of
Republican pia-siding officers and young wife expressed surprise, and wonand Hum all Havey, aged 9 years and 2 mos.
party tricking the Democrat D members of both dered what could be
keeping the hostess Gilbert
boards were deprived of their rights, while a ReIn East Boston, April 17tli,of scarlet fever, Gracie
The time for the denouement E., aged 0 years, to months, 21 day-'; 21st, Henry O.,
publican alderman lrom ward i and the mayor, so long.
(whose election, by a precedent heretofore estab- had come, and the
18 days, children of Henry E. and
young husband tender- 1 year, 8 L.months,
lished in this city, which rendered the election of
Jones.
ly informed his bride that she was the sole Elrnyra
Democrats void, was doubtful and illegal) were recognized as duly elected and whereas the Demo- mistress ol the house and all it contained.
cratic aldermen and councilineu, unwilling to conn
SI III* NEWS.
Tableaux. Tears, kisses, Ac., ml libitum.
tenant'*- illegal and unlawful proceedings, w ithdrew,
leasing said boards without a quorum, and whereas
PORT OF BELFAST.
-aid Democratic aldermen were arrested for so doing
\ good turn is done our readers in commendon warrant issued bv the Police Court of this city,
ARRIVED.
ing the American House, Boston. Its gentleon complaint of the Republican office holders, wllo
men's parlor, recently re-furnished and re-freswere unable to maintain sin It prosecution;
and
May 3d, sclirs. M. A. Coombs, Coombs, Islesboro;
ito
lie
coed.
said
one
of
tHr*
tinest
whereas, bullied and enraged they proceeded furdrawingMay 5th, Geo. B. Fergerson, Fergerson, Ellsworth,
ther illegally, without a quorum of the board of alrooms in the country, ami with its adoption of j Sam’i MeManeruy, Walls, Caibarieu; Cuba, with
dermen, to seat the Republican contestants from all late improvements it is equalled by lew ho- cargo molasses for It. .Sibley & Son.
-aid ward 4. and to transact city business, admitting
May 5th, Prescott llazeliine, McDonald, Bangor;
lds.
Courtesy to strangers has ever been a
the illegality of their proceedings, and relying as
marked feature ill its management, while ils Banner, Coombs, Boston.
on
next
the
to
their
they say
Legislature
legalize
SAILED.
local ion, appointment s and extent are all that
doings. then-fore,
May 4th, sclirs. Prescott lluzeltine, McDonald,
Resolved, 1'hat it is the duty of all good citizens can he desired for merchants or families travellBangor.
of Ellsworth, who are in lavur of obeying the lawing.
relating

GRAND

R.

TO

DAVIS,

and trv those nice

Bullock River Oysters
%t

A Woman's

-1_^—————

I

Complaint.
glass to-day,

Treasure Trove*

mv.-elf in the
Auii l -aid, as 1 loosened mv hair,
"(>h, that my face were a talisman,
And he could have it to wear!”
For there is nothing that 1 would not
To tetter his restless heart;
For if his tenderness ever should fail
The glory from life would part.
1

Staten Island is
greatly excited about
the discovery of gold in a cesspool. The
money, which is principally in twenty-dolgive lar gold pieces, was found on Monday by
three scavengers who had been employed
to clean out the closet of a building on
Richmond Terrace, West Brighton, once
I should not suffer
the head-quarters of Gen. Washington, afso, if 1 knew
That he missed me any to-night:
terward tiie residence of Gov. I)ongan,
I wonder if ever he wants me now—
and later of E. K. Windsor, a bank cashI know that isn't
right.
I know 1 am seltisli to wonder and doubt,
ier, who was afterwards a defaulter to a
Is he careless or cold'< Oh! never!
large amount, and lied to Europe. Isaias
Hut they tell mo man forgets in an hour,
Harry, an oldish German, took the job ot
W bile woman remembers forever.
cleaning it for $18. To help him Harry
I love him! 1 love him with all mv life!
had his son John and a youth named McAnd I give him its choicest things;
Laughlin. On Monday afternoon, when
Hut lie puts me in a gilded cage.
the two young men were down to a depth
And cripples my budding wings!
of fifteen feet underground in the cesspool,
! want to lie all a woman should he;
aud old Harry on the surface, they lighted
Hut lie has the narrowest views;
1 want to work, and he wants me to piny :
upon a certain sum in gold coin, the preAnd he tells me to do as 1 choose!
cise amount of which will hardly be ascerI’o do as 1 choose! I would choose to be
tained. Old Harry admits that the boys
Not a child to be petted and dressed.
found money, but says he never saw any
Hut his friend: on the terms of an
equal of it. The boys concealed their
discovery
trust;
from him. and' it was only when they got
Kespected, a- well us caressed,
tic* gives me a kiss; and he
on a spree on Tuesday that the
finding begoes away :
And that horrible office door
came known and the boys were arrested.
shuts out the face and the voice and the
lh* rumors in regard to the amount of
hand
the discovered treasure are very contral hat charmed him a moment before.
dictory, but it is understood that it is now
Ai t ii he'- troubled, or sad. or
in the hands ot the police. Some
wronged.
place it at
lie tell- me never a word;
$20,000, and others at $30,000.
Hi liken- me unto a Summer flower.
saw

a beautiful
singing bird!
he'd teach me, 1 know I could learn
To work with him, side by side.
And then / could own my worth
U itli a
sterling womanly pride!

No

this

A little bit of a man,

MANUFATURERS’ AGENT,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in Every description of

MOWING MACHINES, CULTIVATORS, HORSE
RAKES, HARROWS, HORSE HOES, HORSE
POWERS, THRESHING MACHINES,
WOOD-SAWING MACHINES,

■‘Why tor,

Lawn Mowers, Garden and Field Rollers,
Hand-Carts and Wheelbarrows.
Cider Mills, Coffee, Spice and Grist Mills—Hand or
rower.
Cucumber wood and American Submerged Pumps, Wind-mills, Automatic Pumps for
Farms and Railroads, Dumb Bells, Sash

i':r-v u» !r:ii
the soul to the hour
I'liat ileprives the form of it's breath;
Hut who shall follow the spirit's flight.
When it seeks ihe portal ot death ?
Who reml the \ ail that hides from our vievv
The I'uture. he \uni 1 the bright stars?
U ho follow the spirit's upward flight.
\\ lien it breaks through our earthly bars?

I i-

life he the end of all our hopes?
I- the struggle with death all o'er?
n i- there a life beyond the tomb,
\\ Imre the soul lives evermore?
..- tin- soul exist wlien life lias flown.
or -ink, like the eorso, into night?
bet ti' rather believe the brilliant mind
'till continues its upw ard flight.
ii' think that the soul can never die—
i'liat ils mission will never end:
I'liat there i' a land bey ond the sky.
Where friend will still meet friend;
I'liat. freed from turmoil and ills of life
From its troubles, wounds and sears,
I Im 'onl w ili worship the Cod of Light,
In his mansions “beyond the skies."

let

A

Pulaski, New
paper published
York, a few days since contained the folOn the “hd of last'December, tbe bark lowing advertisement:
1 forbid Eny One
Mendota, owned by Messrs. I Joss & Saw- Marrying Henry Smith for I Was Engaged
\er and others of Bath, left the island of to him March the 11 ItsT 1 for it he
gits
.lava with a full cargo for New York. The married he Will hafto Sutler the Pently of
tlie
law.
1
remain
as
and
one
ever
his
seaman
intended
were
down
with
captain
.bn a fever when tbe vessel got under sail, wife Soplia Baker.
1 here were two mates on board, but ouly
An old college l’rex. used to
On
one, the first, understood navigation.
say that lie
him devolved tbe command. Before many would always assign a reason for any otlidays bad passed, tbe second mate and tbe cial art of his. One day Jones, who was
cook arid steward were seized with the a stupid fellow, went to him and comdisease, which bad already eaten away plained that in the distribution of commencement honors, no oration had been
'■very morsel of lleslt irom tbe captain’s
bones.
Soon, only liv e of tbe crew were assigned for him to deliver, and asked
well enough to work the ship. The second Prex. what reason there was why he was
mate wasted away and died, but tbe cap- not to speak.
••Scriptural reasons, sir,”
tain still lingered between life and death. was the reply; "there is no piece for the
ice'll,- fiend:'
">
long as tbe mate, Frederick Adams,
was able to keep at his post, bis
companions worked cheerily,
believing that he,
at least, was fever proof
They well-nigh
gave up in despair when be, too, succumbed.
Fortunately lor themselves, they did not
fullv understand the nature of the man on
whom their lives were depending. Mi
Adaim happened to have in him tbe material of which heroes are made. The
Terrible

Trip

of

a

NEW CHARTER OAK

Maine Bark.

responsibility

was

so

that it, to some extent, bathed tbe fever,
instead of falling prostrate under it, as
thousands of men in similar circumstances
would have done, this lion hearted man
used to crawl out ot the cabin on his hands
and knees 1.1 “gel the sun,” crawl to the
chronometer to get tbe time, and then
work out tlie ship's position. While be
proceeded on bis daily rounds be says
■•you could smell the fever in any part ot
the ship.”
Mr Adams continued for several days
lo navigate tbe vessel in this manner,
without once thinking ol turning her head
from the direct course in order to seek
medical assistance at some of the ports
within a lew days' sail. It was not until
the body of the second mate bad been
buried in tbe ocean that be decided to
alter bis course, and steer direct for St.
Helena. It took six days to reach there;
but be never once faltered in bis
duty until the Mendota was safely anchored.
A
Hospital surgeon, well skilled in the treatment of Java lever, was soon onboard,
and gave speedy relief to the sufferers.
Mr. Adams, like all true heroes, is very
modest it: describing the part lie took in
bringing the Mendota salely to port, merey ooiiiTudinghis narrative by characterizing the voyage as the “toughest” he bad
ever made.
'Jo add to its severity, it
-boitld be stated that during sixteen days
the vessel was within five hundred miles
“f New York,
battling with westerly
winds and seas that constantly threatened
to make an end ot her.
Tbe case of Mr. Adams is one that commends itsell very strongly to the notice of
humane societies. But lor bis heroic conduct the Mendota might have been lost,
with every soul oil board.
1 lie recently-published affidavit of an
army otlieer vouching for the truth of
Mr. Whittier's lines concerning Barbara
Fritehie—how the old dame heroically
.seized and held ainlt the tlag struck down
by order of Stonewall Jackson, when the
Confederate troops marched through Fred—has revived the old
erick, Md., in
discussion concerning the foundation for
the story, and the latest contributions on
the subject relegates Barbara Fritehie to
the humble obscurity she had attained before Whittier made her famous within
poetry. A lady historian of Baltimore
is now engaged in the preparation of a
Maryland biographical history, am! Whittier’s heroine, of course, engaged her atI alike Whittier, she doubted
tention.
the story, inquired and analyzed, and obtained indisputable evidence ol its falsity.
Jacob Engelbreeht, an old citizen of Frederick, greatly respected lor his integrity,
once Mayor of the city, and notably an
oracle in the matter of dates and occurrences, he. having lor many years kept a
diary of events, testilies that nothing of
the kind ever happened ; that lie lives directly opposite Airs. Barbara Fritchie’s
home and the old lady herself never
thought of the incident until she read the
Another witness is Samuel Tyler,
poem.
Esq., a native of Frederick, well known
for his varied literary accomplishments,
and as the author of the Life of Chief Justice Taney. He has
carefully investigated
the subject, too, and calls the story pure
fiction. They are line verses, but the iconoclast rudely demolishes them in every
respect save their polished metre and ring-

ing
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Come and examine the newest
and best store in the world.
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of

W ORK

all description promptly attended

to.

Out! Word is Sufficient for Hie wise i
DON’I getbuy
LIN’S lor
can

People- who contemplate purchasing stoves
ami tin ware will do well by calling on me before go
ing elsewhere. Having had large experience in the
business am satisfied tliat 1 can give satisfaction.
R. F. CLARK.
Belfast, Oct. 15th, 1874.—tl*15.
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W. C. TUTTLE,
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Steel Teeth.
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■

for
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SMALL & KNIGHT

I»uy

They are built from the best material, in the most
thorough inauner, and it is generally conceded that
they possess all the qualities of Tone, Action, Design, Finish and Durability which constitute milst« lass instiu ments, and wherever
they have been
introduced, they have, by their merit alone, won

The tuning and repairing of an Organ should be
done by a person, that by constant practice and con
neetion with Organs, understands them perfectly.
Conseq K-ntly we shall have a n nkit from the factory visit us regularly ami keep our Organs in
1 I NK and K HI’AIR.
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MADE TO ORDER.

WADLIN, bv the purchase of his stock of

Together
prepairing ourselves

with the Tools and

with

Belfast will leave Castine at 7 :M)
la. Afternoon boats, Castine
:15
Islesboro at 4.
Thursdays morning boat to Belfast
returns same day. Tuesday morning’s boat from
Belta-t Return same day.
If. *1. Locke agent at Belfast, Benj. Ryd r agent at
Islesboro, Hooper & Shepherd agent- at Castine,
Win. Wasson agent at Brooksville.
Belfast, May
1S75.—tf H.

FIRST TRIP OF THE SEASON

INSIDE LINE, PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
THREE TRIPS PER WEEK

LOW FIGURES
As any House in the State.

of Richmond,
CityCAPTAIN

C. KILBY,
W ill ha\
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Monway, Wi wm.sway and Fkiway Kvknimis, at lu
o’clock, commencing April loth, lor Bangor, touch
ing at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy
Point, Bueksporr, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning v\ill leave Bangor every Monday,
Wi.wNKswAY and Friday Mornings at »> o’clock,
touching at the above named landings, arriving in

Portland at ■> o’clock P. M.
Steamer < itv of Richmond connects with Stage at
Rockland, anJother landings for neighboring towns.
Conuectsat Rockland with the Knox ami Lincoln
R. R., at Belfast with the B. & M. R. R
Bangor
with the L. & N. A. and other Railroads.
T hrough tickets for sale at the offices of the Boston and Maine and Eastern Railroads, and good on
either through train to Portland.
state Rooms and through tickets can be secured
at the office of

A Rl

S

< VUUtt MTillllll AXT,
General
Railroad Wharf, foot of State Street.
Tv.*
PATTERSON, Agent, Belfast.
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MEAT

MARKET

GROCERY
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"STORE!
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UNDLKSniNLH liav** purchased tlie slock
and trade of the Meat and Grocery Store toroccupied by SAN BUKN & S I A I'LlvS in Telecorner ot Main and High streets
giaph
where they will keep every tiling in the meat and
vegetable lino that the season alford<. Also groceries of all kinds.
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merly

building,

A Team will deliver all articles
of us"Ut any part of the

purchased
free of Charge.

City

our

They Do Say

IT.KSON

it Beats the World.

$5000 Gold for a Bettor Article

2mo.G0

Horae*, New Carriages,
Harnetaes, fto.

Teams furnished for all occasions and at nil times.
Good and capable drivers lurnished when required.
4»-Give me a call and try my teams.

H. DUNBAR, Jr.

Belfast, July 28th. 1874. -tl4

FOWLE’S

A. D. FRENCH.

PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
I

The

greatest and only Medicine, ever discovered
(and warranted) for the perfect cure of all the worst
of
forms Piles, Leprosy, Scrofula, Ring-Worm,
Salt Rheum, Cancer, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Asthma, Dyspepsia, Kidneys, and all diseases oj
the Skin and Blood. Entirely vegetable. Money
returned in all cases of failure. U. D. FOWLE,
Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle,
end for Circulars.
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Itrahminical Kernedies are represented in
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having qualities and principles innately
peculiar, and a name to distinguish all of th«m,
labeled on the bottle; whereon is a number denoting
order of succession to be taken, ami are for the relief of

rpm:

Price
WOI T, Acute or Chronic.
IIIlEtnATIt <!OMPL4UlV
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LARGE BOTTLE, 35 CENTS.
Don’t fail to try it. It is pleasant to take. See
that the name of F. W. Kinsman is blow'll in the
Circular Free..Jr#
KIKSHAH, Proprietor.
142 Water Street, Augu.ta, Me,
FOR SAI.F- BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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PAT KNT’S

H. EDDY

SOLICITOR OF PATENTS
Fur Inventions, Trail** Marks ur IH'signs,
St., opposite Kilby St.,Boston

extensive practice of upwards of ::t»
years,cont inues to secure Patents in the 1 nited
States; also in (Trent Britain, France, and other foreign countries. Caveats, Specifications, Assignments, and all papers for Patents executed on reason
able terms, with despatch. Besearches made to de
termine the validity and utility of Patents of Inven
tions, and legal and other advice rendered in all
the same. Copies of t he claims ol
matters
any patent furnished by remitting one dollar. Assignments recorded in Washington.
No Agency in the. United States possesses super iar
facilities for obtaining I'atmts or ascertaining (he
AT'LB

^aV/fe*
cKESK?
Tremont Street, Boston!
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Patent, and the usual great delay
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of

to protin re, are

TESTIMONIALS.
“I regard Mr. Eddy as one of the most capable and
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had of
licial intercourse.
CHARLES MASON,
Com’s’r of Patents.”
“I

have

no

hesitation in assuring inventors that

they cannotemploy a man more competent amt trust
and more capable of putting their applicaworthy
tions in a form to secure for them an early and favor
able consideration at the Patent Otlice.
EDMUND BURKE, late ComVr of Patents.”
“Mr. R. II. Eddy has made forme over THIRTY
applications for Patents, having been successful in
almost every case. Such unmistakable proof of great
talent and ability on his part leads met o recommend
inventors to apply to him to procure their paas they may be sure ot having the most faithful attention bestowed upon tlu ir cases, and at very
JOHN rAGGART."
reasonable charges.
Boston, Jan 1 1875.
lyrL

tents,

G. ABBOTT & CO..

UNAPPROACHED
by any others.

Awarded

|

HI tie

|
DIPLOMA OF HONOR

lat'•

<

II

irjf

\

it,,i

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

"

VIENNA, 1873; PARIS. 1867.

A-mori,'fin Organs ever awarded any tried >1
i‘i Europe, or which present such extra.,rui
nary excellence as to command a wide sale there.
awarded highest premiums nt le
HLTT H I O trial Expositions, In America a* well u«
Europe. Out of hundreds there have not been
all where auy other organs have boon preferred.
Declared !»y Eminent Musicians, in l>>:\
DLO I hemispheres to be unrivaled
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR, with opinion* t
than One Thousand (sent free).
Do let
"!l having a Mason & Hamlin
'akeuny other. 1 ''■'iters get lai. ,i it c.>.
missions for .wiling inferior organ*, an t for
reason oftea try very hard to sell something
udh mod important impr.o
■drill
ever
\cu
merits
umd11L VV Ol I
Solo and <'onibinution Slops.
Superb
and
other
of
(
ases
new
designs.
Klagere

flMI
Y
UllL I

Al WAY?

■;

CARPETS
Wouiil I'l j.iv! I'll'I; III
Mi». k
large, and < !.•

Tapestry.

■

v

:!•

Ply. Extra Super.

3

AN1»

prQT

LOW

PRICED

—

IN?I?T
lllulo I

?TYI C?
LLo

PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN
qui-site combination of these instruments.

HAITIMiS, OIL CLOTHS. |;| in;

n n’lllv it..

CACV DAVMCMTC Organs sold for c:,di ..r
L Ro\ V A I IflLIl I O. for in.-nthly „r qra.m, ly
payments; or rented uuiil ten. pavs for the organ

Selected expressly f<*i spring lrail**. M.i ingtakeu
advantage of the murker, and bought at !
pnc»
direct from m a nu Tact tir-i- they ar« -prepared
n
i! I •
Id
tie miim at AN hole

CATALOGUES
HAMI.IN ORGAN CD.,

WHICH

if,4 Trent..m Sir.
TON; *2fi Union Square, NEW UiliK; m
Adam. St., < -II ll'AGO.

.t.
MJ

»

I:;,

J lie
and

v

*

BLATCHLEY'S

ITI Mlil-.K
**
the
VV(M)|) |*| AM*
knowledge'! MANDAKh
l>v
popular
'A
£ of the market,
/f
,AS’ verdict, the best pump for
Alton
the least mone\.
to 15 latch lev's I niprov ed
^ tent ion is invited
\ ({racket, the Prop Check Valve, which
can he withdrawn without disturbing tin
joints, and the copper chamber which
and will hi t
) never cracks, scales or rust
Pi tilers and tin*
; a life time. For sale b
In order to he sure that
i trade generally.
| you get Blatchley’s Pump, he careful and
-ee that it has my trade mark above.
It
you do not Know wiii'ic 10 nu\. ui si*ri|»n\ e circulars,
name and add ns
the
with
of
the
together
agent
nearest you, will he prompth tarnished by addres
ing, w it it stamp.

Improved

11

*•

DEFY

COMPFTiriON !

oj

an

patentability of inventions.

all

No Charge* for obtaining

TO INVENTORS

Publishers,

touching

.1.00

CABINET ORGANS.

I.,

stamps.

A

Ink, k ellow Ink, Gold and Silver Ink, Sympathetic
or Secret Ink, Life Belts, sure cure for Cancers. For
Mo cents each, I will send these Recipes, or the seven
for $1.M Cure a Consumptive Cough, Cement for
Broken China, Glass See.,Remove Freckles, Destroy
Flies, French Polish lor Roots and Shoes, Restore
FsA'esight, Cure Deal ness. Address GKO. W IilTM
BAR, Box lu:*»7 Auburn, N. Y.
4w42

V. W.

>«-nuuai

.Marriage,

No. 76 State

each I will send the following Recipes,
The World's Fair Premium
one

age

to

R

Store.
282 Main St., Rockland Me,

cents

uvojuutur-.

ami Physical I ncaj-.icit v. hn
etc.. al-o. » .»n
mi-i iu\,
Kl*li r.i’>\ and Pu s, induced I.) m if indulgem-.-or
exualextravagance, &r.
Ms'Price, iu a sealed cm elop*•, only i v cent
The celebrated author, in this admirable l*.~»-ii\-.
clearly demonstrates, from a thirtv years' successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of sell
abuse may be radically cured without tin* dangerous
use of internal medicine or tin* application of the
knife; pointing out a mode ol cure at once simple,
and effectual, by means of which ever) sufferer, no
matter what bis condition may be, may cure himself
cheaply, privately, and radically.
4*—This Lecture should be iu tin hands of e\er>
youth and every man iu the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope. t<> any :id
dress, post-paid, on receipt of six cents, or two pot.

pediments

A M KltlC A N

a.OO

MASON & HAMLIN

<

OO

“How to Make Them.”
or

<

0.00

Robinson, City Drug

FUKSOthe 1eight
for*:i.
nlnt for

lust publislu-d, :i in w iliiinn u!' Hr,
l iilv«*rM oll'w ( (‘IcIiraKMl K-:»on
tin* rndi.-n/
»ar
nr>
without
mdioitn ■) of Sfi ;i: \i
or
mi: i; ii« |. v

<1.00

tinPATHETIt for Elver A f
ection. generally.
Epilep.y,
ln». of Memory Ac., Ac.
Hli IX
OISEA8ES, Scrofula.
l*iiiipie.. Running More, and
Eruptive Humor.,
< A l'ARRH, Na.al Air Tulie.
Ntomuib or Cheat P„iui with’
t'ougli or A.lhina.
I’EMAEE Corrector, Monthly
troul.le., exce.ae. or deHciencle. thereof; anhduerof In-

Bungs,

out number.

they*

>ominai vv eakness,
I vh*«>ti.n< \ Mental

CITY DRUG STORK.
282 Main St.,
Rockland, Mo

make sure that the Medicines
only <ri)in the Agent, ,1. !•:. Kohiuson. pur
lurther inlormatiou cull on or write to

And all Diseases leading to Consumption.
It is prepared from Vegetable Extracts and Barks,
of wonderful lieuling properties, and this Balsam is
highly recommended by physicians, clergymen and

)
: Barton Street.
i’liis firm contidently assure die m -lei and o\\ tiers of sliips that
lta\ e the best of laeilit ie* for
executing e\ ery branch of shigworks, for not h wood
en and iron ships, in a maimer guaruntei d t<> cRe
satisfaction, -t f.. I

Introduced via Sau Francisco. California, tlience to Maine, and now Selling Commercially by

Applicants should

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma
Bronchitis, Influenza, Soreness of

: '•> \\ aterloo Boad.

WORKS

...

glass.
.^-Sample

FOR

.i- r-e, Ihtli ( :,!t ; 1
months ohi, elli-ibl. to:
lh disfi-r, -irr J.jaho *•*»'.I
it.un
remoita
'>
I KI I M \ \ PA HTKt in. \
• <> Addre
Stockton.
•iiHI‘
Pro-p»

>1; 1«»N Ai.l.

1’iqum! By

Mast.

OiARRHtEA anil Ry.entery,
IIVIPEPMI, (OXKTIPA.
TIOIU, Hehility or Eangour,
IPERIEYT, to he used with
all the inivtore. con.tantlv,
a hou.ehold medicine for infant. or adult*.

others, testimonials from whom I

;

Kx Mayor,
Belta-t Me.
I>rael ('ox, <len'l Ins. Agent.
Harrison llaytoid, Farmer,
1’. M. Moody, llovse trainer,
s. .1. I>ean, Prop, of Livery Stab
Boekland
K.tjen W.Seavoy, Hotel Keeper, No Sear-port,
Itobert < L Ames, Teamster,
.1. \V. Black, i >eputy Sheriff,
.1 M. Hale iN Co., Stage Prop-., Kllsvvortli,
"
I.
b avcs, I’rop ot l.iv. Stable Stockton,
A.

1

■lainniation of aexual
organ.,
change, of life alleviator:
adapted for young or old.

the Throat, Chest, and

t Windsor.
1 he <ir« d Idaho took both go:
:ilnl silver medals and u
ai~"
fn pn.'«
••••p-tuk«
hulls liver two y< ki ■>'..! ir tin Main* -j tj, ^ ;s
III
_1M •, heading the pri/.f h.-r.i l>amut Idaho
|.n/.r iii hei class I. rms f« tl
ason $4for R« ui
tere.l Animals,
tor Nativ.-:smH.radf
a
»■
time id service.

>'li

tiolO'jii-uihj ami /‘<ithn/<.'/n-a/ly,ii\ health aluldi-ea-r
from ftifunrtj t>, <>/,/
;;;,u pages, houud in beau

111

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & CO

Head

old friends to call.
N. F. 1*A I
CALVIN J. (IKAV.
ltelfast, Aug. iiuth, is, I. tIT
We invite

Advertised in this paper, at

J. E. ROBINSON.

has bought
formerly occupied by Fred K imball, on Washington Street, near Perkins
Brothers’ Carriage Shop, where he has
uvery suiuie, siocKeu willl

Firat-Claa*

ru 1111 ii

Tin*

Hrahminical

FIELD, Agents Belfast,

COX &

GOODS

;m’.

Henry Dunbar. Jr.,
the stable

(Jourt

All persons indebted to A. D.
French are requested to call and
settle their accounts.

PLOW,

ii >

No.pongie

(’an lie liuimi all 1 ln>

:fi,'.'7*.(»Vl.v7»

LIVERY_STABLE!

No.

0. W. FRENCH.

£

NEW

Furnace Work and Plumbing
made a specialty.
near tbe

Specialty.

u v ei

pi

am

\ta.-got l<
.mport-d Pnd*

-JOIN F.RS, Ace.

Removal!

Ware, Sinks,
Sheet Lead, Lead
Pipe, Sheet Zink,
&c., &c., &c.

at.,

on

FRED

place,

M

Don’t fail to see it before
tive Circulars Free.

Tin

■Remember the

a

SWIVEL

STOVES!

^nurcn

Cloak Rooms.

The Charter Oak

First Rate Stock of

a

it

iii

v-:i

mij.-m

Kutia
ot

■

at

eluding
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!

NO 5, Phoenix Row,

7o.'4,717,U4

are

Personal attention paid to fitting and satisfaction
warranted. Stamping done with neatness and dispatch. Rooms in MeClintoek’s Block. Entrance
next door beyond Dr. Moody’s Drug Store, tfto

at

keep constantly on hand

at her

Pki

Florists,

L H. WETHERBEE’S

1!.». .'.'M.-■

Plants

Vick's,

purchased
paid

A. D. FRENCH’S
old stand, No. 20 Church street.
We shall

or

I Shull send orders every Tuesday during the season,
ami design to keep the best and most reliable seeds
that can be
in the country. Particular
attention
to plants after their arrival till called
for. Vegetable seeds ordered if desired.

Stove and Tin Ware
Business

any of the popular
to leave their orders with
or

MISS A. A. HICKS,

friends, and the public gen-

erally,

Seeds

:’\v t’.

from Lo.\<; Bkot.ikks, Hovi.y’s,
WISHING
Wasiiki kn’s, Williams, Bowditcii’s,

tin- old stand oS
May
Dr. Moon*, cornor of f liurrli and
stroots.
lias
all tiio latost
•Spring
still In- found

*•

*.r»

SCEATCHES

x

!.

Minuter, :> 1 »iain idalm 1..!*
imported \ ictor 1 i«»:r«• :*.•'
ut

CURES

S

Ik« J.I
*1
rv ice til rU.
tlit- >ul*scrib«*r iu Pro*

Idaho wmcoming
by -N. k Ho\vtt*ll*\ ..iroppf-,1 ut .\lliJ

Or. 11. S. Flint \ Co.
Depot,

AND 111 ni-.i: 11 1

Calti-

triu of

DE2TTISTRT! HORSE-FLESH!

t. 1

111;,

FOSTER & SCFLL, M t \ \(.l.i:s,
For the New England Slate-,
No. f»:t Devonshire Street, Bo-ton.
CEO. P.

LADIES

—

:tl

holders (after deducting unsettled
losses. Reserve Fund of Life l)e
partment, Reinsurance Liability,
and all other Liabilities),

R. S. ,1. R,. Wadi in will be found at the old stand
lor a short time, where all those who have unsettied accounts will please call and settle the same.
Gmos.^S
Rer Order
J. ii. WADLIN.

Hkndkksun’s,

their

W. W. MERRILL

Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

A WKKK guaranteed to Male and
Female Agents, in their locality.
Costs NOTHING to try it. Particulars Free. P. (). VICKERY, An-

THIS I KNOW!

DRY

l I.T.

1
nz tif

OINTMENT
:;slt.

_

Idaho.

Aiiu-rii'.-tn

!•«•«

ARABIAN

ll'i

VI

1 IUl>.

R.I.
SALK KVKKYn’llKIlK.

I'on

first

Assets
Net Surplus as regard- l ire policy
E. WADLIN.

S. A. HOWES & CO.

riBBKTT.S,

nvV*

iliitl

A

PROVIDENCE,

CEDAR FENCE RAILS
r« HI S A 1.1

N1

At tlieir Great Medical

AND

IJIAXim

il

Bull

Jersey

«

L. L, LINCOLN, Supt.
1
tf',7

7i.ior,,7ss.ul

Assets,.

bottle of Adana ton’s Bo

connecting to Dexter
Pullman Train, arriv.

1,1c,;,o.;_*.08

pany (market value, 7j,ual.til
on

lf0.V.,r»0.S‘»

1,U>8,1.7

in Banks, at
Branch offices, and in course ol
Transmission.
Other Secured Loan-. Accrued Interest. (since paid, and a«'missable

(1.

Prepared by

SHINGLES

i.ri:-H'l

no

nnpany

Total

same

Savings Bank.

n-\

IX AX'!

,io|[\ & <, F.ORC> >
in* ;isur»*. iu tju -J

n»-w
to

Jr,

Quaker Bitters. No one can remain long unwell (if curable) after taking a low bottles.

STEAMER

Leave Belfast 3:30
p. m
and Bangor, also with night
itig in Boston at 6:15 a. m.

Hi;

Ajiph

•

Children suffering from sudden or
severe attacks of illness peculiar
to early life, often find
ready
relief by taking one bottle of

V K liK.MOX 1.1> to lieu- new Hanking
in Custom House .s-jiiure, an- prepared to r.
ceive deposits, planing tli<-same on interest on the
first days ot' June, .Inly, August and Sept.-miter, and
December, January, l-'ebruary and .March. lnt« !- -i
being computed on satne, t!«.- first .Mondays ot Jumand December.
Deposits received daily, •-.veept on Sundavs and
I.egal Holidays, from to 1,' A \i., and J to I r M.
Saturdays Hank closes at ! .*, ..
John H‘. Qt i\n;v, I reas.
.\s.\ I’Al M I
!V t.
: f
Helfast, June sth Is? I.

oesiue*

auove,

>*wspon, Apm ■'», 1-;

—

\ M)

m.

dL‘.»o

British, Indian and Colonial Stock-,
Shares and Bonds owned by Com-

liens,

n,u.VI.s.“,
7 o.;if»
k»,:.

.".i,08S,7»4ii.S‘J
1875.

*

....

Balances

Their goods are not part or all cotton but are made
ot Pure Irish Linen,
imported bv them. You will
know their goods by their trade-mark on each
front.
It is a blue label with gilt letters.

AJU Jj tanlc Balaam at all druggists.
Pleasant, and an unfailing remedy for Asthma,
JL Coughs, Colds, Lung Complaints, &c. Large
bottles, 35 cts. Dr. F. W. KINSMAN. Proprietor,
Augusta, Maine. $5,000 for a case it will not cure!
I ry it. WOLD by all Drug-gilt*.

8 p.

Liverpool,

ENGLAND

actually loaned,
on deposit

SHIRT BOSOM,

FOSTER &. MERRILL, Manufacturers.

b

Belfast

"M.-r.

blood,
producing not only a
vigorous circulation, but a beautiful and healthy complexion.

Plow Ikunlks! Plow Prams!

Will leave Railroad Wharf, loot of State Street,
every THFRSDAY evening, at 10o'clock, commencing Thursday, March 25, for Rockland, Camden,
Belfast, Pastille, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, So. West
Harbor, Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, .Jouesport and
*»o•' > iV < mri
Machlusport, (or as ice will permit.)
on SI.
Returning will leave Machiasport every MOX
< >}po>ite (ilube
1 heat re
DAY Morning at Five o’clock, touching as above,
BOSTON.
connectarriving in Portland same night,
This new and commodious Hotel, built Is tin lute
ing with Pullman 'Train, and early morning Trains !
for Boston and the West.
Gardner Brewer, Ks.p. is now open to the pubhe.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf, 1 it is complete in all the modern
appointments,
Portland.
wat*
Passenger Klevalor, Steam-heat and
! in the Rooms ; Bath and Toilet Rooms running
PYRl/s STl RDIVAN T, Ceu’l Agt.
on each 1 lo.e
Portlami. March 5th, la. 5.
tf;7
etc. etc.
/</•// Centrally located, near the Common.
all the place- of amusement, Public Buildings, and
Southern and Western Depots, and the numerous
Steamboat Lines ; Horse Citi> ami Stage.*-to all part
of the City and Suburbs, connecting with all th.
Depots, pass t he door cut inualh.
Rooms, ^ 1.U0 per da\ and upward-, aceordiie- to
ARRANGEMENTS OF TRAINS.
size
and location
I nuns leave Beiiast o a.
An excellent Rc-iaur:mt. ii in.>d* rate pi iv.
direct
to
Ban
ni. connecting
^ our patronage
solicit
gor, Dexter, Skowhegan,
Kariniuerton. Lewiston, Dan
I on it Sam: m: \.
\
n
i.
vine junction ana Oramt trunk Kailwav, Augusta,
I
lie.
Brunswick, Bath, Portland, and via Eastern, and
Boston and Maine Kaiirouds, arriving in Boston

sr
March 1:. 1M.V

Stocks and Bonds of Corporations and
Cities held as security l'or cash

FUMES, with neatness and dispatch.

FIRE &

Week.

Per

Minini

Sale.

M

Bitters a safe and reliable remedy, in all cases of illness incident to the sex,—purifying the

Improved Dental Plates.
attention given to making and inserting

3F^c3‘Y'^.Xaa

Loans

to have any
call for the

:ire Iir.-|)ur.-,l to do
SHIP :md HOUSF
PAINTING iu all its brandies—both plain and
ornamental—at prices that w ill suit the times.
< )ur long experience in the business, and our
past
labors with tlie citizen-* of Belfast, will, we think,
be a sufficient guaranty that woik entrusted to us
will be faithfully done. Consult us before going
elsewhere.
Shop over the Marble Woi’ks, llieli
Street.
JOHN H. pool;
Belfast. March is. 1?::.. tt MAI 1 WKI.sli.

Dr. Folsom's

1875.

encumbrance),

LADIES!

FAINTBES!

FIRST TRIP FOR THE SEASON.

One

aim

—

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS. DR. Gr. P.
LOMBARD, IX)MISTIC
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
ARRANGEMENT.

IUUI1I'

For

Composed of Roots, Barks, and
Herbs,—the great Blood Purifier
of the day,
restoring vitality
and energy.
To the Aged, they
are a blessing,
removing the infirmities of age, strengthening
and stimulating the body and
cheering the mind. Mothers and
Maidens will find the Quaker

Irvlu.

POOR & WELSH

ST KAMI't It

493 ConsrussSt.,Poillaml Me.'""1''

ALL KINDS OF

Till". ASSISTANT TO TilK Toll.INC STUDF.X T,

Quaker Bitters

I am prepared to furui -!i at short notice, any st\ le
of Handle that may be wanted, from the best'ot
Connecticut Oak; workmanship, lirst class; furnished iu any quantity, at bottom prices.
I I! Id* A l'W( *( *1). \V interport, Me.
H'.d
(.eii'i A
lliggamim Mia. ( o.

Ill AT AT

Insurance

AND AT AS

THE MENTAL RENOVATOR.

Shirts made this

to furnish

as

FELLOWS’ HYPOPHOSPHITES.

are

at >

1"UI

—

boats to

anti Islesboro

now

GOOD AN ARTICLE

agent in every township in‘the land; an>
person can make 810 'tilth/ by such
agency. Burn
cr and
chimney sent anywhere east of the Alleglia
nies lor CSc., expressage
or 2 for $1.
.Send
prepaid,
fir the samples and terms to
ftl.UBK
agents.
BCKX'EK CO., Boston, Atass.
an

brothers

Machinery,

are

ALL the old customers, and AS MAN V NEW ONES as are pleased to
give us a rail, with :tl! kinds of goods in our line,

in the world, and the chimney cannot
ureal: under all test where other
chimneys do. The
in
saving
glass will pay for one every month. We

sons or

at Fair Rates i

now-

attic.
I !:•• house is thoroughly built, and in excel
h ut condition
throughout, and adapted for two
tamilie\\ dl be sold on reasonable terms.
III03!As I 1 AKKOW.
Belfast, April 10. is;:,.
tf jj

Dll. FLINT'S

Office in Gordon Block, Main St.
SEARSPORT, ME.
Special attention paid to extracting
► teeth. Artificial Teeth Manufactured,
kTeeth tilled in the be<t manner
T

on

good cellar,

new,

[

D ENTIST !

.75
#1.00
.40
.50
.25

the

It n
well of water,
acre
of
land.
I
he
house
iquarter
E'-'lxSo, two stories, 1 111 one and a half
I stories, three large rooms below and

usually

KIM: goes
rpil
JL ony l>t»s

Come and examine these Organs for yourself and
be convinced that they are as wood and olkai-ll
hail any you ever saw, and if you want one we unbound to si- i.i. us \ve shall let No one toucli us ill

**1°^'* Murner and IntiestructiT I! H T 1/A (>ur
*'*'* F’himney tjice more and better
I I I K r K D
L U II L l\nl//V^ than any other Kerosene burner

j
I

Morning

return,

at

I'nion Street,
THK
occupitil b> the subscriber.
with

L

\V a,s4liin:.rl

Cl IAS. OUST IS & CO.,

husband,

or

Satur

house

receive

will

LEWISTOIT,

Tin, mid Iron Ware At*,

II your

Castine

as

E. Fletcher house

House for Sale.

M. L. M A O O 0 H

CAPT. CHAS. DEERING,
A X l

the admiration and confidence ol tin-

Every Instrument sold by ns is fully warranted and
sutislaction guaranteed to the purchaser.

rpiIE
It.

at Law!

Particular
artificial teeth.

:0

people.

Postal Card, n*w mini
Address
O. Y. DAVIS,
Land ( ommissioner l
1*. R. K.,
< ).M A1IA, NKB.

are

Freight Taken

THE

ORGANS!

a

BI'SINKSS.

or

Brooksville
Between Islesboro and Castine
Brooksville
Castine

POE $7.25 !

SEND FOR IT AT ONCE !

.MAN OE

Islesboro

CO.^Bccton. L'a:3.

Wsu^rsmted. to $*it.

AKHASHKD

to

BELFAST TO NEW YORK

AND E\ AMIN E T11E ( ELERR A I ED

prices.

WALLACE,

*J-A11 business entrusted to him
rompt attention.

FARE:

SPRING
Winterport. Me.

FRED ATWOOD.
(iVncral Agent
Nova Scotia.

their way into

GEO. E.

house and lot known

day
rove, Xorthport, for sal*-.
-Terras easy. Would take mortgage
■”note for part
pav. Inquire of
<;!.<> E. JOHNso\. f.sij., Belfast
Xorthport, April i»0, 1875.
tfl

AMi

STOVES,

OF THE. II

A.

M., on Tuesday at :t 1’. SI.
touching at Castine and Islesboro each way.

(

HOWS “VETO" SEED DRILL & ‘NEW"

hie wori.d.

want

Leave

day, and Friday

«•

The WYOMING STOVE

PIONEER.

It will only cost you
her for April just out.

SI., on Thursday,

—

Having recently purchased the stock and trade of S.
S. 11LRSEY, will keep constantly on hand a large

contains the New Homestead and Timber
Lwv-., with other interesting matter found onh in
this paper.

A Yankee I kick.
A Vermont dealer
in the “ardent'1 whose place was broken
up recently, explains the means by which
he has often evaded the officers ot the law.
He had a tin case, holding about three
quarts, about two inches in diameter and
an inch thick, and curved to fit the
body.
This was lastened by a belt around the
worn
beneath
the clothes in
waist and
front, where it was entirely unnoticeable.
To a small opening at the bottom was attached a rubber tube coming out through
a hole in the pocket, and the vender could,
at any time, draw a glass of whisky from
that receptacle. The owner says he has
sat at his door and sold liquor while the
officers were searching his premises with
in.

in the way
are out of it.’

AT

Factory anil Dairy Fit ml wiling
Nlationary and Portable

at tf A.

BETTBXIIIC),
Brooksville for Belfast on Monday, Thurs,
at 7 :15

duodi,

Ii

sonorousness.

“God meets those who
Satan meets those who

TRIMMED FREE

Handles.

A handsome illustrated newspaper,
containing in
lo-ination lor everybody. Tells how and whereto
secure a home cheap.
Sent
lei: to all parts

oi

SWIVEL.

Diggers and Planters, Bag Holders, Wagon
Jacks, Whippletrees—Double or Single. Steamboat, Railroad and Platform Trucks. Ox
Yokes and Hews. Plow Beams and

Potato

m, FREE i FREE!!!

of

LOW PRICES!

Saturday

THE
A.

14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office formerly occupied by K. K. Hoyle.

HAP,ADEN BLOCK, Belfast, Me,

run until further notice as follows:
Leave Belfast, Sanford’s wharf, for Brooksville on Tuesday,

and

House and Lot for Sale’!

at Lav/!

Attorney

CAPT. WM. FARNSWORTH

Will

from Belfast

Eagle.

JOHNSOM,

Attorney

at

Itclo Mtocrtisements.

teeling

Plows, including t lie

THE

AND

—

o

and Swivel

Celebrated Silver

■

What—ah I what is that future state?
And where, oli! where is the goal?
\\ iii'-li
hristiuns say i- the resting plane.
And hour- oftlw deathless soul?
i
it beyond tbe dark blue sky—
lie oud where the stars now shine;
A in rn the angels sing their s.mg ot praise
r<i the spirit of Hod divine?

Large Stock!

a

"I’m a prisoner, but I’m entitled to be
treated with respect!” squeaked the little
man standing on his tip-toes and
growing
red in the face.
“Respectfully, your obedient servant,”
replied the court, waving his hand around
and letting it gently drop upon a ,seek-nofurther.
1 won’t be made tun of—1 tell you 1
won’t!” squeaked the prisoner
“Fun ! tun!” repeated his honor. “Sir.
this is a serious word, With tour pounds ol
heart-ache to one old-fashioned grin. No,
sir
1 see no fun here. The charge is
being drunk and raising a great row—a
very serious thing.”
"Who says 1 got drunk ?” squealed the
little man; “who says L raise a great
row ?
It is a conspiracy to get me out oj
the neighborhood.”
Prisoner at the bar,” said his honor
when the evidence was all in, “now is the
time to make a Fourth of duly speech il
you are ever going to make one. It you
have any evidence hurl it at me!”
Silence.
Darius Washington .Jones,’ resumed
the court, after waiting tor an answer,
“you are chalked for sixty days. You
won’t set out any onions this spring, and
you won’t be around when the first circus
strikes Detroit. May-day will find you
making chairs, and June berries will have
ripened and vanished before we gaze upon
your face again.” [Detroit Free Press.

What !

large line of Steel

STYLES!

E.

G.

PIONEER.

Wednesday

Hitching Weights.

and

seedling?'’

thou

LATE

PLOWS OF EVERY VARIETY.
Hay, Straw and Root Cutters—Hand or Power.

Spring.

wearing

PAPER!

Agricultural Implements.

A

& Castine Steam Boat
Line.

STEAMER

Winterport, Maine,

bilious
looking plug hat and speaking in childlike tones, was conducted out, and his
honor looked up and inquired :

And -ii I am jealous of him I io\e;
oh! jealous as jealous can be;
For his lordly aims and his growing pains
Keep him away from me.
And 1 -it away ll\ myself to-night.
I trapping the bitter tears
that have moistened the cheek that he left
unkissei i.
I'• whiten with cruel fears.

Be)oad the Stars
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CHAS. G.’BLATCHLEY, Manufacturer.
('.nr.'

auo I'lmnni

ice

st.,

l'liilaililphia,

i*a.

THOUSANDS SAVED.
l roi.1 the brink of the grave; health ami
strength
given to those deemed incurable, by using the ui
mous Bra/.ili.ian
Plant, <. iscovered by l»r. Kvans
oi the Navy,
ltadically cures, Dyspepsia, Liver
and Kidney Complaints, Nervous Debility,
bi'ii.EPSY, Lost Vitality, und Weaknesses from

Alcohol, Tobacco, Opium, and other
weakening the Brain and Nervous Sy s
iim.
Send stamp for circular,
Empire Pharma
cchtical Co.;
lyS'J
Broadway, A ).

excesses in
causes

G. ABBOTT & CO.,
Aciv

llasliinglon, Corner Friend Strerl.,

NOS. 76, 78 & 82 FRIEND ST..
BOSTON.
iow:ir

■■■■■■■■■■■■■Sure relief, d

KIPPERS

PR8nLLE&^.rfB!A;

■■■■■■■■■■■■r ieirkstown,

